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ABSTRACT 

An important aspect of graduate education in counseling and 

clinical psychology is clinical training, specifically practica and 

internships. There is a clear directive from the American 

Psychological Association (APA) to conduct evaluations of clinical 

training, and an implicit directive from psychologists' 

responsibility to their clients. State licensure laws and third-

party payment agents also demand certain levels of competence and 

accountability. It is clear that the effectiveness of clinical 

training should be evaluated. The literature reports that clinical 

training evaluation is done, but that it lacks specificity and 

quality. There are many difficulties inherent in such evaluation. 

For one, there are no standardized criteria against which to judge 

successful therapist training outcome. In addition, therapist 

trainees enter training with different skills, paces, and methods 

of learning. Third, assessment instruments are not well developed. 

It is therefore important to utilize the best evaluation methodology 

and instrumentation available. 

This dissertation study evaluated the clinical training 

programs of the Texas Tech University Counseling Center (TTUCC), 

which offers both practica and an APA-accredited predoctoral 

internship. There were two major foci for improving the TTUCC 

evaluation process. One was to make the evaluation more broad-based 
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and comprehensive, and the second was to make the evaluation more 

quantitative or performance-based. The major problems with this 

study involved low return rates and poorly developed 

instrumentation, producing few statistically significant results. 

It was found that the trainees significantly increased in 

self-awareness, improved in writing intake reports, and were highly 

satisfied with supervision and training modules. Past interns 

reported that their TTUCC training/experience adequately prepared 

them for their future professional activities. Areas of 

dissatisfaction centered around policy, procedures, and staff 

relationships, and several suggestions for improvement were made. 

Current interns reported critical elements of their internship to be 

training experiences and relationships with staff, whereas practicum 

students most frequently listed client experiences as critical 

incidents. Both clients and supervisors were satisfied with trainee 

performance. 
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CHAPTER I 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

An important aspect of graduate education in counseling 

psychology and clinical psychology is clinical training, in which 

students take the theory and knowledge they have gained in the 

classroom and apply it in actual counseling situations. This 

experience is usually gained through practica and internship. 

Because of the importance of this experience, the effectiveness of 

clinical training should be evaluated. 

There are many difficulties inherent in evaluation of clinical 

training. For one, there are no standardized criteria against which 

to judge successful therapist skills acquisition and training 

outcome. In addition, individual therapists-in-training enter 

training with different skills, paces, and ways of learning. To 

further confound matters, there is currently little agreement within 

professional psychology as to what skills should be taught during 

the internship, what level of skills should be expected, and how 

best to teach the skills (Edelstein & Brasted, 1983). State 

licensure laws and third-party payment agents, however, demand 

certain levels of competence and accountability. It is important 

that professional psychology as a field establish its own standards, 

do a thorough job of evaluating its practitioners, and show evidence 

of successful outcome, so that these standards are not regulated 

from outside the field. 



One standard of effectiveness and quality of professional 

psychology graduate training programs and internships has been 

accreditation by the American Psychological Association (APA). 

After initial accreditation, APA site teams generally make visits 

every 3 to 5 years to ensure that certain training criteria are 

satisfactorily met. The site team examines such things as training 

facilities, ratio of supervisees to supervisors, and training 

opportunities offered. The team does not actually evaluate the 

impact of the training programs on the trainees, although APA does 

emphasize that it is important for the agency/program to perform 

such evaluation. Most graduate programs and training agencies 

perform some type of self-evaluation, but recent literature has 

called into question the quality of such evaluation efforts 

(Edelstein & Brasted, 1983; Miller, 1977; Holloway & Roehlke, 1987; 

Norcross, Stevenson, & Nash, 1986). 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the training 

programs of the Texas Tech University Counseling Center, which 

offers practica and an APA-accredited predoctoral internship. 

Relevant literature will be reviewed, followed by a brief 

description of the agency's programs and goals, and the proposed 

evaluation study. 

Internship Evaluation 

We shall begin with the literature concerning evaluation 

efforts of APA-accredited internship programs. Edelstein and 

Brasted (1983) report that much variation exists across internships 
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in evaluation methodology. This makes it difficult to compare 

internship programs. In addition, there is a scarcity of 

experiential data reported. It is difficult to evaluate an 

experience when we do not know the specific aspects of that 

experience. Furthermore, there appears to be little research on 

specific learning experiences relative to APA recommendations and on 

intern performance relative to competency standards. This is 

probably due in part to the fact that APA guidelines tend to be 

fairly global and nonspecific, and the field has not established 

specific competency standards against which to judge. 

Regardless of the difficulties, there is a clear directive 

from APA and from psychologists' responsibility to the public to 

evaluate clinical training. Recently, scholars (Edelstein & 

Brasted, 1983; Levy, 1983; Miller, 1977) have called for specific 

standards, and, hopefully, the field will establish these in the 

near future. The present need exists, however, to perform 

evaluations with the best information and methodology currently 

available. 

Regarding evaluation methodology and content, Miller (1977) 

surveyed all internship sites listed in the Association of 

Psychology Internship Centers directory. He was interested in 

determining what areas of internship performance were assessed and 

by what methods. Only 70 (30%) of the questionnaires were returned. 

Approximately half of these were from APA-accredited internships. 

Areas of performance were ranked in the following order as to 

importance: psychotherapy, assessment, interpersonal relationships, 



consultation, teaching and supervision, and research. Most 

evaluations were qualitative, with only 20% using quantitative 

observational data. Most feedback given to interns was verbal, with 

only 20% giving written feedback. Only one-third followed up their 

interns after they left the internship. Although the return rate on 

the questionnaire is poor, limiting the generalizability of the 

results, the results seem to support the author's conclusions that 

the evaluation process across internships is very nonspecific, and 

that the skills to be assessed need to be standardized across 

internships and need to be more directly and quantifiably assessed. 

Khol, Matefy, and Turner (1972) also surveyed interns in APA-

accredited internships, asking them to provide information about the 

nature of their training experiences and to indicate if they would 

accept the same internship again. They received information from 73 

(74%) of the agencies. Over 90% of the interns reported that they 

would accept the same internship again, and quality of the overall 

internship and supervision was judged to be above average. The 

study used a forced-choice questionnaire with global satisfaction 

measures. A criticism of this study is that more information could 

have been gleaned by using a questionnaire that also contained open-

ended questions, measured satisfaction with specific aspects of the 

internship experience, and elicited information as to why the 

interns gave the rankings that they did. A global satisfaction 

ranking does not provide a strong evaluation of the experience. It 

does not give direction for change, nor information regarding degree 

of satisfaction. 



A recent study was performed which attempted to address many 

of these issues. Cole, Kolko, and Craddick (1981) surveyed interns 

who had done their clinical psychology graduate work at Georgia 

State University and served internships between 1969-1979. The 

questionnaire asked them to assess the quality of their internship, 

using 14 open-ended questions and four Likert scale questions. 

Sixty questionnaires were returned (66% of 91). Responses covered 

35 internship sites across 15 states. 

Factors listed as causing dissatisfaction were inadequate 

quantity of supervision, poor quality of supervision, narrowness of 

training scope, narrowness of client population, domination of 

psychiatry, and political conflicts associated with the site. 

Factors listed as advantageous were a diverse range of client 

problems, variety of learning and training experiences, adequate 

supervision, and a flexible working arrangement. Areas in which 

expectations were listed as not met were quantity and quality of 

supervision, range of opportunities for more training, range of 

client populations, amount of pay, individual therapy opportunities, 

emotional support, and research opportunities. There were also 

complaints about the amount of stress and the magnitude of 

bureaucracy encountered. 

APA-accredited internship sites were rated more often as 

excellent, received high ratings for quality of therapy and 

supervision, and were reported to have greater staff support and a 

better emotional climate than non-APA-accredited sites. They were 

also found to be more stressful. Significantly more interns from 
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APA-accredited sites stated they would repeat their experiences than 

those who were not from APA-accredited sites. The factor that 

seemed to most greatly affect the overall quality ratings was degree 

of support from faculty and emotional climate. 

This study gives insight into areas likely to affect intern 

satisfaction and evaluation of the internship experience. 

In a study that was focused on achievement rather than 

satisfaction levels, Rosenkrantz and Holmes (1974) surveyed the 

staff and interns at the William S. Hall Psychiatric Institute, an 

APA-accredited internship. At the end of the 2-year internship, 

supervisors were asked to rank the interns, and interns were asked 

to rank themselves, on level of achievement in each of 13 areas. In 

addition, interns were asked to estimate their prior level of 

accomplishment in each area. Overall means were reported for each 

area, as interns' self-ratings did not differ significantly from the 

consensus of their supervisors' ratings. Interns considered 

themselves to have made significant achievement in each area, 

particularly in the areas of individual psychotherapy, community 

consultation, and personal growth. A serious flaw in this study is 

that interns estimated levels of achievement two years after the 

fact, which raises doubts as to the accuracy of these ratings. In 

addition, global ranking scales were used, with no operational 

criteria given. 

An extension of this study was done by Stout, Holmes, and 

Rothstein (1977). These authors wanted to evaluate the internship 

experience from the perspective of the professional activities the 



interns became involved in after completion of the internship. Of 

the 25 graduates, 96% worked with other professionals, 92% conducted 

psychological treatment, 80% conducted psychodiagnostic evaluations, 

72% spent significant time in administrative duties, 76% were 

engaged in community service and/or consultation, and 56% spent 

significant time in teaching. The graduates reported they were more 

than adequately trained in psychological treatment, psychodiagnostic 

evaluation, and interprofessional relationships, and that they were 

least well trained in administration and teaching. 

Therefore, it would s'eem important for the internship to offer 

experiences and training in interprofessional relationships, 

psychological evaluation and treatment, administration, community 

service, consultation, and perhaps teaching. According to Miller's 

(1977) results, internship sites place the most emphasis on 

psychotherapy, assessment, interpersonal relationships, 

consultation, teaching and supervision, and research. Obviously, as 

the internship is generally only a 1-year experience, it cannot 

offer experiences in all the professional activities in which an 

intern might later find him/herself involved. The internship 

program must set some priorities. It would seem logical to base 

those priorities on experiences most common to graduated interns, in 

which case it appears that administration needs to be a bigger focus 

of internships. 

The important contribution of this study was its emphasis on 

evaluation from the perspective of future activities, as one goal of 

training is to prepare the trainee for future employment. 
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Evaluating the internship as to how well it prepares its interns for 

their future employment should be an important aspect of the 

evaluation process. 

Because agencies and client populations differ, professional 

activities will differ across training sites. There is a consensus, 

however, that trainees should be evaluated in the areas of ethical 

or professional issues and psychotherapy and assessment (APA 

Accreditation Handbook, 1986; Monti, Wallander, & Delancey. 1983). 

An integration of results and recommendations from these 

studies suggests that evaluations should include and address: 

1. Competency or performance-based measures (pre- and post-): 

a. Psychotherapy 

b. Assessment 

c. Interprofessional relationships 

d. Consultation 

e. Teaching and supervision 

f. Research 

g. Ethics 

2. Trainee satisfaction and expectancies 

3. Supervision of trainees 

The present study attempted to assess each of these variables. 

Figure 1 (pp. 56-58) lists which evaluation instruments were used to 

assess which variables. 



Practicum/Program Training Evaluations 

Levy (1983) discussed the evaluation process of 11 clinical 

psychology programs. Information gleaned from these programs, which 

ranged along the continuum of theoretical and scientific 

orientations, revealed that both academic and clinical performances 

of graduate students were evaluated. Seven programs used evaluation 

forms, five of which used rating scales, all of which were global. 

None required articulation of the skills and competencies on which 

the ratings were based. Most feedback was given orally, and these 

evaluations were not used in the evaluations of the program in 

general, although they had on occasion led to changes in the 

program. The author noted that psychologists do not apply the same 

knowledge and theories to their behavior as they do to the behavior 

of clients and research subjects. This echoes the sentiments of 

Miller (1977), in which he noted that psychologists have developed 

better techniques to assess clinical populations than to assess 

their own performance. 

Levy suggested that three trends--application of general 

systems theory to mental health problems, application of behavioral 

analyses to clinical problems, and the emergence of program 

evaluation as a practice specialty in psychology--have resulted in 

the emphasis on behavior- or performance-based evaluation and the 

use of evaluation findings to modify and improve the program 

evaluated. These trends should result in more consistent and fair 

evaluations--consistent across training sites and fair in that 

trainees will be evaluated on the basis of actual ability and not on 
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the basis of personality traits. However, in practice it appears 

that such emphases have not been fully implemented. 

Tyler and Weaver (1981) surveyed directors of clinical 

training regarding evaluation of and feedback to clinical psychology 

supervisees. Approximately 70 replies (65%) were received. Over 

90% reported that evaluations of trainee progress are regularly 

conducted. Overall satisfaction of training directors with existing 

supervisee evaluation procedures was high. No agency reported 

keeping evaluations totally confidential from the students, and 75% 

of the agencies reported that the content was completely revealed. 

Almost all programs gave oral feedback, and 2/3 of the agencies gave 

written feedback. Half of these used an unstructured format, while 

the other half used a combination of rating scales and unstructured 

descriptions of particular trainee characteristics (e.g., warmth). 

Three programs had supervisors comment on specific characteristics 

without using rating scales. It is apparent that although most 

programs perform some sort of evaluation, much of it is global and 

not performance-based. 

Another study on evaluation procedures in graduate training 

programs was conducted by Norcross and Stevenson (1984). Of 109 

training directors of APA-accredited clinical psychology programs, 

62 returned questionnaires. The directors were asked which 

evaluation procedures they used and what they experienced as the 

most serious obstacles to evaluation. The most frequently utilized 

evaluation procedures were personal impressions of students' growth, 

supervisors' verbal evaluations, judged quality of internship 
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obtained, and feedback from internship supervisors. Qualitative 

procedures were utilized the most frequently, and formal 

quantitative procedures the least. In determining the quality of 

clinical training, the factors that were perceived as having the 

greatest impact were supervisors' written evaluations, APA-

accreditation reports, feedback from internship supervisors, and 

quantitative evaluation of supervisors by supervisees. The most 

serious obstacles to evaluation were listed as time restraints and 

inadequate evaluation methods and measures. 

These methods of evaluation are generally based on global 

ratings or subjective impressions, and need to be anchored to 

objective, performance-based criteria. Future research needs to 

focus on validating already existing measures and developing new 

measures that are quantitative, valid, and efficient. 

The present study utilized a comprehensive combination of 

measures in order to conduct a more effective evaluation than those 

reviewed. Some of these measures already existed and have been 

previously utilized, whereas others were created for a specific 

purpose. It was hoped that the combination of measures used, or the 

combination of areas evaluated, could serve as a prototypical model 

of evaluation for other clinical training agencies and programs. 

In a more recent article, Stevenson and Norcross (1985) 

surveyed psychology training clinics to determine the scope, nature, 

and impact of training and treatment evaluation occurring within 

these clinics. A questionnaire was mailed to all members of the 

Association of Directors of Psychology Training Clinics. They 
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received 74 (56%) usable responses. Forty-five of the sites 

reported that they routinely conduct quantitative evaluations of 

training. Methods employed, in descending order of frequency, were 

verbal supervisors' evaluations, written supervisors' evaluations, 

quantitative evaluation of supervisors by supervisees, pre- post-

analysis of therapy sessions, analysis of responses to simulated 

cases, pre- post- factual knowledge tests, and case presentations, 

clinical reports, and therapy process observation. The mean number 

of instruments utilized per evaluation was 3.2. 

Clinic directors were asked to judge the impact of their 

evaluation procedures on policy. Greater impact was associated with 

routine evaluations (rather than specific, time-limited studies), 

and internal, clinic-generated financial support for evaluation 

activities. In addition, a greater number of outcome measures 

employed resulted in greater impact. 

Directors were also asked to list their biggest obstacles to 

conducting evaluations. Time restraints, staff apathy and 

disinterest, inadequate methods and measures, and inadequate funding 

were listed as the biggest obstacles. The present researcher's 

opinion is that obstacles to evaluation need to be taken into 

account and countered whenever possible. If the agency stresses 

evaluation as important and actually utilizes the results from 

evaluation studies, rather than just filing them away, many of these 

obstacles should be lessened. 

The authors concluded that various instruments are used across 

training clinics, there is little evidence of reliability or 
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validity for most of these, and few quantitative measures exist for 

evaluating training. The lack of quantitative measures and 

methodologies is a frequent concern voiced in the literature on 

evaluation. Yet this is not the actual issue, as exemplified by 

what training directors considered as quantitative in this study: 

global rankings of satisfaction, improvement, or skill level. What 

is lacking is not quantitative measures, but meaningful comparison 

points or standards. That is, ranking of a skill or ability is not 

meaningful unless compared against an earlier ranking, or, 

optimally, unless it is operationalized by specific performances 

and/or behaviors. The anchor points in "quantitative" measures need 

to be made clear. 

This type of evaluation will never be totally free from 

subjectivity, and will always be of a largely qualitative nature, so 

the bottom line is to include multiple measures, make the evaluation 

comprehensive, include pre- and post- measurements, and emphasize 

performance-based and clearly operationalized measures. The present 

study attempted to do this by utilizing many of the types of 

evaluation methods listed in the Stevenson and Norcross (1985) 

survey. 

In a more specific focus, Stevenson, Norcross, King, and Tobin 

(1984) reported the results of their 5-year evaluation of a training 

clinic and APA-accredited clinical psychology program. They 

evaluated three areas: students' increase in knowledge, strengths 

and weaknesses of the clinic, and supervisor and supervisee 

performance. 
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Student knowledge was assessed by written descriptions of 

clinical terms, semantic differential ratings of certain clinical 

concepts, attainment of self-generated goals, and written responses 

to videotaped therapy segments. It was unclear what results were 

obtained from the semantic differential test. Goals relating to 

clinical skills and opportunities were generally met, whereas goals 

concerning research and theory were not. When the written responses 

to the videotapes were content analyzed, students who had received 

instruction in family-oriented treatment became more verbally 

active, directive, concrete, and supportive. 

It is entirely possible that different results would have been 

found with training in different theoretical orientations. In 

addition, written responses may not be a valid indicator of actual 

behavior during therapy, when the counselor may not have time to 

consider what to do next under the pressure of the client's 

presence. 

Students and faculty were asked in an open-ended format to 

rate the clinic, and the authors reported that weaknesses noted were 

acted upon. The same was also reported to be true of 

supervisor/supervisee evaluation. The information on supervisors 

was aggregated and made available, like teacher evaluations, and 

consistent complaints about a particular supervisor were acted upon. 

This study illustrates the use of multifaceted approaches to 

achieve a comprehensive evaluation. It points out that goals need 

to be specified before the program begins in order to be able to 

assess if such goals have been accomplished, and that goals may 
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differ from program to program (because of differing theoretical 

orientations, for example). Their study also emphasizes that 

evaluations can and should be used to modify and correct weaknesses 

in programs. 

In response to this, the present study used a multifacted 

evaluation approach. TTUCC goals are specified in the evaluation 

instruments. These results should prove useful in the future for 

the TTUCC to strengthen and/or modify its programs where 

appropriate. 

Walsh et al. (1985) also conducted a comprehensive evaluation 

of a psychology department clinic. Training goals were ascertained 

from interviews with clinical faculty members, the clinic director, 

and the former director of clinical training; a review of clinic 

policies; and an analysis of the clinic's history. The resultant 

goal areas were the following: amount and quality of faculty 

supervision; amount, quality, and utility of supervision from 

advanced students; appropriate expectations of students' and 

supervisors' responsibilities in conduct of practicum sessions; 

variety and utility of forms of assessment and interventions 

employed in practicum teams; and various aspects and procedures of 

the clinic. It was determined that training goals and practices 

were relatively stable over the period of the preceding five years. 

The first portion of the evaluation concerned graduate 

students' evaluation of the training they received in the clinic. 

Graduate students who had been registered for practicum for the 

preceding five years were mailed the questionnaire, and 45 
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responded. Almost all students were positive about the quality of 

supervision received, whether from faculty or advanced students. 

They felt the amount of supervision was adequate, but almost all 

felt they could have benefited from more. Half felt expectations 

for students needed to be more formalized, while the other half 

disagreed. Negative evaluations were not scattered uniformly among 

the respondents--if a student was dissatisfied in one area, s/he 

tended to be dissatisfied in several other areas as well, rather 

than several students being dissatisfied with one or more areas. 

The second segment was directed to the faculty members, who 

were asked to respond to the questionnaire as they perceived a modal 

student within the past five years would respond. Their responses 

were highly similar to actual student responses, so they appeared to 

be fairly accurate in regard to students' experiences and 

perceptions. They believed the amount of supervision was adequate, 

but also believed students would always want more supervision, 

regardless of the amount provided. They were critical of students 

for not preparing more adequately for supervision sessions. 

The third component of the evaluation assessed the 

accomplishments of doctoral graduates (as of January, 1981) and 

their retrospective evaluation of the program. Accomplishments were 

judged by the nature of positions held since graduation, 

publications and presentations, types of professional service 

offered outside of their employment, and characteristics of the 

private practices in which they were engaged. The doctoral 

graduates rated overall training and training in a variety of 
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clinical approaches as most adequate, whereas training in 

consultation received the lowest rating. 

The authors also attempted to assess the satisfaction of 

clients from the preceding five years with the treatment they had 

received. This portion of the evaluation was not completed, as it 

was too difficult to ascertain the current location of a 

sufficiently large sample of the clients. 

The authors concluded that although some areas needed 

improvement, basically the training clinic program was sound. They 

mentioned that process as well as outcome variables need to be 

addressed in such an evaluation if useful data are to be collected. 

The authors approached this evaluation from several angles: 

accomplishment of clinic goals, student participants' reactions, 

faculty reactions, past student participants' reactions, graduates' 

accomplishments, and client satisfaction. 

The present study assessed many of these areas in a 

multifacted evaluation designed to yield a good amount of useful 

information. 

Levy (1983) discussed three concepts generated by the program 

evaluation field. The first is the distinction between the roles 

and goals of evaluation. The goals are what is evaluated; the roles 

are how that evaluation is used. He suggested a few ways in which 

evaluation could be used, other than just to provide feedback to the 

student, such as for material in training grant applications, and 

program development and modification. 
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The second concept is the distinction between formative and 

summative evaluation. Summative evaluation is applied to a program 

already developed and operating, and indicates if it is achieving 

its goals. Formative evaluation is designed to aid in the 

development and modification of the program. This latter type of 

evaluation should be much less threatening to the student; however, 

the value of formative evalution will be dependent on how well 

articulated the goals of the program have been (e.g., which skills 

and competencies the students are expected to acquire). Levy 

indicated that programs should make explicit which type of 

evaluation is being utilized. He further claimed that nothing was 

wrong with doing program evaluation on the basis of intuition and 

tradition in the beginning, but as methodologies become more 

developed, and as psychologists claim to base their practices on 

knowledge evolving from research in the field, they must have a 

firmer base for evaluation. 

The third concept is cost-effectiveness, which is a major 

consideration in program evaluation. It takes time and energy 

(costs) to do evaluation, and the uses to which the evaluation is 

put will determine if the costs are worth the benefits. Levy 

contended that they are, and the emphasis on evaluation by APA and 

the literature would support his contention. 

Harway and Serafica (1977) discussed some general issues in 

evaluating clinical training sites. First, it is important to 

understand and describe the agency and program being evaluated. 

Second, it is important to delineate the goals of the program. This 
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can be difficult because staff members may assign different values 

to different goals, and also because the agency is usually trying to 

fulfill service, training, and research needs. Third, evaluation 

should be treated as a formative (not summative) effort, because the 

goal is not to render a final verdict on the program/agency, but to 

modify and improve it. The first two issues were addressed in the 

present study by including a description of the TTUCC: its 

programs, goals, and history. The object of the evaluation was to 

give feedback to the TTUCC, in the hope that it will be used for 

modification where necessary. 

To summarize, there are manyaspects that should be 

incorporated into a comprehensive evaluation. There is a need for 

better quantitative, comprehensive, and performance-based 

evaluation. Methods of assessment have included impressions of and 

rankings by supervisors, judged prestige of future internships 

and/or work sites, client satisfaction and post-counseling 

functioning, rankings of supervisors by trainees, accomplishments of 

training goals, responses to taped or written therapy segments, and 

having outside psychologists assess client treatment plans. It was 

attempted to include most of these aspects in the present evaluation 

study. 

Program Evaluation 

Williamson, Prost, and George (1978) discussed the role of 

program evaluator for the professional psychologist, and listed six 

categories of program evaluation. 
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a. General effectiveness. Have those who received the program 

been changed by that program? The authors suggested using multiple 

dependent measures to get at this information. Several measures 

were used in the study of the TTUCC to ascertain general 

effectiveness. 

b. Means-end analysis. Compare the match between the program 

emphasis (time and resources spent) and identified program goals. 

This appears to be congruent in the TTUCC, based on results of the 

study. 

c. Internal validity. Are outcomes attributable to the 

program or to other circumstances associated with the program? 

Outcomes specifically associated with the TTUCC training experience 

are difficult to tease out from activities associated with being in 

graduate school for those trainees in practicum placements. Such a 

confound did not exist for those in the predoctoral internship 

program. 

d. Goal-outcome congruence. Did the outcome(s) of the program 

match the identified program goals? This was assessed in the 

present study, and addressed in discussion of the results. 

e. External validity. Can the program results be generalized 

to other people and/or settings? The results of this study are most 

applicable to other university counseling centers, although the 

study should be replicated at other sites before generalizability is 

assumed. 

f. Construct validity. Is the program rationale supported by 
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the program results? This appears to be true of the TTUCC, based on 

results of the study. 

Lambert (1980) reviewed the literature that used counseling 

trainee skill acquisition as outcome criteria, and found that: 

a. The most reliable measures focused on specific counseling 

behaviors. This is supportive of the emphasis on performance-based 

measures that has been noted throughout this literature review. 

Several of the measures that were utilized in the present study 

address specific counseling behaviors. 

b. Outcome data should be collected from several sources, 

including the trainee and the client. This was done in this study. 

c. Evaluation of trainee behavior with the actual client is 

the most convincing. In the present study, actual therapy sessions 

were to be used for evaluation. 

d. Scales which measure facilitative conditions were not 

potent measures of counseling outcome, so such scales were not used. 

Kirkpatrick (1967) identified three criteria that should be 

included in training evaluations: 

a. Reaction of participants to training. 

b. Amount of material learned (facts, skills, attitudes). 

c. Changes in trainee behavior. 

These elements were assessed in this study. He also stated that 

evaluation should result in tangible results to the agency, such as 

reduced costs and improved quality. Hopefully this evaluation study 

will contribute to the improvement of the training program at the 

TTUCC. 
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Areas of Evaluation 

Now that some of the background literature has been reviewed, 

some of the specific literature pertinent to each major component of 

the TTUCC training program will be addressed. 

Therapy Process and Outcome 

Evaluating treatment outcome is one component of an overall 

evaluation of clinical training. Does training result in a more 

effective therapist? Although treatment evaluation may be more 

advanced than training evaluation (Stevenson & Norcross, 1985), it 

presents just as many formidable problems. 

One major problem has been the issue of what to study. Many 

studies in this area have been interested in whether characteristics 

of the therapist or client contribute to outcome (Garfield, 1978; 

Kazdin, 1983). In one criticism of this literature, Parloff, 

Waskow, and Wolfe (1978) complained that the therapist variables 

usually selected for study in outcome research are simplistic, 

global, and vague. In another criticism of this literature. Hill 

(1984) discussed that it is erroneous to consider only therapist 

variables or only client variables when studying the therapeutic 

relationship, as these variables interact, and assessment of outcome 

must account for this interaction. So it would seem that the need 

exists to study not only therapist and client variables, but also 

the interaction between the two in the therapy relationship. 

Gendlin (1986) went so far as to claim that there are only 

interactions in therapy. Stiles, Shapiro, and Elliot (1986) called 

this "therapeutic alliance" (Bordin, 1979; Luborsky, 1976; Marziali, 
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1984), which includes the elements of emotional relationship between 

client and therapist, involvement of client and therapist in therapy 

tasks, and agreement between client and therapist on the goals of 

therapy. This concept unites a number of factors, but Stiles, 

Shapiro, and Elliot (1986) state that the concept is too abstract 

and the nature of the operation of each individual factor still 

needs to be clarified. 

A related problem is the definition of change. What 

constitutes therapeutic change--a disappearance of or change in 

symptoms, a change in attitudes, a lessening of distress, increased 

conformity to societal expectations, or increased individualization? 

Change is multidimensional. It contains many aspects, which will be 

valued differently by different individuals. Therefore, change 

needs to be assessed from many different sources and perspectives, 

which is a conclusion drawn by Strupp and Hadley (1977). Stiles, 

Shapiro, and Elliot (1986) felt that this multiple assessment would 

have the effect of balancing out the different value systems. 

Strupp (1986) stated that it was important to evaluate the "quality 

and function" of the systems of which the client is a part before 

and after therapy. He noted that the client may perform well in 

some systems and not in others, and that environmental circumstances 

which are not under the control of the client or the therapist can 

significantly affect the client's functioning. 

There is also a differentiation between outcome and process of 

therapy. Gendlin (1986) defines process as that which produces 

outcome in therapy. Stiles, Shapiro, and Elliot (1986) state that 
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few studies utilize process measures, and there has been no 

comprehensive assessment of process. There is an approach called 

the "events paradigm" (Rice & Greenberg, 1984) which studies 

significant events during the course of therapy, and analyzes their 

context and sequence to help understand the change process. Stiles, 

Shapiro, and Elliot felt this type of research would be extremely 

helpful for the practicing therapist, who does not tend to utilize 

other therapy research (Morrow-Bradley & Elliot, 1986). 

Another major problem lies in therapy outcome measures. 

Stoltenberg and Delworth (1987) discuss some problems with such 

measures. One is that clients may be rating therapy on degree of 

comfort and not its effectiveness. Another is that these measures 

are susceptible to changes over the course of therapy, and need to 

be supported by independent sources of information. The authors 

conclude that such measures need to be individualized to the 

client's presenting problems, emerging problems, and life 

situations. 

In the Stevenson and Norcross (1985) study, the most 

frequently used methods of evaluation were therapist and client 

subjective global ratings of improvement, client satisfaction with 

services, and standardized client self-reports (e.g., the MMPI). 

The mean number of instruments utilized per evaluation was 4.8. 

Regarding policy impact, greater impact was associated with 

utilization of standardized client self-report measures, 

individualized measures (e.g., goal attainment scaling), independent 

observer ratings, the involvement of students in the data-collection 
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process, and greater number of outcome measures employed. It 

appears that policy makers are looking for more objectivity and 

specificity than that offered by global therapist and client ratings 

of improvement. 

Yet those are the measures most frequently employed, due in 

large part to greater ease in obtaining such information. For 

instance, the MMPI, an objective client self-report instrument, 

takes a minimum of an hour and a half to complete. Individualized 

outcome measures, such as goal attainment scaling, also require a 

great deal of time to develop, and fit better with certain 

theoretical orientations than with others. Global ratings are much 

easier to obtain. Also, as with evaluation of training, there 

exists a lack of instruments that are objective, reliable, and 

valid. 

Not only are there problems with content and the nature of 

outcome measures, but also with who should complete them. That is, 

should change be assessed from the point of view of the client, the 

therapist, significant others, or an independent observer? Again, 

each of these may value different outcomes, so change should be 

evaluated from multiple perspectives (Stiles, Shapiro, & Elliot, 

1986). 

Other problems that exist are therapist resistance to being 

evaluated and clients' generally favorable report of counselor 

characteristics and services received. 

It is apparent that there are many complex issues involved in 

the evaluation of therapy outcome. For the purposes of the present 
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study, therapy outcome serves as only one measure of training 

success. The assumption was that if clinical training is effective, 

one measure of this should be an improvement in therapy performance, 

which should be reflected in therapy outcome. The TTUCC staff 

members as a whole do not formally assess therapy outcome, but they 

do attempt to assess client satisfaction with the therapy experience 

and the TTUCC services in general. Satisfaction is one aspect of 

outcome, so the TTUCC satisfaction instrument was used. Although 

assessing only therapist variables does not capture the 

interactional nature of the therapeutic relationship, the therapist 

trainee was the focus of interest in this study. Therefore, an 

instrument which measures only therapist variables, the Counseling 

Evaluation Inventory (Linden, Stone, & Shertzer, 1965), was 

utilized. The Current Adjustment Rating Scale (Truax, 1968) was 

also utilized as a pre- and post- measure of client functioning. It 

was believed that these instruments, although not addressing all the 

issues raised in this section, would be sufficient to address the 

evaluation problem at hand. 

Supervision Process and Outcome 

Tyler and Weaver (1981) suggested that if supervision is 

viewed as an educational activity, much can be learned from the 

effects of evaluation and feedback in the supervisory relationship 

on trainee learning. For instance, operant feedback was found to be 

much more effective than informational feedback (Campbell, 1977). 

Feedback was more effective than no feedback (Robinson, Kurpius, & 

Froehel, 1979), and praise was a more effective supervision tool for 
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learning than was criticism (Gulanick & Schmeck, 1977). It was also 

found that supervisees learned more from modeling than from feedback 

(Gulanick & Schmeck, 1977; Ronnestad, 1977). 

It would appear, therefore, that supervisors should utilize 

praise, modeling, and operant feedback, and that the evaluation 

study should assess if these techniques were used. It should also 

be instructive, for the purposes of this study, to look at various 

findings regarding supervision effectiveness, and incorporate those 

elements into measurement of the supervisory relationship. The 

implicit assumption here is that effective supervision results in 

learning and treatment effectiveness on the part of the supervisee. 

tanning (1971) found that trainees' perceptions of their 

relationships with their supervisors accounted for half of the 

variance in how the trainees expected their clients to perceive 

them. In short, they expected the relationships to be similar. If 

a linkage exists between therapists' expectations of their clients' 

perceptions and therapy outcome, then one would expect that a good 

relationship between supervisor and supervisee should result in 

favorable therapy outcome. 

In another study concerning the relationship between 

supervisor and supervisee. Lemons and Lanning (1979) found that the 

higher the level of communication reached between the supervisor and 

trainee, the more satisfed the supervisee was with the supervision 

relationship. 

Hansen and Warner (1971), in a lO-year review of practicum 

supervision research, included some studies that dealt with the 
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quality of the supervisory relationship. It was found that empathy 

was better developed in counselors receiving positive statements 

versus negative statements from supervisors, receiving increased 

number of hours of small group participation, and receiving 

technique-oriented supervision rather than counseling-oriented 

supervision. Counselors perceiving themselves as involved in a good 

supervisory relationship were more sensitive to their dynamics, and 

those receiving supportive supervision viewed supervision more 

positively than those receiving nonsupportive supervision. After 

viewing videotapes, counselors were more likely to view themselves 

as did their supervisors and to make fewer positive and neutral 

statements about the session. 

Other findings in this group of studies were that training led 

to more passive acceptance, reflection, and concise responses, while 

it decreased suggestions, questions, explorations, and reassurances. 

Hansen and Warner (1971) concluded that most studies conducted on 

the roles of supervisors were descriptive and did not contribute to 

our knowledge regarding the roles a supervisor may play, how these 

various roles contribute to the development of supervisee skills and 

attitudes, or what supervisors can do to make counselors more 

effective. In addition, many of the studies had an inadequate 

research design. 

Hansen, Pound, and Petro (1976) reviewed practicum supervision 

research published from 1970-1974. They concluded that a 

disproportionate number of the studies dealt with facilitative 

communication, but more studies employed an experimental design than 
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those included in the preceding review. Supervisors do seem to be 

able to increase trainees' level of facilitative communication 

through providing indirect or direct modeling, technique-oriented 

supervision, immediate rather than delayed feedback, and didactic 

rather than experiential approaches; being nonrestrictive; 

functioning themselves at high levels of facilitative conditions; 

being present or monitoring the interviews as they occurred; and 

utilizing coached client interactions or written responses to taped 

client statements. Videotaping was found to be a valuable aid, but 

was no more effective than audiotaping. It was found that peer, 

supervisor, and counselor ratings of the counselor are usually 

highly correlated, and client ratings are usually higher than any 

others. The communication of empathy was usually the dependent 

variable, and the authors noted that other aspects need 

investigation. Also, sample sizes were small, and variables were 

not specifically defined. 

Hansen, Robins, and Grimes (1982) did a third review of 

research on practicum supervision. They reported that the number of 

studies had decreased since the last review, and experimental 

designs had become less rigorous. Similarity in supervisor and 

counselor characteristics (e.g., self-actualization level, value 

systems, attitudes) had no significant impact on changing counselor 

characteristics. Supervisors with higher levels of skill and 

communication commanded more satisfaction in supervisory 

relationships. Again, modeling was found to be an important 

facilitator of learning by counselors, but the findings concerning 
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the differences between the didactic and experiential approach were 

not conclusive. Supervision can increase the sense of counselors' 

well-being, and did more to further counselor skill development than 

the viewing of teaching tapes alone. 

It was found that peer supervision can be effective. Again, 

it was found that peer, supervisor, and self-ratings of counselors 

were similar, although the peer ratings were slightly lower on some 

items (these peers were serving as student supervisors). 

Counselor and supervisor ratings of counselor expertness were 

lower than client ratings. Clients were found to be more satisfied 

with their group counseling experience when their counselors 

received supervision. Zarski, Bubenzer, and Walter (1980) found a 

significant positive correlation between supervisor rating of and 

client satisfaction with the counselor. They also found significant 

negative correlations between supervisor ratings and counselor 

levels of self-acceptance, and therefore between counselor levels of 

self-acceptance and client satisfaction. The reviewers noted that 

supervision research should build on previous work and would be 

improved with more complete descriptions of procedures used. 

Conceptualizing the supervisory relationship, Holloway (1984) 

postulated that the supervisor has many roles, and that the trainee 

engages in respective counterroles. The trainee must also change 

from the role of trainee to the role of counselor in the actual 

counseling situation. The supervisor evaluates the trainee on 

counseling skills and behaviors, but this evaluation is based on 

what the trainee presents in supervision, which is influenced by the 
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role the trainee is playing in response to the role of the 

supervisor. In addition, according to the social influence model, 

participants reciprocally influence each other, so it is difficult 

to evaluate the relationship between supervisors and supervisees. 

Holloway therefore considered it important to assess counseling 

skills from counseling sessions, not supervision sessions. 

Stoltenberg and Delworth (1987) take a developmental view of 

supervision, which assumes that the supervisor will have to take 

different approaches with the trainee based on the trainee's level 

of development in various areas, which may not be constant across 

areas. To assess such an approach, the trainee's levels will need 

to be measured and accounted for in the evaluation. 

Concerning evaluation methods, Stoltenberg and Delworth state 

that they can generally be categorized into five areas: supervisor 

ratings, behavioral observations, supervisee ratings, client 

ratings, and work samples. Supervisor ratings often do not include 

the behaviors upon which their ratings are based, are tied to their 

theoretical orientation, and may be limited to specific aspects of 

the trainee's performance. Behavioral examples would be most 

helpful in this regard. However, such observations may try to be 

comprehensive and yet simple, may disregard the actual sequencing of 

behavior, may reflect frequency and not context or interactions, may 

be time-consuming and tedious, and may not reflect the level of 

conceptual development. Supervisee ratings may reflect how 

comfortable and not how effective supervision was, or may reflect 

complicance bias. The difficulty with client measures have been 
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discussed in a preceding section. Work samples typically only 

reflect one skill level and work with one client, so it is important 

to sample a broad section of the counselor's work. A disadvantage 

of work samples is that analyzing them tends to be rather time 

consuming. 

Regarding areas to be included in supervision assessment 

instruments, we can look at the work of Embree (1954), who was 

interested in developing a system for rating counselor trainees. 

The four areas used were: proficiency in the counseling process, 

effectiveness in relationships, emotional stability, and global 

effectiveness as counselors. He used supervisor ratings and peer 

ratings, and found that the global and proficiency ratings were the 

most consistent across raters. Loesch and Rucker (1977) performed a 

factor analysis of supervisor ratings of trainees on the Counselor 

Evaluation Rating Scale, and found that their ratings fell into six 

general categories: general counseling performance, professional 

attitude, counseling behavior, counseling knowledge, supervision 

attitude, and supervision behavior. 

Similar to the issue of who should assess therapeutic change, 

Hansen, Pound, and Petro (1976) brought up an issue that Gormally 

and Hill (1974) and Matarazzo (1971) also raised--should the 

effectiveness of supervision be assessed in the trainee or in the 

client? This is an issue that has not yet been adequately resolved. 

It would seem prudent, therefore, to attempt to measure it in both. 

In summary, it would seem important that evaluations of the 

supervisory relationship assess supervisor modeling behavior, 
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trainee development levels, overall trainee effectiveness, trainee 

effectiveness in the counseling relationship, supervisor 

effectiveness in the supervision relationship, trainee perceptions 

of the quality of the supervision relationship, communication level 

between the supervisor and trainee, trainee knowledge of counseling, 

trainee behavior in supervision, supervisor's method of feedback, 

supervisor's degree of emotional support, peer evaluation, 

supervisor skill level, trainee degree of self-acceptance, and 

client satisfaction. These elements were all addressed in the 

present study. 

Seminar Training 

Monti, Wallander, and Delancey (1983) surveyed current APA-

accredited internship sites to find what formal didactic training 

they offered. Of the 175 accredited agencies listed, 110 responded, 

and over half of these offered seminar training in the areas of 

assessment, professional issues, neuropsychology, 

psychopharmacology, and some aspect of psychotherapy. An average of 

143 semester hours a year was spent by interns in seminar training. 

In the TTUCC, trainees have the opportunity to assess each 

seminar individually on basis of relevance and quality, of 

presentation. Such training could also be assessed through testing 

for learning of principles, much as classroom learning, and through 

testing application of those principles by having trainees respond 

to case vignettes. 

May (1986) developed a structured, systematic assessment 

seminar for interns, which was offered two hours weekly for 16 
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weeks. The seminar was designed to inculcate the following skills: 

developing rapport with the client, diagnosing various personality 

styles and levels of psychopathology, accurately assessing client 

needs and making appropriate recommendations, providing crisis 

intervention and single-session counseling as needed, and writing 

effective diagnostic reports. The author found that intake reports 

were much more comprehensive when the interns had attended the 

seminar than when they had simply experienced doing intakes with 

senior staff members. Such extensive training on intake assessment 

was not done in the TTUCC, although at least 4 hours were spent in 

formal training on intake and crisis assessment. A variation of 

May's rating system was used in the proposed study as a pre- and 

post- measure (see Intake Review in Appendix A, p. 134). 

APA Accreditation 

The TTUCC's predoctoral internship program is accredited by 

the APA. An examination of APA accreditation guidelines indicates 

that considerable emphasis is placed on evaluation. Interns are to 

be kept informed of their progress, and evaluations are supposed to 

facilitate change and growth in the interns. The interns are to 

evaluate their own experiences, specifically the quality of 

supervision and instruction. In addition, the training program is 

to evaluate its own effectiveness in achieving its goals with 

interns. In the 1986 Accreditation Handbook, it is stated that 

training sites should develop "an explicit, comprehensive system for 

evaluation" (p. 8). 
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However, no guidelines as to the substance of such a system, 

or the subsequent use of its results, are given, nor is it suggested 

that programs evaluate the validity and reliability of the systems 

they use. Levy (1983) suggested that a problem in implementation of 

APA guidelines is that the competencies that programs should be 

evaluating have not been explicitly and comprehensively defined and 

accepted at large by the field of psychology, which was also stated 

by Edelstein and Brasted (1983). Levy stated that psychologists 

cannot assess the content or criterion validity of their evaluation 

systems if they have not identified the skills and competencies to 

be assessed. As discussed previously, this is an issue which APA 

and the field of psychology need to address. The implication for 

current evaluations is that it is important to clarify exactly what 

is being assessed. 

Levy (1983) noted that the emphasis in the APA Accreditation 

Handbook criteria changed from personality and interpersonal 

functioning assessment in 1973 to assessment of clinical skills and 

competencies in 1979. The most recent guidelines (1986) stated that 

evaluations are supposed to include observations of professional 

functioning. This reflects a trend toward emphasis on performance-

based evaluation. Therefore an effort was made to make this 

evaluation study more performance-based. 

In its 1986 Accreditation Handbook, APA listed some areas in 

which a training agency should facilitate the development of its 

trainees: 
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1. Ethics; professional and social responsibility. 

2. Conceptualization of problems. 

3. Awareness of cultural and individual differences. 

4. Awareness of one's personality, biases, and impact on 

others. 

5. Relevant skills, such as interviewing, assessment, therapy, 

consultation. 

6. Contributions to current knowledge and practice. 

An internship program is also supposed to include individual 

supervision, group learning experiences, a variety of problems to 

which to expose the trainee, and opportunities for research. An 

evaluation of an agency which includes an APA-accredited internship 

program should therefore be assessed as to whether the above-listed 

elements are included in its program. The TTUCC provides training 

in these areas through training modules and supervision, and these 

areas are assessed by the individual supervisors. 

APA recommendations regarding practicum training were made 

some years earlier (APA Committee on Training in Clinical 

Psychology, 1950; Committee on Counselor Training, Division of 

Counseling and Guidance, APA; 1952). The articles suggested that 

the trainee should experience the full range of clients served by 

the agency, and the nature and extent of the responsibilities 

undertaken by that agency. Trainees should learn how to work within 

an agency or institution in areas such as scheduling appointments, 

interpersonal relationships with agency personnel, and maintaining 

personal mental health. Trainees should attend professional staff 
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seminars or conferences and have contact with other agency 

personnel, especially supervisors. They should be encouraged to 

communicate their observations and findings, verbally and in written 

form. 

Trainees need to learn to make client adjustment and 

development their primary focus. They also need to learn how to 

identify and then facilitate client behaviors and responses which 

will contribute to their understanding of the client's problems. 

They should learn community and societal functions in guidance and 

dealing with the mentally ill, and the role of the environment in 

their clients' adjustment problems. 

The trainee should learn and display high standards of 

professional ethics, and should be familiar with research methods 

and issues currently being investigated in the field. Trainees 

should be competent at diagnosis, counseling and psychotherapy, 

referral, and client issues specific to their specialization. 

Supervisors should plan work according to trainees' level of 

competence and needs, keep trainees occupied with constructive work, 

observe and study trainees' work, and give corrective feedback. 

To help accomplish such goals, it was suggested that the 

practicum trainees should keep case notes, write reports on 

assessments and other procedures, participate in case conferences as 

participants and observers, attend staff meetings to get an overall 

view of the agency's work, receive frequent observation and feedback 

from supervisors on their work with clients, and be allowed to 

monitor a client's progress to follow up on diagnoses. 
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i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s , and pred ic t ions they have made. Although the 

a r t i c l e s s ta ted tha t the graduate academic department is responsib le 

to teach fundamentals and methods of research, the agency should 

promote research competence by giv ing time for research; making 

research sub jec ts , da ta , and f a c i l i t i e s ava i lab le ; holding research 

t r a i n i n g ; e tc . 

Evaluat ion of an APA-accredited program should there fore 

assess i f the agency includes the previously mentioned a c t i v i t i e s in 

i t s t r a i n i n g program, and i f i t succeeds in impart ing the knowledge, 

s k i l l s , and a t t i t u d e s of a professional psychologist. Because of 

the recency of TTUCC's accred i ta t ion , i t was assumed that the s i t e 

team had already performed such evaluation. 

Texas Tech Universi ty Counseling Center 
Tra in ing Programs and Goals 

The goal of t h i s study was the evaluation of the t r a i n i n g 

programs of the TTUCC over f a l l 1986 and spring 1987. The TTUCC 

provides predoctora l in ternships in counseling psychology 

(accredi ted by the APA in July 1984); masters' i n te rnsh ips ; 

pract icum t r a i n i n g in personal/social counseling, career, academic 

and vocat ional counsel ing, group f a c i l i t a t i o n , superv is ion; and 

cont ractua l t r a i n i n g arrangements. The t r a i n i ng programs and goals 

have been s tab le in content since Fall 1983. Predoctoral 

in ternsh ips are of one-year duration and are f u l l t ime. Masters' 

in te rnsh ips are of a semester duration and are ha l f t ime , whereas 

pract icum t r a i n i n g is of a semester durat ion and is usual ly quarter 

t ime (although i t can be up to ha l f - t ime) . An ind iv idua l can repeat 
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semesters of practicum as desired. Generally the trainees are from 

the areas of counseling psychology, clinical psychology, educational 

psychology (counseling and guidance), and home and family life 

(family and marriage counseling). There are three basic aspects to 

the training programs: weekly training modules, individual and 

group supervision, and direct counseling experiences. An additional 

aspect for interns is the supervision of practicum students, which 

is a responsibility shared with senior staff. 

The TTUCC adheres to the philosophy of the University and 

College Counseling Center Directors Task Force (Kirk et al., 1970), 

which developed guidelines for university and college counseling 

services. In this philosophy, the mission of such agencies is to 

provide developmental and remedial services for students. 

Developmental services are those which address the issues of 

development of students' personal satisfaction and effective 

lifestyle. Remedial services are those which address educational 

and academic problems which students may be experiencing. The 

agency must stay abreast of and offer "carefully innovative" 

programming to meet the changing needs of students. Agencies are 

also to provide individual and group counseling and psychotherapy, 

assessment, and consultative services to other campus agencies. 

The agency's primary function is the provision of service. 

Training of graduate students as practicum students and interns is 

considered "appropriate and desirable" but should not be detrimental 

to the service function. Trainees should be carefully selected and 
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supervised, and should handle only cases appropriate to their 

current level of competence. 

Agencies have an "integral responsibility" to determine the 

effectiveness of their services through research and to improve 

those services. Regarding professional development, the agency 

should conduct an ongoing in-service training program, consisting 

primarily of supervision and consultation for staff members, and 

other professional activities such as case presentations and 

discussion of issues for all agency personnel. 

The TTUCC has incorporated these guidelines into its 

functioning. Some of the TTUCC's goals and operations follow. Based 

on the 1984-85 annual report, the TTUCC has the following primary 

goals with regard to its predoctoral internship training program: 

to maintain standards of APA accreditation, to provide training in 

minority issues, and to recruit quality interns. The primary goals 

of the practicum and traineeship training program are the continued 

recruitment of, retention of, training of, and offering of service 

opportunities for graduate students in several academic divisions, 

with a special recruitment focus on minority status trainees. The 

primary goal of training modules and other training events is to 

involve senior staff, interns, and adjunct training staff in 

training each other, practicum students, and trainees. In the 

supervision area, the primary goal is to involve all senior staff 

and interns in supervisory activities. 

A primary future goal is continued training liaison with the 

adjunct training staff, and continued selection of quality 
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professionals to the adjunct training staff to increase the breadth 

of training expertise. Additional future goals are the continued 

operation and improvement of all programs; increased involvement in 

administrative duties for the interns (as requested); continued 

emphasis on minority recruitment, retention, and training; a gradual 

increase of intern stipends; a funded administrative assistant for 

the Training Program; and continued involvement of all senior staff 

and interns in supervisory and training activities. 

Training goals for individual trainees are established between 

the supervisor and trainee at the beginning of each semester. 

Evaluations are theoretically based on part upon these established 

goals, although this is not clear from the TTUCC evaluation forms. 

The 1986 TTUCC internship brochure states that overall goals for all 

interns are "to provide a one-year broad-range training experience 

with direct service, professional activity, supervision, training, 

research and colleagueal interaction adequate to allow each intern 

prepared, competent and confident entry into the work world of 

professional counseling psychology" (p. 7). 

Specific objectives for each type of practicum are given in 

the application form (included in Appendix B, p. 247). Two practica 

were of primary interest. The first is the career, academic, and 

vocational counseling practicum, for which the objectives are to 

develop skills in vocational counseling issues, test interpretation, 

career intakes, case conceptualization, decision-making, and goals 

clarification; to develop familiarity with the Dictionary of 

Occupational Titles, the Occupational Outlook Handbook, and other 
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self-help materials; and to develop familiarity with issues of test 

anxiety, study skills, and career issues for women. The second is 

the personal/social counseling practicum, for which the objectives 

are to develop skills in intake interviewing, case 

conceptualization, treatment goal-setting, therapeutic techniques, 

strategies in intervention, individual counseling, and role-playing. 

Other skills for which trainees are evaluated are listed in 

the TTUCC Psychologist-in-training evaluation form, and include the 

following areas: basic communication skills, single interview 

management skills, basic planning and treatment program 

implementation skills, advanced planning and counseling 

implementation skills, and personal characteristics. 

Regarding time allocations per week, quarter-time practicum 

students spend two hours in training modules, one hour in 

supervision, five to six hours in direct service, and one hour in 

preparation time. Half-time trainees spend 15 hours in direct 

service, two hours in training modules, one hour in supervision, and 

two hours in preparation time. Predoctoral interns spend 13-20 

hours in direct service, two hours in supervision, four hours in 

training modules, one hour supervision per practicum student 

supervised, six to nine hours in administrative and support 

activities, one to three hours in research, and up to four hours if 

doing a rotation. 

Training modules are designed so that there is a weekly two-

hour module for senior staff and interns, and another weekly two-

hour module for interns and practicum students. Practicum students 
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may also elect to attend the senior staff/intern module in addition 

to or, with permission of the Training Coordinator, instead of the 

intern/practicum student module. 

Prior to this research study, the TTUCC evaluation process 

consisted of the following: 

a. Trainee's perceptions of relevance and effectiveness of 

training modules. 

b. Supervisor's perceptions of practicum student's skills in 

basic communication, single interview management, basic planning and 

treatment program implementation, advanced planning and counseling 

implementation; personal characteristics; recommendations for future 

training; and overall impressions. 

c. Supervisor's perceptions of intern's skills in assessment, 

career and academic counseling, personal/social counseling and 

therapy, consultation and outreach, professionalism, research and 

evaluation, and supervision of practicum students; issues and 

dynamics presented in supervision; recommendations for future 

training, and overall impressions. 

d. Trainee's perceptions of atmosphere created by supervisor, 

supervisor's skills with client and trainee focus, general 

supervision skills and structure, and supervisor's strengths and 

areas needing improvement. 

e. Intern's satisfaction with exposure and training in various 

areas, supervision, and general internship areas. 

f. Client's perceptions of Counseling Center services and the 
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counselor (adequacy of skills, degree of helpfulness, strengths, 

weaknesses). 



CHAPTER II 

METHODS 

Subjects 

Subjects for the study were interns, practicum students, and 

other trainees (committed to 10 or more hours a week) who were in 

training at the TTUCC from September 1986 through May 1987. There 

were three predoctoral interns and approximately 12 other trainees 

per semester. This research was conducted under the guidelines of 

APA Ethical Principles for Psychologists. 

Assessment Instruments 

Copies of all assessment instruments can be found in Appendix 

A (p. 134). 

Supervision 

The forms that the TTUCC currently uses to evaluate 

supervisees and supervisors were utilized. The TTUCC form on which 

supervisors rate interns covers eleven areas: method of evaluation; 

assessment; career, academic, and vocational counseling; counseling 

and therapy skills; consultation and outreach; professionalism; 

research and evaluation; own supervision; supervision of other 

trainees; additional skills; recommendations for future training; 

and overall impression. A 4-point scale is used, ranging from 

"unacceptable" to "excellent." Written elaboration was requested 
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for any ratings other than "average." The TTUCC form on which the 

supervisor evaluates trainees other than interns consists of eight 

areas: basic communication skills, single interview management 

skills, basic planning and treatment program implementation skills, 

advanced planning and counseling implementation skills, personal 

characteristics, recommendations for future training, and overall 

impression. A 5-point rating scale is used, ranging from 

"unacceptable" to "excellent." The TTUCC form on which the 

interns and other trainees rate their supervisors consists of nine 

areas: methods of supervision, supervision atmosphere, focus on 

client in therapy, focus on trainee, focus on supervisor, 

supervisor's structure, supervisor's strengths, supervisor areas 

needing improvement, and experiences with staff not serving as 

primary supervisor. A 3-point rating scale is used, ranging from 

"improvement desired" to "excellent." Again, written elaboration 

was requested for all ratings other than that of "average." In 

addition to the TTUCC forms, the Oetting-Michaels Anchored Ratings 

for Therapists (OMART; Michaels, 1982) was used. The OMART is an 

instrument developed by E. R. Getting and L. Michaels of Colorado 

State University. The trainee is assessed in 34 areas, which are 

grouped into 6 categories. The categories are interviewing, 

conceptualization of theory, reaction to supervision, sensitivity to 

client issues, trainee issues, and other. The supervisor first 

provides a written description of the trainee's behavior in a given 

area, then rates the trainee on a given scale, using behavioral 

anchor points, for that area. Currently, the authors do not have 
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enough data to establish norms, and instead suggest that the 

instrument be used as a developmental tool in assessment and 

communication between the supervisor and trainee. 

The Supervisee Level Questionnaire (SLQ) consists of 24 

trainee behaviors rater by the trainee and is designed to assess 

trainee developmental level. The 7-point rating scale ranges from 

"never" to "always." 

Therapy 

The current TTUCC client satisfaction inventory that is 

administered at the end of the counseling relationship was used. 

The form contains 20 questions, and covers client experiences with 

TTUCC facilities and staff, the counselor, and the counseling 

experience. 

The Counseling Evaluation Inventory (CEI; Linden, Stone, & 

Shertzer, 1965) was also administered post- counseling. The CEI was 

developed to assess client evaluation of counselor effectiveness. 

It contains 21 items, which group into three factors: counseling 

climate, counselor comfort, and client satisfaction (Haase & Miller, 

1968). There are two scoring methods--the weighted scoring method 

originally suggested by the authors; and a standard 5-point Likert-

type scale scoring method. (Haase & Miller, 1968; Gabbert, 1965), 

which appears to more accurately reflect the direction of the 

attitude (Gabbert, 1965). The Likert scoring method was therefore 

used in this study. The 5-point rating scale ranges from "always" 

to "never." Test-retest reliability estimates (n=163) have been 

shown to be .83, and CEI scores have been found to be significantly 
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correlated with supervisor ratings of counselors, establishing 

congruent or discriminative validity (Linden, Stone, & Shertzer, 

1965). 

A modification of the Current Adjustment Rating Scale (CARS; 

Truax, 1968) was used as a change measure. The CARS asks the 

clients to rank their current "likeability" and functioning in seven 

areas: general overall, work, relationships with friends/family, 

love relationships, education/school, sexual, leisure time. The 5-

point rating scale ranges from "very good or satisfying" to "very 

poor or unsatisfying." The researcher suggested that a taped 

client session be submitted by each trainee at the beginning and end 

of the training period (and also from the middle for interns) to the 

respective supervisors. In addition, trainees with personal clients 

were to choose one client case on which they were to submit a case 

summary for peer review. 

Training Modules 

The previous TTUCC training module satisfaction form was used. 

This 5-item questionnaire assesses relevance to training needs, 

organization and effectiveness of presentation, interaction between 

presenter and trainee, and most and least effective or liked 

features of the presentation. 

In addition, a new form was created to serve as a pre- and 

post-test of information to be gleaned from the training modules, 

which presents situations to which the trainee is to respond in 

writing. The situations or vignettes were drawn from the topics 

covered in the training modules, and were designed to demonstrate 
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the application of principles learned about ethics, crisis 

management, TTUCC policies and procedures, and various TTUCC 

referral or informational resources. 

Attitudes 

The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965; 1979) was 

modified by adding "as a therapist" to each item, and was used as a 

pre- and post- measure of self-confidence and professional identity. 

The scale consists of 10 items using a 4-point Likert-type rating 

scale (strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree). Test-

retest reliability has been shown to be around .85, and discriminant 

and convergent validity have been shown with a self-ideal 

discrepancy test, a self-image questionnaire, a depressive affect 

scale, peer ratings, and psychophysiological indicators of anxiety 

(Rosenberg, 1979). 

Past Interns 

A questionnaire was mailed to past interns, who served their 

internships from the year 1982-83 through 1985-86, and their current 

employers/supervisors. The 10-item questionnaire assesses types of 

professional activities in which currently involved, perceptions of 

how well prepared by the internship for each activity, in what areas 

the internship should have provided training that it did not, 

satisfaction with the internship experience, and current level of 

performance. 
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Practicum Goals Evaluation 

Two forms were created to cover the practica of interest to 

this study. The career, academic, and vocational counseling form 

consists of a 4-point Likert-type rating scale and essay elaboration 

of the 11 objectives specified in the application form. The 

personal-social counseling form consists of 7 objectives and the 

same rating scale. The Likert-type scale ranges from "no 

improvement" to "tremendous improvement." The appropriate forms 

were to be completed by supervisor and practicum trainee at the end 

of each practicum experience. 

Trainee Expectations and Goals 

Trainees were asked to list expectations and goals for the 

training at the beginning of the training period, and then at the 

end of training to rate how well these were fulfilled, to discuss 

how satisfied the trainee was with the training experience, to 

describe critical incidents during the training period, and to list 

areas of the training program that were satisfactory and 

unsatisfactory (and give suggestions for improvement). 

Interns were also to fill out the TTUCC Internship Evaluation 

Form at the middle and end of their training experience. This form 

consists of 54 items, and asks the intern to assess degree of 

satisfaction with exposure to various counseling experiences, 

general internship experiences, and supervision. It also asks for 

recommendations for improvement. 
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Critical Incidents 

Supervisors were asked to describe critical incidents that 

occurred during the training period between themselves and each of 

their supervisees. 

Intake Review 

This form contains a comprehensive checklist similar to that 

used by May (1986). It has 21 items, and covers four areas: client 

concerns, development history, case conceptualization, and case 

disposition. Random intake reports were to be checked by an 

independent observer for each trainee at the beginning and end of 

the training period (interns were also to be checked at the middle 

of their training period). 

Peer Review 

At the end of their training periods, each trainee with 

personal clients was to fill out a review form (similar to those 

used for APA/CHAMPUS reviews) on a case of his/her choosing, and 

these were to be submitted to practicing psychologists in the state 

of Texas. The form consists of 7 items: client information, 

treatment goals and procedures, number of sessions, current status 

of client and goals, reasons for termination, and future treatment 

goals. A letter was mailed to potential peer reviewers, asking for 

volunteers. Only those clients who gave informed consent were to be 

used for a peer review report. 

Figure 1 (pp. 56-58) lists the areas of evaluation, what 

instruments were to be administered, and who was to complete them. 
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For relevant instruments, information on who evaluated them was also 

included. 

Procedure 

This study was conducted during fall 1986 and spring 1987. 

Past interns' addresses were located, and the Past Intern 

questionnaire was mailed to them. A letter was also to be mailed to 

their employers, asking for the employers' current assessment of the 

past intern. Those who did not respond were contacted by a follow-

up letter, and then by telephone. Licensed psychologists in the 

state of Texas were mailed a letter, asking if they would be willing 

to participate as a peer reviewer for this study. Appendix C 

contains the previously mentioned letters. The purpose was 

described as a method of training student clinicians to prepare such 

documentation. Code numbers were assigned to each trainee and 

supervisor to ensure confidentiality. 

At the beginning of the training period the training modules 

in vignette form, the trainee expectations and goals form, the SQ, 

and the Rosenberg self-esteem scale were to be given to trainees. 

Each trainee was encouraged to submit a tape of a session with a 

client to the supervisor. Trainees with personal clients were 

informed that they were to choose a client case on which to submit 

peer review documentation. 

At the end of the training period, each supervisor and trainee 

were to complete the supervision evaluation forms and either the 

Internship Evaluation Form or the Practicum Goals Evaluation Form, 

whichever was applicable. In addition, supervisors were to fill out 
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the OMART for each of their trainees. The partially completed 

trainee expectations and goals forms were returned to the trainees 

for completion. The training modules vignette form was also to be 

administered a second time, as was the Rosenberg scale and the SQ. 

Near the end of the training period, the trainees were to be 

encouraged to submit a tape of a client session to their 

supervisors. Interns were also to be encouraged to submit tapes in 

the middle of their training period. Trainees with personal clients 

were to submit their peer review documentation. Supervisors were to 

fill out the critical incidents form. 

The TTUCC client satisfaction instrument, the CEI, and the 

CARS were mailed to clients as they terminated counseling, and were 

administered throughout the training period. The CARS was included 

in the intake material to serve as a change measure. The already-

existing TTUCC training modules evaluation form was administered at 

the end of every weekly training module. Intake reports were to be 

rated for each trainee at the beginning and end of his/her training 

period by the independent rater (interns were also to be checked in 

the middle of their training period). The training modules vignette 

forms were to be rated by the TTUCC Coordinator of Training. 

Rationale 

These instruments and procedures were chosen to create a 

thorough, comprehensive evaluation. Performance-based as well as 

qualitative data were collected. Pre-training levels of skill and 

knowledge were to be assessed, so there would be a meaningful index 

against which to measure post-training levels of skill and 
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knowledge. All individuals involved in the training process--

trainees, supervisors, and clients--were sampled. Past interns were 

assessed to estimate predictive validity of the training programs. 

All three aspects of the training program were evaluated. Attitudes 

as well as behaviors were assessed. 

Data Analysis 

Results concerning the predoctoral interns were to be analyzed 

separately from the other trainees, as the former's training period 

was longer and more intensive. However, because of the small 

numbers of questionnaires returned in general, intern results were 

analyzed together with that of all trainees. Descriptive statistics 

were calculated, and nonparametric analyses were performed when 

applicable. 

Potential Pitfalls 

It was expected that one problematic area would be a low 

return rate of the client satisfaction form, CEI, CARS, and past 

intern questionnaire. There was, indeed, a low return rate for the 

CEI. The return rate for the CARS and past intern questionnaire was 

acceptable. The return rate of the client satisfaction form is 

unknown. Another expected problematic area concerned supervisor 

ratings of trainees, and also trainee ratings of supervisors. It 

was suspected that on the evaluation forms, most ratings would fall 

in the "average" category. Instead, most ratings fell in the "above 

average" category, but, indeed, there was not much variation in 

scores on these instruments. Also, there was not much difference 
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expected in pre- and post-ratings of the self-esteem measure and the 

CARS, as these instruments might not be sensitive enough to detect 

changes and social desirability issues that might arise. This did 

occur. Also, in the case of the CARS, as TTUCC clients are 

generally short-term there might not be enough time elapsed for a 

change to occur in adjustment ratings. This seems to have been the 

case. Most of the instruments used in this study were specifically 

created for the study and had not been empirically validated. 

Because of the nature and setting of the study, the experimental 

design was not powerful. 
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1. Supervision 

a. Qualitative and performance based (TTUCC forms: Evaluation 

of Supervisor by Practicum Students/Trainees, Evaluation of 

Intern by Supervisors; Psychologist-in-Training Evaluation 

Form) 

Post-test, supervisors and trainees 

b. Performance-based (Getting Michaels Anchored Ratings for 

Therapists; OMART) 

Post-test, supervisors 

c. Developmental levels (Supervisee Level Questionnaire; SLQ) 

Pre- and post-test, trainees 

d. Critical incidents (supervisor critical incidents) 

Post-test, supervisors 

2. Therapy 

a. Client global satisfaction (TTUCC form) 

Post-test, clients 

b. Client perceptions of counselor characteristics (Counseling 

Evaluation Inventory; CEI) 

Post-test, clients 

c. Client functioning (Current Adjustment Rating Scale; CARS) 

Pre- and post-test, clients 

d. Tapes of therapy sessions 

Pre- and post-test, trainees, rated by supervisors 

e. Peer review (Peer Review Report) 

Post-test, trainees, rated by outside psychologists 

Figure 1. Areas of Evaluation 
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3. Training Seminars 

a. Global satisfaction (TTUCC form: Training Module 

Evaluation) 

Post-test, trainees 

b. Written responses to case vignettes (Training Modules 

Vignettes) 

Pre- and post-test, trainees 

4. Intakes 

(Intake Review Checklist) 

Checklist of content areas 

Pre- and post-test, trainees 

5. Attitudes/Confidence 

(Modified Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale) 

Pre- and post-test, trainees 

6. Tra in ing Experience/Goal Achievement 

a. (Trainee Expectations and goals form, personal goal 

achievement, c r i t i c a l inc idents , overa l l sa t i s f ac t i on ) 

Pre- and p o s t - t e s t , t rainees 

b. In te rnsh ip evaluat ion ( Internship Evaluation Form, Current 

I n te rn Questionnaire) 

P o s t - t e s t , in terns 

c. Pract icum goal evaluat ion (Career, Academic, and Vocational 

Counsel ing, Personal/Social Counseling) 

P o s t - t e s t , pract icum trainees 

Figure 1 . (Continued). 
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7. Past Trainees 

(Past Intern Questionnaire, Letter to Employers of Past 

Interns) 

Retrospective evaluation by past trainees, overall 

satisfaction; employer's rating of past trainee's current 

performance level 

Post-test, past trainees 

Figure 1. (Continued) 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Trainee Data 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale 

There were a total of 11 pre- and post- pairs of Rosenberg 

Self-Esteem Scales returned (5 fall practicum students, 3 spring 

practicum students, 3 interns). This is a 42-43% return rate. 

Table 1 (p. 67) contains the results from this scale for the 

present sample. A Wilcoxon test of correlated groups was conducted 

on the overall scores. The analysis indicated no significant 

differences between the pre- and post-scores. The effect size for 

these results was trivial: 

(15.64 - 16.37)/3.20 = 0.23 

standard deviation units. 

Supervisee Questionnaire 

There were 11 pre- and post- pairs of SQ's received (5 fall 

practicum students, 3 spring practicum students, 3 interns). This 

is a 42-43% return rate. 

Table 2 (p. 68) contains the SQ results. The effect size for 

the self-awareness subscale was large; 

(36.5-42.6)/4.3 = 1.42 

the effect size for autonomy was not trivial; 
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(39.2-42.0)/5.0 = 0.56 

and for the theory/skills subscale was trivial; 

(41.0-41.9)/4.0 = 0.23. 

The results of the Wilcoxon test indicated that there was a 

significant difference between pre- and post- scores on the self-

awareness subscale (p<.02). The Wilcoxon test also indicated 

significance on the autonomy subscale. However, the autonomy 

results appear to be skewed by one pair of scores. No other 

significant differences were found. 

Training Modules 

In the fall, 25 training modules were offered, and evaluations 

were received on 13 modules, a 52% return rate. In the spring, 22 

training modules were offered, and evaluations were received on 6 

modules, a 27% return rate. Therefore, 19 modules were evaluated, a 

40% return rate overall. It can be seen from Table 3 (p. 69) that 

most of the means fall in the high end of the range. Additional 

results can be found in Appendix D (p. 259). The schedule of 

training modules can be found in Appendix E (p. 283). 

Intake Review Checklist 

Seven pairs of pre- and post- measures were collected in the 

spring, a 100% return rate for that semester. The Wilcoxon test did 

not indicate a significant difference between the pre- and post-

group. However, the results are close to significance, and the 

effect size; 

(13 - ll)/2.48 = 0.81 
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indicates a non-trivial difference between the groups. Table 4 

(p. 71) contains the results from this checklist. 

Practicum Goals Evaluation 

Three forms were completed and returned from the spring 

semester. One trainee rated him/herself as achieving "some" 

improvement, one trainee rated his/her achievement as satisfactory, 

and the other rated him/herself as falling somewhere between "some" 

and "satisfactory" improvement. Detailed results can be found in 

Appendix D (p. 259). 

Trainee Expectations and Goals 

Six forms (50%) were returned for the fall, and four (57%) for 

the spring (a 53% return rate overall). Only the practicum students 

completed this form. The trainees were asked how satisfied they 

were with their experience at TTUCC. The answers could range from 1 

to 6, with 6 being the highest score possible. The mean was 5.33, 

the standard deviation was 1.0, the range was 3-6, and the median 

was 5.6. 

Satisfactory, unsatisfactory, and critical elements were 

listed. Supervision, level of stress, range of client population, 

and training were most frequently listed as satisfactory. Comments 

about unsatisfactory and critical elements primarily dealt with 

policy and procedure and developing task skills. More detailed 

results can be found in Appendix D (p. 259). Against these, ranges 

of stress, supervisory input, and characteristics of client groups 

and training were most frequently listed as satisfactory. 
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Past Intern Questionnaire 

Five of these questionnaires (a 50% return rate) were returned. 

Previous interns reported they were spending the most time in the 

following professional activities: individual therapy, group therapy, 

assessment, and teaching. There was little engagement in activities 

such as research, evaluation, or administration. With few exceptions, 

the former interns stated their current performance was adequate to 

good in all areas in which they were involved. All respondents listed 

individual therapy as an area in which they felt best trained. The 

areas in which the respondents felt the least prepared were research, 

administration, budget preparation, and personnel selection. 

The respondents were queried as to the degree of satisfaction 

they felt with the training they had received at the TTUCC. The 

answers ranged along a 4-point scale, with 1 being not satisfied and 

4 being extremely satisfied. The mean score was 3.5, the standard 

deviation was 0.87, and the range of scores was from 2 to 4. When 

asked if they would choose the same predoctoral internship again, 

one said no, one did not answer the question, and the remaining 

three said yes. Four respondents stated that the TTUCC had met or 

exceeded their expectations, and that the training experiences had 

been accurately described. Three stated the TTUCC had not prepared 

them for their work with their current type of client populations. 

A more complete listing of results from this questionnaire can be 

found in Appendix C (p. 255). 
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Internship Evaluation Forms 

Two interns returned the TTUCC Internship Evaluation Form at 

the end of fall. The results can be found in Table 5 (p. 72). The 

means were in the higher end of the rating scale. 

When asked to list the high points of the internship, 

supervision was the area both interns listed. Other high points can 

be found in Appendix D (p. 259), as can low points and specific 

recommendations for improving the experience. 

All three of the interns returned the modified internship 

evaluation form, which they filled out at the end of their 

internship. They stated that they were very satisfied with their 

training experience at TTUCC, which was the highest rating possible. 

When asked in which areas the internship most prepared them, all 

three replied individual therapy and consultation. Other results 

can be found in Appendix D (p. 259). 

None of the interns agreed in which areas they were least 

prepared. They all stated that the training met their expectations, 

that the training was accurately described in the TTUCC literature, 

and that the internship adequately prepared them for the type of 

client population with which they plan to work. 

When asked to list areas of satisfaction, all three interns 

named supervision, and two of them mentioned the weekly training. 

The interns stated the training experience could be improved by 

providing more travel money for training. More detailed results can 

be found in Appendix C (p. 255). 
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Evaluation of Supervisor by Trainee 

Table 6 (p. 73) presents the descriptive statistics for the 

the data from the interns. The ANOVA results (Table 7, p. 74) 

indicated that the interns did not consistently differentiate 

between areas or supervisors rated. Written comments can be found 

in Appendix D (p. 259). 

The descriptive statistics for the data from the practicum 

students can be found in Table 8 (p. 75). The ANOVA results (Table 

9, p. 76) indicated that the practicum students did consistently 

differentiate between supervisors rated (p<.01), but not between 

areas rated. Written comments from the forms can be found in 

Appendix D (p. 259). 

Supervisor Data 

Psychologist-in-Training Evaluation 

6 forms from the fall semester were received. Table 10 (p. 

77) contains the descriptive statistics for the data from these 

forms. Of the trainees assessed, all were average or above. 4 of 

the 6 ranged from very good to excellent. In no areas were any of 

these trainees judged to be below average. The ANOVA results (Table 

11, p. 78) indicated that supervisors consistently differentiated 

between areas (p<.05) and between trainees (p<.01) rated. 

The Getting Michaels Anchored Ratings 
for Therapists 

7 (3 fall, 4 spring) were completed (a 25% and 40% return rate, 

respectively). Table 12 (p. 79) contains the descriptive statistics 

for the data from the OMART forms. There is a wide variation of 
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scores from rater to rater. The ANOVA data (Table 13, p. 80) 

indicated that the raters reliably distinguished among people 

(p<.01) but not among categories. To make comparisons among the 

trainees, the most outstanding items and categories were noted 

(those that were rated most frequently above or below 1 standard 

deviation from each respective mean). The category in which 

trainees were rated the highest was interviewing. The category in 

which trainees were rated the lowest was conceptualization of 

theory. Categories in which the supervisors seemed to have the 

least knowledge about the trainees were sensitivity to client 

issues and a category marked "other." Additional results can be 

found in Appendix D (p. 259). 

Client Data 

Counseling Evaluation Inventory 

Seven CEI's were returned by clients after their counseling 

experience with trainees. As with the CARS, there was no provision 

to identify either the client or the counselor, therefore the 

measure cannot be linked to individual trainees. Table 14 (p. 81) 

contains the descriptive statistics for this data. 

Current Adjustment Rating Scale 

There were 33 pre-questionnaires received, and 36 post-

questionnaires. There was no provision to identify either the 

client or the counselor; therefore the measure cannot be linked to 

individual trainees, only to the trainees as a group, and the 

appropriate t-test cannot be performed. However, the means are 

essentially identical, and the effect size, (20.53 - 19.58)/6.22 = 
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0.15, is trivial. Therefore it was assumed that there were no 

significant differences between the pre- and post- groups. 

Additional results can be found in Appendix D (p. 259). 
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Table 1: Means, Deviations, Range, 
and Wilcoxon Analysis of 
Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Scale. 

Pre- Post- Overall 

Mean 15.64 

SD 3.20 

Range 11-21 

Wilcoxon 

Not significant T+=17 (w obs) alpha=.05 

N=9 T-=28 table value=8 

16.37 

2.53 

13-21 

15.95 

2.83 

11-21 

Note: n^=ll. Lower scores indicate higher self-esteem. The 
instrument contains 10 items. The rating scale is as follows: 1 = 
Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Disagree, 4 = Strongly disagree. 
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Table 2: Means, Standard Deviations, and 
Wilcoxon Analysis of Supervisee-
Level Questionnaire Subscales. 

Self-awareness Autonomy/ Theory/Skills 

Dependence 

Means and Standard Deviations 

Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-

Mean 36.5 42.6 39.2 42.0 41.0 41.9 

SD 4.3 2.8 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.3 

N = 10 

T+ = 48 

T- = 7 

w crit = 10 

a = 05 

Wilcoxon Test 

N = 8 

T+ = 31 

T- = 5 

w crit = 

a = 05 

5 

N = 8 

T+ = 22.5 

T- = 13.5 

w crit = 5 

a = 05 

Note: £ = 11. a = alpha level. Higher scores indicate 
higher developmental levels. 

*Significant at the .05 level. 
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Table 3: Descriptive Stat ist ics for Training Modules. 

Module No. of Mean, SD, Range 
Evals. Relevance Presentation 

Cross-Cultural 
Issues 11 5.64, 0.67, 4-6 5.82, 0 .40, 5-6 

Psychodrama 8 4.75, 1.67, 1-6 5.00, 1.69, 1-6 

Career Counseling 
for Women 8 5.63, 0.52, 5-6 5.63, 0.52, 5-6 

Suicide 
Lethality 8 5.25, 1.75, 1-6 5.38, 1.77, 1-6 

Ethical Issues 7 5.57, 0.53, 5-6 5.57, 0.53, 5-6 

Intake 
Assessment 7 5.86, 0.38, 5-6 5.86, 0.38, 5-6 

Psychopharma
cology 6 4.66, 1.37, 3-6 4.66, 1.51, 2-6 

Self-Defeating 
Behavior 6 5.50, 0.84, 4-6 5.50, 0.84, 4-6 

Stress Manage
ment 6 5.66, 0.52, 5-6 5.83, 0.41, 5-6 

Financial Aid 6 5.50, 0.55, 5-6 5.66, 0.52, 5-6 

State Board 
and Ethics 5 5.80, 0.45, 5-6 5.60, 0.89, 4.6 

Hispanic 

Attitudes 5 5.60, 0.55, 5-6 5.80, 0.45, 5-6 

Relaxation 4 6.00, 0.00, 6 6.00, 0.00, 6 

Job Strategies 4 6.00, 0.00, 6 5.38, 1.25, 3-6 

Minority 
Counseling 3 5.33, 0.58, 5-6 4.67, 0.58, 4-5 

Chemical 
Dependence 3 5.66, 0.58, 5-6 6.55, 0.58, 5-6 
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(Table 3, continued) 

Group Counseling 
of Rape 
Survivors 2 

Drug Treatment 1 

6.00, 0 .00, 6 

5 .00, 0 .00, 5 

6.00, 0 .00, 6 

5.00, 0 .00 , 5 

Assertiveness 

Overall 101 

6.00, 0.00, 6̂  

5.50, 0.91, 1-6 

6.00, 0.00, 6 

5.53, 0.94, 1-6 

Note: A 6-point rating scale was used. Higher scores are more 
desirable. These modules were conducted during fall 1986 and spring 
1987. 
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Table 4: Means, Standard Deviat ions, and 
Wilcoxon Test of the Intake 
Review Checkl ist Data. 

Pre- Post-

Mean 11 13 

I D 2.48 3.49 

Wi lcoxon: 

N=6 T+=18.5 w c r i t=2 

Not s i g n i f i c a n t T-= 2.5 (w obs) alpha = .05 

Note: Scores could range from 0-21, wi th higher scores beinq more 
des i rab le . 
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Table 5: Means and Standard Deviations from 
the Internship Evaluation Forms. 

Area Mean 

Exposure to skill areas 6.25 

Training in skill areas 6.00 

General internship areas 5.96 

Supervision 7.00 

General satisfaction 6.71 

Average total 6.14 

Quality of experience 4.83 

SD 

0.84 

0.80 

1.07 

0.00 

0.49 

0.94 

0.45 

Range 

3-7 

4-7 

3-7 

7 

6-7 

3-7 

3-5 

Note: n_ = 2. Higher scores indicate a higher level of 
satisfaction. A 7-point rating scale was used with the exception of 
"quality of experience," which used a 5-point rating scale. 
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Table 6: Means and Standard Deviations for 
the Data on Supervisor Evaluation 
by Interns. 

Areai Individual Means Mean Sd^ 

A ^ ^ 2 i 

1 3.00 3.00 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.00 0.00 

2 2.68^ 2.88 3.0 2.94^ 3.0 2.96 0.21 

3 2.40 2.86 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.88 0.33 

4 2.50 2.75 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.87 0.34 

5 2.00 2.86 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.76 0.43 

Mean 2.48 2.86 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.89 

SD 0.51 0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.32 

Note: the rating scale ranged from 1 (improvement desired) to 3 
(excellent). n_ = 5, 2 interns rating, 5 supervisors rated. 

^Area 1: atmosphere created by supervisor, area 2: focus on client 
in therapy, area 3: focus on intern, area 4: focus on supervisor, 
area 5: supervision structure. 

^ = trainee rated this area as not applicable. The items in the 
row and column of each missing cell were averaged to estimate the 
value of the missing cell. 
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Table 7: ANOVA for the Data on Supervisor 
Evaluation by Interns. 

Note: 

Source 

Areas 

People 

Error 

Total 

ANOVA = ana ly: 

1§ 
0.24 

0.64 

0.96 

1.84 

sis of 

d^ 

4 

4 

14a 

22 

variance. 

MS 

0.06 

0.16 

0.07 

f 

0.86 

2.29 

a Loss of 2 df due to two missing pieces of data. 
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Table 8: Means and Standard Edviations for Data 
Supervisor Evaluation by Practicum 
Students. 

Area£-

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Individ 

A 

2.14 

2.00 

2.00 

2.00 

2.00 

ual Mea 

^ 

3.00 

3.00 

2.50 

3.00 

3.00 

ns 

C 

2.71 

2.60 

2.66 

2.57 

2.86 

Mean 

^ 

2.43 

3.00 

2.14 

2.11 

2.00 

^ SD 

2.57 

2.65 

2.31 

2.41 

2.46 

0.50 

0.48 

0.47 

0.56 

0.51 

Mean 2.03 2.92 2.64 2.32 2.48 

SD 0.28 0.27 0.47 0.47 0.52 

Note: the rating scale ranged from 1 (improvement desired) to 3 
(excel lent), n̂  = 4. 

^Area 1: atmosphere created by supervisor, area 2: focus on client 
in therapy, area 3: focus on trainee, area 4: focus on supervisor, 
area 5: supervisor's structure. 
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Table 9: ANOVA for the Data on Supervisor 
Evaluation by Practicum Students. 

Source 

Areas 

People 

Error 

Total 

Note: ANOVA = 

**p < 0.01. 

ana ly 

ss 

0.20 

4.15 

0.60 

4.95 

sis of 

61 

4 

3 

12 

19 

variance. 

MS 

0.05 

1.38 

0.05 

f 

1.0 

27.6** 
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Table 10: Means and Standard Deviations for 
Psychologist-in-Training 
Evaluation Data. 

Means by Individuals Total 

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Mean SD 

4.22 3.92 4.08 4.06 4.00 4.05 0.52 

4.55 4.86 4.33 4.59 5.00 4.69 0.46 

3.44 3.92 3.22 3.35 4.17 3.63 0.69 

5.00 4.67 4.38 4.40 4.62 4.63 0.70 

5.00 5.00 4.22 4.84 5.00 4.85 0.36 

3.44 3.71 3.63 3.36 3.77 3.60 0.56 

Mean 4.28 4.42 4.02 4.17 4.43 4.27 

SD 0.76 0.72 0.70 0.85 0.62 0.75 

Note: n̂  = 6. All trainees rated were practicum students. A 5-
point rating scale was used, with higher scores bing more desirable. 
Area 1: basic communication skills, area 2: first interview 
management skills, area 3: basic planning and treatment program 
implementations skills, area 4: advanced planning and counseling 
implementation skills, area 5: personal characteristics. 
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Table 11: ANOVA for Psychologist-in-Training 
Evaluation Data. 

Source 

Areas 

People 

Error 

Total 

Note: ANOVA = 

*p < 0.05. 

**p < 0.01. 

ana 

SS 

2.13 

9.60 

3.07 

14.80 

ilysis of 

df 

4 

5 

20 

29 

variance. 

MS 

0.53 

1.92 

0.15 

f 

3.53* 

12.80** 
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Table 12: Means, Standard Deviations, and 
Ranges for OMART Data. 

Rater Individual Means by Area Individual Totals 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean SD Range 

A^ 7.50 8.25 7.30 8.13 7.50 7.50 7.66 1.53 5-10 

B 4.89 4.30 3.80 4.67 3.33 4.42 4.38 0.90 3-7 

C 6.81 2.70 8.20 8.50 4.75 2.50 5.74 2.59 2-9 

D 9.00 8.67 8.10 8.00 8.00 7.07^ 8.53 0.69 7-9 

E 8.06 7.75 7.25 8.50 6.66^ 6.75^ 7.93 0.74 7-9 

F 7.25 4.50 6.88 5.30 6.50 7.00 6.31 1.65 3-8.5 

G 7.06 6.00 7.30 6.91^ 5.00 7.50 6.94 1.07 5-8.5 

Mean 7.17 5.74 6.97 6.61 5.50 5.74 6.57 

SD 1.55 2.43 1.65 2.13 2.26 2.15 2.00 

Range 4-9 2-9.5 3.5-10 3-10 3-9.5 2-9.5 2-10 

Note: £ = 7. A 10-point rating scale was used, with higher scores 
being m'ore desirable. Area 1 = Interviewing, Area 2 = 
Conceptualization of theory. Area 3 = Reaction to supervision. Area 
4 = Sensitivity to client issues. Area 5 = Trainee issues. Area 6 = 
Other. 

^Rating of an intern (the rest are practicum students). 

^ = not rated. These items were items in the row and column ofeach 
missing cell, and were averaged to estimate the value of the missing 
cell. 



Table 13: ANOVA for OMART Data. 

Source SS df̂  MS F_ 

Areas 9.60 4^ 2.40 1.86 

People 62.17 6 10.36 8.03 

Error 28.40 22^ 1.29 

Total 100.17 32 

• * 

80 

Note: ANOVA = analys is of variance. 

^Area 6 not included to reduce amount of missing data, which resu l t s 
in loss o f 1 d f . 

^2 missing data po in ts . 

* • 
p < 0 . 0 1 . 
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Table 14: Descriptive Statistics on 
the CEI. 

Item score data is as follows: 

^^^^9^n Mean SD Range 

Counseling Climate 1.43 o.93 1-5 

Counselor Comfort I.54 i,oi 1-5 

Client Satisfaction 1.51 o.77 1-5 

Overall item scores 1.46 0.85 

Note: A 5-point rating scale was used, with low scores reflectino a 
more desirable outcome. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the training 

programs of the Texas Tech University Counseling Center (TTUCC). 

There were two major foci for improving the TTUCC evaluation process 

that was in place before the study was conducted. One was to make 

the evaluation more broad-based and comprehensive. To do this, 

evaluation was to be done from many different viewpoints, e.g., 

clients, trainees (current and past), supervisors, and psychologists 

outside the TTUCC. 

The second was to make the evaluation more quantitative and 

performance-based. It was attempted to include better-developed 

quantitative measures (i.e., widely-used instruments with 

reliability and validity information), and measures that would 

assess skills, not just personality characteristics of the trainees. 

To make the evaluation more performance-based, a baseline of skills 

and attitudes of the trainees was taken at the beginning of the 

training period. Three of the instruments were administered to the 

trainees pre- and post-training to look at expected changes in self-

perceptions and behaviors: the Rosenberg, Supervisee Questionnaire 

(SQ), and intake review checklist. No significant differences were 

found on the Rosenberg. There was a significant positive change in 

self-awareness on the SQ, but other results were mixed. There was a 

82 
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trend toward improvement in writing intake reports. The Current 

Adjustment Rating Scale (CARS) was administered to clients pre- and 

post-counseling to look at changes in functioning, but no 

significant changes were found. 

Because of the breadth and quantity of instruments used, the 

discussion of results will first be organized around the individual 

instruments. The discussion will then move to choice of 

instrumentation, critical incidents, areas of satisfaction, areas of 

dissatisfaction and trainee suggestions for change. The chapter 

will close with a discussion of study limitations, future research 

directions, recommendations to the TTUCC, and a summary of the 

results. A separate appendix (Appendix F, p. 290) contains a review 

of literature not discussed in this chapter but relevant to this 

study since its proposal in summer 1986. 

Instrumentation Results 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale 

No significant changes were found on the Rosenberg Self-Esteem 

Scale between the beginning and end of the training period. Of 

interest was the fact that as many or more trainees reported 

decreases as increases in their self-esteem. This might be due to 

the training, the measurement instrument, the length of training 

period, or the trainees themselves. The Rosenberg has been used 

extensively as a self-report measure of self-esteem, so it is 

unlikely that the non-significant results were due to the 

instrument. As some trainees gained while other trainees decreased 

in the same amount of time, considering only the training or the 
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training period does not provide a sufficient explanation. As 

stated in the introduction, trainees have different backgrounds and 

paces (as well as methods) of learning. 

It therefore appears that individual differences between the 

trainees offers the most sufficient explanation. Drawing from 

developmental theory, a beginning counselor who is first 

encountering the complexities and difficulties of working with 

actual clients, which until that time had been merely abstraction or 

theory to him/her, may experience a drop in confidence. As the 

counselor continues to gain in experience, his/her level of 

confidence should increase. It may take a longer period of time for 

the Rosenberg to reflect such increases for certain trainees. 

Another consideration about the trainees is that all of the 

scores reflected a fairly high self-esteem score on both the pre

test and the post-test, whether those scores increased or decreased. 

The trainees perceived their counseling abilities positively as they 

began their training with the TTUCC. 

These two considerations might indicate the Rosenberg is of 

little value in evaluating the effects of the TTUCC training 

program. It is unfortunate that not all trainees returned the 

instrument, as it remains unknown whether the two groups of trainees 

(those who returned instruments and those who did not) are different 

in their perceptions of their therapeutic abilities, which would be 

reflected by different scores on the instruments. 
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Supervisee Questionnaire 

Although there were mixed results on the SQ, one clear result 

is that the trainees significantly increased in self-awareness as a 

group from the beginning to the end of training. There was not a 

concurrent significant increase as a group in autonomy and 

theory/skills. It appears that TTUCC training is effective in 

increasing trainees' knowledge about themselves, but not in 

facilitating trainees' autonomy from their supervisors nor in 

significantly increasing acquisition of counseling skills or 

knowledge about counseling theory (as measured by this instrument). 

It may be that autonomy takes longer than a semester to achieve, 

and, dependent on the trainee level, the supervisor may not wish to 

foster autonomy at the present time. In regard to knowlege of 

theory, the TTUCC training program is not specifically designed to 

provide such knowledge--it is assumed the majority of such knowledge 

will come from the academic program. 

However, an increase in counseling skills would certainly be 

desirable and an appropriate goal of the TTUCC training program. 

The supervision literature provides an explanation for this result. 

Hansen and Warner (1971) noted that trainees made fewer positive and 

neutral statements about counseling sessions after viewing them with 

their supervisors, and were more likely to view themselves as their 

supervisors did. Hansen, Pound, and Petro (1976) also concluded 

from their literature review that supervisor rating of counselors 

and counselor rating of themselves are usually highly correlated. 

As with the Rosenberg, the trainees' perceptions and consequent 
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ratings of their skill level may have become more realistic or 

negative when they viewed their skills in the light of actual 

counseling experiences rather than in the light of abstract theory. 

Training Modules 

Overall, the trainees found the training modules to be 

relevant to their training needs, and rated the presentations as 

organized and effective. The few exceptions were still rated high 

enough to indicate satisfaction. Because of the low number of 

returned evaluations for many of these modules, it takes only one 

lower rating to affect the overall scores markedly. Also, two 

modules which were not rated as high contained written comments 

contradictory to lower ratings, or no written explanation for low 

ratings, leaving open the possibility that the raters simply 

misrated the evaluation forms. Specific written comments about 

modules rated less highly can be found in Table 15 (p. 269). As 

stated before, these exceptions still fall within the satisfactory 

range; therefore, it appears that TTUCC staff are doing a good job 

of choosing relevant and interesting topics, and bringing in good 

presenters. 

Several factors were considered regarding differences in the 

number of evaluations completed: date of presentation, presenter 

(in-house vs. external, senior staff vs. intern), topic, and 

audience (senior staff and interns vs. all trainees). In-house, 

senior staff presenters received the highest number of evaluations 

(5 of the top 6 modules which received 7 or more evaluations, out of 

20 modules evaluated). However, the only other module presented by 
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a senior staff member, assertiveness training, received the fewest 

evaluations. This seminar was scheduled as a senior staff/intern 

module, and may not have been well attended, as the topic seems much 

more appropriate to trainees. It would seem wise for TTUCC to 

present this module as an intern/practicum student training module. 

Intake Review Checklist 

There was a trend toward an increase in performance on the 

post-test. It would appear that trainees became more proficient at 

completing a comprehensive intake report as they moved through their 

training period. This should also indicate that the trainees became 

better at conducting a comprehensive intake session. An alternate 

possibility is that the trainees did not change in the amount or 

type of information they gathered in the intake itself, but in their 

determination of which information was important enough to include 

in the intake report. The second hypothesis does not seem as 

plausible as the first. Had the trainees gathered a large amount of 

information and were unsure about what should be included in the 

intake report, they would probably err on the side of including too 

much information rather than too little. 

Practicum Goals Evaluation 

Overall, trainees rated achieving "satisfactory" or 

"tremendous" improvement on only 60% of the goals, and the remaining 

40% were rated as "some" or "no" improvement (see Table 16, p. 270). 

Unfortunately, the trainees did not use the space given to elaborate 

on any of their ratings, although they were encouraged to do so. 
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Thus, for those goals that received low ratings, it is unclear if 

there was no improvement because the TTUCC did not offer the 

training necessary to achieve improvement on these goals or if some 

other factor was perceived as the reason for little change. It is 

just as unclear as to what factors helped the trainees achieve 

change or improvement in those areas rated more highly. For the 

TTUCC to have information for a formative, and not just a summative, 

evaluation, this information needs to be gathered. 

The following training modules were offered as 

career/academic/vocational (CAV) training: academic counseling, job 

search techniques. Strong Campbell Interest Inventory and Kuder 

Occupational Interest Survey, language learning disabilities, and 

career counseling with women. Unfortunately, these modules were 

offered as intern and senior staff modules. These appear to be 

areas in which senior staff would either have extensive knowledge or 

not much need for knowledge, as they usually do not handle the 

vocational clients, whereas these are definitely areas in which 

interns and practicum students have need of knowledge. Although 

practicum students can attend the other modules, it would be more 

practical to offer this set of modules as intern and practicum 

student modules. In addition, these modules were all offered in the 

fall. There were no offerings in the spring on CAV issues, which is 

when these particular evaluation forms were completed. The TTUCC 

policy is to offer CAV modules when the Psychology Department 

teaches its CAV course, at which time the students usually take the 

CAV practicum. Should the TTUCC accept a CAV student out of 
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sequence, t ha t student 's supervisor should ensure the student 

receives CAV t r a i n i n g comparable to that of fered by the CAV modules. 

Tra in ing modules offered in the spr ing which addressed the 

goals l i s t e d f o r the personal /social pract icum, and which would 

there fore have been the relevant modules attended by those who 

completed these fo rms, were psychodrama ( ro le p lay ing) , su ic ide 

l e t h a l i t y assessment and c r i s i s i n te rven t ion , t ime l i m i t e d dynamic 

psychotherapy, re laxat ion/ imagery techniques, and two modules on 

Gestalt theory and techniques. There was no formal t r a i n i n g given 

on intake i n t e r v i e w i n g in the spr ing, although the TTUCC t y p i c a l l y 

o f fe rs t h i s module in the spring as wel l as the f a l l , unless few new 

trainees are en ru l l ed in practicum. In the l a t t e r case, the 

supervisor is expected to t r a i n the practicum student in in take 

i n te rv iew ing . 

A problem w i t h the instrument used to evaluate these goals was 

that there was no assessment of t ra inees' p re - tes t standing on the 

goals l i s t e d . One reason l i t t l e improvement might have been made 

was tha t there might not have been much room or des i re f o r 

improvement on ce r t a i n goals. As w i th se l f -es teem, levels of 

achievement may already have been high. Therefore i t would be 

important to know p r i o r levels of accomplishment and which goals the 

t ra inee was r e a l l y in terested in working toward, as we l l as 

numerical r a t i n g s and w r i t t e n elaborat ion of accomplishment on the 

goals p o s t - t r a i n i n g . Another problem was that there was no w r i t t e n 

e labora t ion about reasons for rat ings on the returned forms. The 

TTUCC could err on the side of conservatism and assume tha t goals 
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rated as not achieved were due to deficits in its training program, 

and add to or change elements of its training to address these 

perceived deficits. This could be a useful and possibly beneficial 

approach for the TTUCC to take. However, it would be more efficient 

to have information from the trainees as to what factors were 

helpful or served as obstacles to the achievement of goals, so that 

only those factors are addressed or enhanced. A modified version of 

this form, which addresses these concerns, is included in Appendix G 

(p. 299). 

Trainee Expectations and Goals 

All but one of the practicum students were very satisfied with 

their training experiences at the TTUCC. Specific information on 

areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction and suggestions for change 

can be found in the sections following the section on 

instrumentation. 

Past Intern Questionnaire 

Past interns also awarded a high degree of satisfaction to 

their TTUCC training experience. One respondent was only "somewhat" 

satisfied, which is addressed in the dissatisfaction section. Of 

the five activities in which past interns currently spend the most 

time, four were those in which they stated that they received the 

most preparation, and they appeared satisfied with the amount of 

preparation the internship provided in the fifth area (teaching). 

The areas in which respondents indicated that they received the 

least preparation were also areas in which they are currently 
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spending little or no time. One of the five areas in which much 

time is reportedly spent, assessment, received the most requests for 

more preparation. It appears as if TTUCC is doing a good job 

preparing its interns for future professional activities, but that 

more training in assessment should be included in the training 

program. 

Areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction and suggestions for 

change are included in the sections following the section on 

instrumentation. 

Internship Evaluation Forms 

The current interns rated their overall satisfaction with the 

training experience as high. Supervision received consistently high 

satisfaction ratings by all interns, as did the training modules. 

Like the past interns, current interns listed individual therapy, 

group therapy, and consultation as areas in which the internship 

most prepared them, and more preparation was requested in the area 

of assessment. Areas of dissatisfaction, critical incidents, and 

suggestions for change are included in the sections following the 

section on instrumentation. 

Evaluation of Supervisor by Trainee 

Interns were very positive in their evaluations of their 

supervisors. Most of their written comments, which can be found in 

Table 17 (p. 271), concerned positive and helpful things that the 

supervisors were doing. The only exceptions listed were a desire 

for more thorough evaluation of specific client cases, which the 
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supervisor corrected when requested, and wanting more time to talk 

about professional topics other than client caseload. 

Practicum students were also positive in their ratings of 

supervisors, and most of their written comments regarded ways in 

which their supervisors had been helpful. These are also listed in 

Table 17 (p. 271). Supervisor actions that resulted in 

dissatisfaction were the following: not watching videotapes of 

trainee, having too many other responsibilities, not enough feedback 

concerning therapeutic style, not being more personal with trainee, 

and not discussing goals of supervision with trainee. 

Categorizing the various comments about supervisors, 

facilitative skills (e.g., open, supportive) were mentioned the most 

frequently. Next most frequently mentioned were task skills (e.g., 

help with clients), facilitating autonomy in the trainee, and 

general skills (e.g., any skills mentioned with no outcomes or 

reasons listed as to why these skills were helpful). The next most 

frequently listed were accessibility of the supervisor and structure 

of supervision, and nonspecific or non-supervisor comments. Table 

17 (p. 271) lists the comments out under their various categories. 

Allen, Szollos, and Williams (1986) surveyed clinical and 

counseling psychology doctoral students in APA accredited programs, 

and asked them about their best and worst supervision experiences. 

Using the categorization scheme employed in Table 17 (p. 271), best 

supervision experiences were characterized by the presence of 

supervisor behaviors or attributes of facilitative skills (direct 

and straightforward feedback, mistakes seen as learning experiences. 
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praise and encouragement, nondefensiveness, exploration of personal 

growth issues), task skills (provided useful conceptual framework, 

exploration of new ideas and techniques, taught practical skills), 

accessibility (accessible outside of regularly scheduled 

supervision, time set aside exclusively for supervision), and 

facilitation of autonomy (treated trainee like a colleague). These 

results, and the frequency of the listed behaviors, match the 

results of the present study. Worst supervision experiences were 

characterized by the absence of supervisors' task skills and 

presence of supervisor defensiveness. 

Supervision methods that were listed by the trainees were the 

following: videotape (listed 3 times) and audiotape, case-by-case 

discussion and review (listed 3 times), in-depth review of certain 

diagnostic categories and issues, and co-therapy. Other methods 

mentioned by the trainees that are similar to those studied in the 

supervision literature were constructive or positive feedback, 

technique-oriented supervision, use of a didactic approach, and 

communication ability. Two of the trainees' negative statements 

concerned not getting enough feedback, and not having videotapes 

reviewed by the supervisor. 

One technique that appears in the supervision literature that 

seems an important omission in this study is that of modeling. It 

is possible that modeling was done but not commented upon, that 

aspects of modeling were commented on rather than the whole process, 

or the trainees may not have been aware that they were modeling 

their supervisors' behavior or that this was helpful to them. 
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Modeling is not specifically listed on the TTUCC supervision forms, 

which seems to be an omission that should be rectified due to its 

importance in the literature. 

This seems to support what has been found in the literature 

(Hansen, Pound, & Petro, 1976; Hansen & Warner, 1971; Robinson, 

Kurpius, & Froehel, 1979; Gulanick & Schmeck, 1977; Lemons & 

Lanning, 1979)--that feedback is important, that positive feedback 

is more effective than negative feedback, that the use of taping is 

helpful, that technique-oriented supervision is more useful than 

counseling-oriented supervision, that high levels of communication 

result in a satisfactory supervision relationship, and that a 

didactic approach is (sometimes) more helpful than an experiential 

approach. 

Stoltenberg's (1981) conceptualization of counselor 

development and "best-fit" supervision environment at different 

stages fits in nicely with these results. The stage 1 beginning 

counselor is very unskilled, and therefore insecure, imitative, 

rule-bound, dependent on the supervisor, and lacking insight into 

his/her behavior, particularly his/her impact on the client. The 

supervisor needs to be supportive, structured, and didactic in this 

stage. That is, in this stage the supervisor needs to provide 

facilitative and task skills, which is clearly evidenced in the 

comments on supervisor behaviors in this study. The stage 2 

counselor has gained limited and inconsistent skills, insight, and 

self-confidence, so the supervisor will need to provide different 

degrees of structure or direction, dependent on the supervisee's 
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immediate dependency-autonomy needs. This will be seen more clearly 

in the discussion of critical incidents, in which the category of 

autonomy contains both negative and positive comments. When the 

trainee does not perceive him/herself as ready for autonomy, 

supervisor facilitation of autonomy is perceived as negative. The 

stage 3 counselor has achieved a relatively high and stable skill 

level and sense of confidence. The supervisor can engage in a more 

collaborative style, with the ability to be more confrontive with 

the trainee. The stage 4 counselor is ready to be an independent 

practitioner and has established his/her identity as a professional. 

Supervision for this counselor should be consultative, and the 

counselor should be treated as a colleague. 

Psychologist-in-training Evaluation 

Supervisors rated practicum students as above average to 

excellent. Supervisors appear to be generally satisfied with 

trainees' performance. 

Getting Micheals Anchored Ratings for Therapists 

The OMART, which was designed in a developmental framework, 

does not yet have norms established so that trainees can be compared 

against performance standards of other trainees. The authors of the 

instrument suggest that pre-Ph.D. students will usually fall around 

the middle of the scale, if rated accurately. Using this criterion, 

all of the trainees seem to be performing at an acceptable level. 

Supervisors did not reliably distinguish between areas in which the 
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trainees were rated, indicating that more training is needed in the 

use of the behaviorally anchored scale. 

Counseling Evaluation Inventory 

Due to the small number of CEI's received, it is difficult to 

draw conclusions from these data. The small number of trainees who 

were rated received positive ratings. Large return rates were not 

expected on the CEI, as the clients were to complete it post-

counseling. Lewis and Magoon (1987) reported that response rates 

for counseling center evaluations were usually low--40% of their 

respondents had less than a 40% return rate, and another 40% had 

from a 40 to 79% return rate. Halgin (1986) reported a return rate 

of approximately 33%. It seems plausible that the two groups of 

people who would most likely fill out and return a questionnaire 

voluntarily would be those who had either a very good or very 

negative experience. If so, that would bode well for the trainees, 

as no negative questionnaires were returned. However, other results 

of Lewis and Magoon's (1987) survey indicated that feedback elicited 

from counseling center clients was generally positive and contained 

few negative comments. Halgin (1986) also found that client 

evaluations were positive. 

A more effective way to sample clients might be to choose two 

weeks during the semester (perhaps those that divide the semester 

into thirds), and administer client questionnaires at that time, as 

the clients check in for counseling appointments. This should 

ensure a better return rate. Lewis and Magoon (1987) found that 

collecting this type of data at given calendar times did result in a 
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better return rate. Care must be taken with interpreting these 

data, as information from present clients as well as past clients 

would be included, but if data from the two groups were separated 

out and collected in an ongoing fashion, this should not be a 

problem. There should also be a way to identify length of time from 

termination to assessment. 

Current Adjustment Rating Schedule 

There were no significant differences found between clients' 

pre- and post-counseling functioning on this instrument. As the 

TTUCC is generally a short-term facility, it seems reasonable to 

postulate that clients are not going to make major changes. They 

are more likely to make steps toward progress and change, which may 

not be reflected immediately in areas of functioning, as measured by 

the CARS. Research studies have shown significant results using the 

CARS (Bednar & Weinberg, 1970; Berzins, Bednar, & Severy, 1975; 

Cross, Sheehan, & Khan, 1982; Kupst & Schulman, 1981; Manthei, 

Vitalo, & Ivey, 1982; Peake, 1979; Truax, Altmann, Wright, & 

Mitchell, 1973), but none of the studies used a short-term college 

student population. In a university counseling center, the mean 

number of sessions attended for social/emotional issues is 5-6 and 

for educational/vocational issues is 2-3 (these figures are drawn 

from Magoon's 1986-87 College and University Counseling Center Data 

Bank). It therefore seems doubtful that significant changes will be 

observed in the majority of clients seen for such a short time. It 

seems that a measure designed to measure small, subtle changes would 

be more appropriate to the uses of the TTUCC. 
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A low return rate was expected for the CARS. There were more 

CARS returned than Counseling Evaluation Inventories (CEI's), 

indicating that most of the clients who took the time to complete 

and return the CARS did not expend effort on the CEI, perhaps 

because of its greater length. TTUCC Client Satisfaction Forms were 

not provided to this researcher, and it is unknown how many were 

returned. Rather than sending out three forms to clients, the TTUCC 

Client Satisfaction Form, a form to rate the counselor (in this 

study, the CEI), and a form to rate therapy outcome (in this study, 

the CARS), a few modifications could be made to the TTUCC Client 

Satisfaction Form. Clients could be asked to list presenting 

problems and concerns addressed in counseling, to rate changes and 

progress made for each issue, and to describe what role the 

counselor played in any changes made. These modifications should 

yield the desired information, would not require too much change or 

increase in length of the form, and would enable the TTUCC to send 

out only one form, which would seem to strengthen the chances of 

clients returning the forms. To serve as a useful evaluation device, 

the information would need to be compiled and disseminated to staff 

and appropriate others outside the TTUCC (such as higher-level 

offices with evaluating and/or budgeting powers over the TTUCC). In 

their survey, Lewis and Magoon (1987) found that individual 

responses were usually shared with the affected counselor and one 

counseling center administrator, and used to evaluate that 

counselor's work. Aggregate feedback from clients was summarized 
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and shared with all counseling center staff and with student affairs 

professionals. 

Choices of Instrumentation 

Three of the instruments utilized in this study have been 

reported in the psychological literature and therefore have 

available reliability and validity information--the Rosenberg Self-

Esteem Scale, the Counseling Evaluation Inventory, and the Current 

Adjustment Rating Scale. The other instruments utilized were 

already in use by the TTUCC and had been designed by Center staff, 

or were designed by the researcher for this study. Most of the 

questionnaires created for this study were designed to get maximum 

information. They contained open-ended questions or space to 

elaborate on forced choice questions and rankings/ratings of items. 

Rather then simply assessing global satisfaction, more specific 
I 

aspects of the experience were assessed, rationale for assessments 

was requested, and critical incidents were employed. 

The fact that not many statistically significant results were 

found may be partly due to limitations of the instruments used. 

Although the Rosenberg enjoys wide usage and the CEI enjoys moderate 

usage, neither of these instruments (as well as the CARS) has 

published norms. In addition, the Rosenberg has not been previously 

used (or reported) with this study's specific population, and it was 

modified for this population. Narrowing the instrument's focus to 

self-esteem as a therapist may have limited the instrument's 

usefulness, as well as changed its reliability and validity data. 
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The obvious disadvantages of using instruments not found in the 

literature is their lack of reliability and validity information. 

Two instruments that were proposed for this study were never 

utilized: the peer case review and the training module vignettes. 

Regarding the peer case review, letters were sent to local 

psychologists asking them to serve as case reviewers, but no 

positive responses were received. The training module vignettes 

were administered in the fall at the beginning of the semester, but 

not at the end of the semester. They were not administered at all 

in the spring. It is unclear as to the problem in administration. 

Although unsuccessfully attempted, both of these methods of 

evaluation could yield valuable information; one from an outside, 

professional source, and the other indicating any change in 

trainees' knowledge base. Neither of these sources has been tapped 

in previous TTUCC efforts. 

Some data were harder to collect, and probably those 

instruments should not be utilized in the TTUCC unless the 

information gained is important and unique. The OMART was 

particularly hard to get the supervisors to complete. It is lengthy 

and norms have not yet been established, which is also true of the 

form that the TTUCC supervisors currently complete. Both have the 

advantage of covering a comprehensive number of areas. The OMART 

uses a 10-point behaviorally anchored scale, whereas the TTUCC form 

uses a 5-point global scale. OMART raters did not reliably 

distinguish between areas rated, whereas similar raters using the 

TTUCC form consistently distinguished between people and areas 
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rated. Although the OMART has the advantage of using a behaviorally 

anchored scale, which is recommended in the literature, and the 

authors are presently working to establish norms, it appears that it 

would require training to enable raters to utilize the OMART 

effectively and consistently. In addition, its length appeared to 

prevent its utilization by many TTUCC supervisors. It therefore 

appears that, at the present time, it would be more beneficial to 

the TTUCC to continue the use of its present trainee evaluation 

form, rather than the OMART. This researcher agrees with McKinley 

and Hayes (1987) that the OMART shows promise, but more research 

needs to be conducted on its effective use in an applied setting. 

Another instrument that had an extremely low return rate was 

the practicum goals evaluation, although this was a fairly short 

form. As it currently exists, it gave only partial information. If 

modified as shown in Appendix G (p. 299), it could provide valuable 

information as to which TTUCC goals were accomplished, and what 

elements of the training experience served as helps or hindrances to 

the accomplishment of those goals. 

A client instrument that had an extremely low return rate was 

the CEI. The CEI gives information that the TTUCC does not 

currently get from its client population and is a moderately used 

instrument in the literature. There are some questions pertaining 

to client reactions to the counselor on the TTUCC Client 

Satisfaction form, but it is unclear what happens with this 

information. It is shared with the counselor, but the information 

is not compiled and shared with the staff. As suggested earlier. 
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the TTUCC Client Satisfaction form could be modified (see Appendix 

G, p. 299), but it will be important that the data be routinely 

collected and aggregated, and that the results be shared with 

relevant parties. Should the TTUCC want to conduct a more specific 

counselor evaluation study, as opposed to a general evaluation of 

its services, it is recommended that the CEI be used. 

There were two instruments on which data were collected, but 

the information gathered did not appear to be helpful. One 

instrument was the Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale, which showed no 

differences between pre- and post- assessment. It would seem 

important that TTUCC measure attitudes/self-confidence, but it also 

appears that other factors, such as developmental level, need to be 

taken into account to explain attitudes. The TTUCC might want to 

experiment and use the Rosenberg a while longer to determine if 

useful information might be obtained, but perhaps the SQ could be 

used to assess attitudes as well as developmental level. 

The other instrument which had an acceptable return rate but 

yielded information of questionable value was the CARS. As 

discussed earlier, it would seem more advantageous to the TTUCC to 

simply modify the TTUCC Client Satisfaction form and include 

questions on goals worked toward and degree of achievement, or use 

an instrument or method that would give that information, such as 

the goal attainment scaling method suggested by Kiresuk and Sherman 

(1968). Should the TTUCC decide to continue use of the CARS on a 

short-term basis, it is recommended that they use it in its intact 

form, and collect information as to number of sessions seen and by 
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which therapist, as the forms may get separated from the TTUCC 

Client Satisfaction Form, which names the counselor. This will 

enable the CARS to be linked to individuals, rather than just 

groups, and session length may indicate if short-term vs. long-term 

therapy will show an effect on CARS results. 

Should the TTUCC want to do a comprehensive long-term 

evaluation of its clients, using the CARS in its original form with 

a follow-up format would be recommended. 

There are two instruments that the TTUCC is already using that 

yielded useful information--the training modules evaluation form, 

and the forms which the trainees use to evaluate the supervisors. 

Regarding the supervisor evaluation forms, the trainees consistently 

distinguished between supervisors but not between areas. One 

problem is that the rating scale is too global and susceptible to 

social desirability factors. It is a 3-point scale, with the 

anchors of "improvement desired," "adequate to good," and 

"excellent." If a different rating scale were used, in which the 

trainees rate the presence or absence of each item/behavior, rate 

the frequency of the behavior, rate the behavior itself on a 5-point 

scale, and also rate desire for more or less of that behavior, it 

would take more time and effort to complete, but would provide much 

more specific and useful information, and should be less susceptible 

to social desirability factors. However, it will also be important 

for the supervisor and/or the agency to stress that the purpose of 

the evaluation is to improve the training program, that a range of 

scores are expected, and that the trainee's honest feedback is 
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valued. The agency and supervision atmospheres need to be 

nondefensive, direct, and open. 

The training modules evaluation form provided useful 

information regarding effectiveness and relevance of individual 

modules. Should the TTUCC want additional information on what the 

trainee is learning from the training modules, the training modules 

vignettes form that was proposed but never utilized could be 

considered. It will create extra paperwork for the trainees, and 

extra work for those who evaluate the vignettes, but might provide 

rich information on changes in knowledge over the course of the 

training period. 

There were also some new forms used in the research study that 

provided valuable information. The SQ and the Intake Review 

checklist yielded a trend toward change. The trainee expectations 

and goals questionnaire and the past intern questionnaire (which was 

used with the current interns, as well) provided useful information 

as to degree of satisfaction, satisfactory elements, unsatisfactory 

elements and suggestions for change, and critical incidents. The 

past intern questionnaire also assessed areas of most and least 

effective training. Doing a followup on interns who are now 

employed gives information from a different and useful perspective--

the effect of the internship on future job performance. 

A modification of the past intern questionnaire, such as that 

used for the current interns, could be used in conjunction with, or 

perhaps instead of, the TTUCC Internship Evaluation Form. The TTUCC 

form gives more quantitative information, but not as useful 
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qualitative information on areas in which most/least prepared and 

critical incidents. It would be easy to include those areas on the 

current TTUCC form, as well as the question "If you had to make the 

decision over again, would you choose the TTUCC for your pre

doctoral internship? Why or why not?" to assess reasons for 

satisfaction/dissatisfaction. These modifications can be found in 

Appendix G (p. 299). 

Critical Incidents 

What were the critical elements or "turning points" for the 

trainees of the TTUCC experience? When examining the individual 

comments, it appeared that they could be categorized similarly to 

the categorization of supervisor behavior in Table 17 (p. 271). The 

results are found in Table 18 (p. 272). 

Many of the same categories were usable with slight name 

modifications, and, with the exception of facilitative behaviors, 

the most frequently utilized categorizations were the same: task 

skills, general skills, and autonomy. 

Under the category of autonomy, as with evaluations of 

supervisors, there were both positive and negative elements listed. 

When not ready for it, trainees rate autonomy as undesirable. This 

is clearly a developmental issue, and supervisors will need to 

carefully assess their trainees to determine if and when they are 

ready to be given autonomy. 

It was interesting that facilitative behaviors, which created 

the most satisfaction for trainees when discussing supervisor 

behaviors, were only listed once (placed under "Staff Behaviors" in 
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Table 18) as a critical incident. It would appear that facilitative 

behaviors help establish a good relationship and learning 

environment, but are not considered "turning points." Another 

interesting note is that supervisees do not mention increase in 

self-knowledge in either the critical incidents or areas of 

satisfaction, although that was an area in which they developed 

significantly according to the SQ results, and was also expected by 

the researcher to be a category mentioned frequently. 

Training/learning experiences and relationships with staff 

were rated m.ost frequently as intern critical incidents. For 

practicum students, critical incidents centered around experiences 

with clients. These data fit well with a developmental model. 

Practicum students are just beginning to have actual client contact, 

and their fluctuating confidence brings these contacts into sharp 

focus. Doubts and successes are experienced with great intensity. 

Interns have usually developed a certain level of confidence in 

working with clients, are seeing many more clients than practicum 

students, and are experiencing so many new things that client events 

may have to be fairly dramatic to stand out. A very different 

experience for interns is trying on the role of "professional," in 

which relationships with other professionals take on new 

significance. Also of new significance is the realization that 

interns are about to enter the working world in which they will be 

expected to be responsible for their clients and to have a certain 

amount of expertise. Interns are no longer attending classes, and 
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their interest in learning experiences, particularly in "fine-

tuning" skills and learning higher-order skills, intensifies. 

It would seem that the TTUCC should focus more on the 

development of facilitative and task skills for practicum students, 

and on advanced training experiences for interns, as well as 

encouraging staff involvement with the interns, by discussing with 

the staff the importance of such relationships. 

Areas of Satisfaction 

Satisfactory elements of the TTUCC experience that were common 

to both interns and practicum students were supervision, training 

modules, staff support and expertise, the client population, and 

outreach opportunities. The TTUCC has control over these aspects 

other than client population. It appears that TTUCC direct and 

indirect efforts toward the trainees are resulting in positive 

experiences for the trainees. This is valuable not only because 

satisfaction of the present trainees is a goal of the training 

program, but also because a good reputation is built and maintained, 

which is helpful in attracting future, desirable trainees. 

Supervision and the training modules are the primary aspects of the 

training program over which the TTUCC has control, and these are the 

two aspects with which trainees consistently reported satisfaction. 

Many of the other satisfactory elements for interns had to do 

with aspects of the internship that are not a typical part of the 

training of practicum students: supervision of practicum students, 

intern support group, choice of rotations (flexibility, autonomy), 

administrative experience, availability of specialized supervision 
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external to the TTUCC, a sunrise breakfast, and an MMPI conference. 

Again, with the exception of the MMPI conference, the TTUCC has 

control over these aspects. 

Various comments from practicum students about satisfactory 

aspects concerned level of stress, secretarial support, testing 

services, variety of counseling opportunities, scheduling hours, and 

having an office. Some of these comments were unclear or 

nonspecific. For example, it is unclear if "variety of counseling 

opportunities" refers to the varied client population or the type of 

counseling; e.g., individual versus group, personal/social versus 

career/academic/vocational, counseling versus assessment; and what 

aspect of "scheduling hours" resulted in its rating as 

"satisfactory." These aspects all appear to be under the control of 

the TTUCC. 

Areas of Dissatisfaction/Requests for Change 

The areas of dissatisfaction can be generally categorized into 

policy/procedures, peripherals, training provided, supervision, and 

staff relations or treatment of trainees. 

When citing areas of satisfaction, some areas received 

satisfactory ratings from multiple respondents. This was not the 

case with areas of dissatisfaction or suggestions for improvement. 

The most agreement received in any area was from two respondents, 

except for a request from all three current interns to receive more 

travel money for training. 

Looking at areas of agreement between interns and practicum 

students first, two respondents felt that more supervision should be 
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added--particularly group supervision. One past intern felt that 

all activities, not just individual therapy, should be under 

supervision. Theoretically all activities are supervised. There 

were also suggestions that TTUCC should increase its visibility on 

campus--by making its services more visible through advertisement, 

and by increasing relationships with campus agencies, specifically 

Housing and the Psychology Department. There were complaints about 

relationships between senior staff and a negative political 

atmosphere in the TTUCC. This aspect was also mentioned as a 

critical incident, which underscores the importance trainees place 

on good staff relationships, and indicates that this complaint 

should be addressed. Another complaint concerned the restricted 

range of client population, which would appear to be an occupational 

hazard of working in a specialized setting such as a university, and 

not an aspect the TTUCC could change. 

Between the past and the current interns, there was agreement 

on a problem with secretarial staff and the role they took with 

interns--e.g., taking the interns to task over their caseload, 

scheduling, etc. There was also agreement that something more needs 

to be done with evaluation/feedback. One intern complained that 

feedback was always requested but nothing was ever done about it, 

and the other wanted a chance to process through evaluations with 

staff, rather than just completing and returning them. A special 

meeting could be held to do this, and plans for implementation of 

suggestions and feedback could be discussed at that time. 
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The remainder of listed areas of dissatisfaction were 

scattered among the respondents, and there were problems with lack 

of specificity on some of the items. However, many of the 

respondents not only expressed their dissatisfaction, but suggested 

a way in which their dissatisfactions could be addressed. A listing 

of the remaining areas of dissatisfaction and suggestions for change 

can be found in Table 18 (p. 272). These suggestions for change 

will be addressed in the TTUCC Recommendations section below. 

Limitations of the Present Study 

One major limitation was the instrumentation used. Most of it 

was locally developed, and had no norms, reliability or validity 

established. 

Although a wide variety of data was gathered, another major 

limitation was the relatively small amount of data collected. Not 

all the trainees returned evaluation instruments. Many of the 

supervisors did not evaluate their supervisees. Little client data 

was obtained, and what was obtained could not be tied to any 

particular trainee, limiting the application of results to the group 

of trainees as a whole. It is possible that some of the instruments 

could have provided more valuable information had more of them been 

returned. Instruments such as the Rosenberg and the CEI have been 

used successfully in other settings. 

The reasons that so few trainees and supervisors completed and 

returned instruments are unknown. Possible contributing factors are 

that the principal researcher was not physically present, the 

graduate assistant who collected the data had limited time and 
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influence, the Coordinator of Training had multiple responsibilities 

and was conducting a job search, and the Director did not require or 

actively enforce staff participation in research being conducted in 

the TTUCC. The atmosphere in the TTUCC is exemplified in the title 

"Coordinator of Training." The Coordinator sets up the training 

program and actively seeks participation in and evaluation of 

training activities by Center staff, but she has no direct authority 

to ensure staff participation and evaluation. 

The program evaluation literature indicates that it is easier 

to get people involved in a project by holding meetings to explain 

the process and report on progress made. A meeting was held at the 

beginning of the fall semester with the TTUCC staff, which was 

conducted by the research assistant. A briefing is also planned to 

give the results and recommendations of the study to the TTUCC 

staff, which will be conducted by the principal researcher. It 

might have been helpful to hold more meetings between those times. 

It also might have been helpful for the researcher to conduct such 

meetings. 

In addition, because the researcher had a vested interest in 

seeing the evaluation process completed as fully as possible, if the 

researcher had been physically present the evaluation void created 

by the departure of the Coordinator of Training might not have been 

as great. The fact that such a void occurred is not a problem 

unique to the TTUCC. Their system is similar to that of a number of 

agencies in which one person is responsible for evaluation. If that 

person has many other responsibilities or leaves the agency, as in 
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the case of the TTUCC, evaluation is likely to be one of the areas 

that gets low priority. 

Other limitations of the study are that the interns were not 

given the pre-test instruments until their training was completed 

(an oversight that might have been corrected sooner had the 

researcher been physically present), so they had to estimate their 

pre-internship levels of functioning and attitudes, limiting the 

reliability of any change data. This evaluation was only performed 

over two semesters, and needs to be carried out longitudinally. 

Additionally, as the research is a case study, results may only be 

generalizable to a counseling center setting which contains an APA-

accredited internship. 

Much of the information gained from this study was 

qualitative, rather than quantitative. This is a common complaint 

found in the evaluation literature. However, the TTUCC evaluation 

process was moved closer to being more performance-based, and 

valuable information was obtained from the qualitative data. 

Future Research Needed 

One primary need is to develop good instrumentation. Much of 

the evaluation being done seems to be done with locally or poorly 

developed instruments (Galassi & Trent, 1987; Lewis & Magoon, 1987). 

Many times, the global evaluation procedure is reported but not the 

instruments used (e.g.. Levy, 1983; Miller, 1977; Norcross & 

Stevenson, 1984; Tyler & Weaver, 1981). To be able to achieve 

consistency across sites and comparability of results, instruments 

used need to be reported. Whenever possible, those instruments that 
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have good reliability and validity, established norms, attention to 

scaling or other appropriate construction considerations, and 

frequent usage should be utilized. 

It is possible that many of those responsible for evaluation 

in service agencies may not be test construction or measurement 

experts or may not have large amounts of time to search through the 

literature for the best evaluation instruments. As APA clearly 

emphasizes evaluation of its accredited agencies, it would seem 

reasonable for an APA committee to develop a package of recommended 

instruments. 

Counseling psychologists need to conduct and report more 

evaluation studies of their graduate programs and internship sites. 

Some research has been reported on clinical psychology graduate 

programs (Levy, 1983; Norcross & Stevenson, 1984; Stevenson et al., 

1984; Tyler & Weaver, 1981; Walsh et al., 1985). No research has 

been reported on counseling psychology graduate programs. 

Evaluation research of counseling center settings has involved only 

assessment of client satisfaction, and sometimes client post-

counseling "status," which is defined differently from center to 

center (Lewis & Magoon, 1987). Thomas Magoon (University of 

Maryland, College Park) aggregates a data base from counseling 

centers on an annual basis and shares that information with the 

participating centers, but does not publish the results. 

More longitudinal studies need to be done. There is a wealth 

of information gleaned from such studies (Stevenson et al., 1984; 

Walsh et al., 1985)--depth that one does not get from survey studies. 
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Evaluation research needs to become more performance-based, 

rather than simply assessing satisfaction (Berger, 1983; Lewis & 

Magoon, 1987). More pre- and post-assessment should be done, as 

opposed to simply post-assessment, so that changes in skill level 

can be assessed. Quantitative data needs to be supplemented with 

qualitative data, to explicate and expound on numerical ratings 

given. 

It has been over 16 years since all interns at APA-accredited 

agencies have been surveyed, and then only a global measure of 

satisfaction was used. Only one study has compared APA interns to 

non-APA interns (all received their graduate training at one 

university). Two studies have surveyed internship evaluation 

procedures. Two studies have assessed trainee performance (both on 

interns from one agency). There needs to be more replication of 

these studies, and more than satisfaction needs to be addressed. 

Psychologists need to establish entry and exit standards for 

predoctoral internship students. Such standards would be useful for 

evaluation and accountability. 

It is extremely important that training evaluation research be 

done. In Berman and Norton's (1985) meta-analysis of studies 

comparing professional therapists to paraprofessionals, it was found 

that there was no difference in treatment effectiveness. If 

graduate training is serving only as a screening method and does not 

make a difference in skill level, surely a more time-efficient and 

less costly method could be found. If training is supposed to 
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result in a higher level of skills and effectiveness, psychologists 

need to prove that it is indeed doing so. 

Recommendations to the TTUCC 

Recommendations Based on Trainee Input 

Regarding training modules, it is recommended that CAV 

training be moved to the intern and practicum student modules, that 

training on intake interviewing and CAV issues be held in the spring 

as well as in the fall when appropriate, and that assertiveness 

training be held as an intern and practicum student module, rather 

than as an intern and senior staff module. In addition, TTUCC 

should incorporate more training on advanced counseling strategies 

and assessment. 

Other suggestions regarding the internship were to increase 

the salary and travel money, reduce the paperwork, improve the video 

equipment, send the interns on retreat, and develop a "quality 

assurance" program to ensure that opportunities advertised are 

actually available to interns. 

Regarding staff relationships, recommendations were made to 

ensure involvement of all senior staff with interns, clarify any 

authority which secretarial staff may exercise over interns, and 

work to improve senior staff relationships with each other. 

Regarding supervision, group supervision should be offered as 

a regular part of training; supervisors should make the effort to do 

co-therapy with their supervisees; end consultation with senior 

staff should be made routine and available (perhaps designating a 

II 
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senior staff member as secondary supervisor) when a trainee is not 

supervised by a senior staff member. 

The TTUCC should provide an orientation in addition to the 

training manual for new practicum students, and send formal written 

acceptances to practicum students before the semester begins. If 

possible, they should provide individual office space for all 

trainees. TTUCC visibility on campus should be increased, 

especially its group offerings, and it should expand its 

relationships with TTU departments. More professional behavior is 

needed in the front area. Crisis training should be provided for 

support staff. 

Recommendations Concerning Evaluation Procedures 

There was a request made to process through evaluations with 

staff. A special meeting between trainees and staff should be held 

to do this, and plans for implementation of feasible suggestions and 

feedback should be discussed at that time. This was done at times 

(the "fireside chat"), but not all staff were in attendance, and 

formal plans for change were not made. It might be wise to have 

someone external to the agency coordinate the meeting, to keep it 

productive, to keep levels of defensiveness down, and to help 

develop plans of action. In addition, the TTUCC should create a 

backup system, in which some designated person (such as the Director 

or Assistant Director) would ensure that the evaluation process 

continues, should the Coordinator of Training be unable to do so. 

Because of the time and effort involved, it is also 

recommended that the TTUCC do a comprehensive evaluation such as the 
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one involved in this research study only on a periodic basis, 

perhaps every 3-5 years. It is important that the training program 

continue to be evaluated each year, but not necessarily at such a 

comprehensive level. It is recommended that the yearly evaluation 

include the TTUCC supervision evaluation forms, the Supervisee 

Questionnaire, the TTUCC training modules evaluation form, the 

trainee expectations and goals form, the revised TTUCC Client 

Satisfaction Form, and the revised TTUCC internship evaluation form. 

The last two instruments can be found in Appendix G (p. 299). It is 

recommended that the comprehensive, periodic evaluation include the 

above forms, in addition to the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, the 

Counselor Evaluation Inventory, the intake review checklist, the 

past intern questionnaire, the revised practicum goals evaluation 

form, the APA experiences checklist, the training modules vignettes, 

and the peer case review. The last four instruments can be found in 

Appendixes G and H (pp. 299 and 309). 

Summary and Conclusions 

Instrumentation Results 

The results from the assessment instruments will be addressed 

first. 

There were no significant changes in trainee self-esteem, due 

to high pre-test levels of trainees' self-esteem, and also due to 

differing developmental level. The trainees had a significant 

increase in self-awareness, and possibly in autonomy, although the 

scores of one trainee appeared to be skewing the autonomy results to 

indicate a false significant increase for the group. The trainees 
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tended to write more comprehensive intake reports after their 

training experience. They reported satisfactory progress on only 

60% of TTUCC-defined goals, which may have been due to instrument 

limitations. 

The practicum students, with one exception, were satisfied 

with their training experiences. All but one of the past interns 

were satisfied with their training experiences. The current interns 

were also satisfied with training experiences. Areas of 

satisfaction most frequently listed were supervision, training 

modules, staff support, staff expertise, client population, and 

outreach opportunities. The areas of dissatisfaction can be 

generally categorized into policy/procedures, peripherals, training 

provided, supervision, and staff relations or treatment of trainees, 

with policy/procedure being the category with the highest number of 

comments. 

The training modules were rated as relevant and effective, 

indicating that the Center has done a good job of identifying 

relevant, and interesting knowledge to be imparted to trainees. 

Modules were consistently listed as a satisfactory aspect of the 

TTUCC training experience on different evaluation instruments. It 

is possible, however, that these high marks are reflective primarily 

of trainees' satisfaction, as little changes in trainee skills were 

noted. 

The interns and practicum students rated their supervisors 

highly. Supervision behaviors that were commented on most 

frequently were facilitative skills, with task skills and 
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facilitation of autonomy listed next most frequently. The 

supervisors rated practicum students as above average to excellent. 

The clients rated the trainees positively, but only a small 

number returned the forms. The outcome instruments showed no 

difference in client functioning pre- and post-counseling, but this 

appears to be a function of the form being inappropriate for use 

with TTUCC procedures and goals. 

Interns most often listed training experiences and 

relationships with staff as critical incidents, whereas practicum 

students listed experiences with clients. 

Research Questions 

The results will now be discussed in terms of the research 

questions that were considered. 

Were TTUCC trainees satisfied with their training? There were 

a couple of trainees (one intern, one practicum student) who rated 

some dissatisfaction with their experience; however, most trainees 

indicated a high level of satisfaction with their training 

experience at the TTUCC. 

Did the training result in a difference in skills? There was 

a trend toward improvement in writing intake resports, and by 

implication, conducting intake interviews. Otherwise, there was no 

difference in skill level. There was an increase in developmental 

level in the area of self-awareness, but there is no conclusive 

proof from the measurements utilized in the study that this resulted 

in an increase in skill levels. TTUCC staff needs to formally 

assess skills levels at the beginning of the training period, e.g.. 
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by viewing or listening to trainee therapy session tapes early in 

the semester and filling out an evaluation form like the OMART, so 

changes in skills levels can be assessed. 

Did the training result in a difference in attitudes, 

particularly in confidence or self-esteem levels about themselves as 

therapists? It did not appear to, judging from the results on the 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. 

Were the clients satisfied with the TTUCC trainees? Such a 

small number of client information was received that it is difficult 

to draw conclusive answers, but it appears that those who responded 

were satisfied, although there is no evidence that clients increased 

their level of functioning as a result of their counseling 

experience with a TTUCC trainee. 

In which areas does the TTUCC provide the best training? 

According to interns, past and current, those areas are individual 

therapy, group therapy, consultation, and marriage and family 

therapy. Practicum students were not asked this question. 

Did the TTUCC offer the training it promised? One past intern 

said no, and this lack seemed to be the root of his/her 

dissatisfaction with the training experience. The other interns, 

past and current, stated that the described training had been 

offered. 

Did the trainees meet the training goals they set for 

themselves? They were supposed to list their goals at the beginning 

of the semester, return that list at the end of the semester and 

then rate each goal for degree of achievement. This was not done. 

liL I 
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and the trainees did not mention how or if achieving their personal 

goals affected their rating of the TTUCC experience. 

Does TTUCC training help prepare trainees for their future 

professional activities? Based on the responses from the past 

interns, it would appear so, because the areas in which they 

reported receiving the most preparation correlated highly with the 

professional activities in which they were most involved. 

Did the trainees receive supervision with which they were 

satisfied? Did the supervision result in increased skill levels? 

Supervision received consistently high ratings from all levels of 

trainees, indicating a high level of satisfaction with supervision, 

but there was no indication that supervision resulted in increased 

skill levels. It is very probable that the increase in self-

awareness found on the SQ could be due to supervision, but there is 

nothing concrete with which to back up that assumption. 

Did the training meet the trainees' expectations? This 

question was addressed to the interns, past and current, and all but 

one replied in the affirmative. 

Did the TTUCC meet its training goals? According to its 1984-

85 annual report, those goals were: 

1. To maintain standards of APA accreditation. This goal was 

not formally assessed, but because of the recency of accreditation, 

it is assumed to have been met. 

2. To provide training in minority issues. This goal was met. 

There were four training modules offered on minority issues: 

Training for Cross-Cultural Encounters, Counseling Minority 
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Students, Love and Sex Attitudes of Hispanics, Career Counseling of 

Women. Unfortunately, these were only offered in the fall. There 

needs to be a more equal distribution between fall and spring. 

3. To recruit quality interns. Two of the three interns were 

from an APA-accredited program, and the other's coursework was 

judged by the TTUCC staff to be equivalent to that of an APA-

accredited program. This goal was met. 

4. Continued recruitment, retention, training and service 

provisions of graduate students in several academic divisions, with 

a special recruitment focus on minority status trainees. This goal 

was met. The trainees represented the Counseling Psychology, 

Educational Psychology, and Marriage and Family departments. Two of 

the interns represented ethnic minorities, as did four of the 

practicum students. Two of the interns were female, as were at 

least half of the practicum students. One of the interns was older, 

representing a nontraditional age group. One of the practicum 

students represented an alternative lifestyle. 

5. Involve senior staff, interns, and adjunct training staff 

in training each other, practicum students, and trainees. The list 

of training module presenters indicates this goal was achieved. All 

the senior staff except the Director and a staff member on 

sabbatical presented modules, all the interns presented modules, and 

many of the adjunct training staff presented the remainder of the 

modules. 
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General 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the training 

programs of the TTUCC. There was little indication of changes in 

trainee skills or abilities, but the trainees indicated definite 

satisfaction with their TTUCC training experience. Most of the 

respondents indicated they were happy with their training and would 

choose the TTUCC again if they had it to do over. Two aspects of 

the traineeship that received consistently high marks from ell 

respondents were supervision and training modules. It appears that 

TTUCC is providing adequate preparation in areas of future 

professional functioning. 

According to many researchers (such as Galassi & Trent, 1987; 

Stoltenberg, 1981; Stoltenberg & Delworth, 1987), the developmental 

stage of the supervisee needs to be considered in evaluation. 

Results from this study suggest that the developmental stage of the 

trainee does affect self and other perceptions of the trainee. 

The major problems with this study involved low return rates 

and poorly developed instrumentation. The problem of low return 

rate in this study emphasizes the points in the literature about the 

need for an agency to be very committed to evaluation if that 

evaluation is to be successful. There probably needs to be one key 

person appointed to ensure that data are collected. However, 

commitment by the entire staff to the evaluation process is 

necessary to ensure adequate participation in data collection. 

Lewis and Magoon (1987) stated that an agency's commitment to 

evaluation can be judged by "centers' general belief in evaluation. 
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the large amount of time that they invest in the process, and 

discussion of results and their use of results in program evaluation 

and accountability reports." (Lewis & Magoon, 1987, p. 130). 

A major problem in the evaluation of training of mental health 

professionals has been the lack of highly developed instrumentation 

(Galassi & Trent, 1987; Holloway & Roehlke, 1987; Lewis & Magoon, 

1987; Norcross & Stevenson, 1984; Norcross, Stevenson, & Nash, 1986; 

Stevenson & Norcross, 1985), and this appears to have been a problem 

in this study. As Miller (1977) noted, psychologists have developed 

better instrum.ents to measure their clients than to measure 

themselves. Therefore, when deciding which instruments to use in 

future evaluations, it is important to look at quality (reliability, 

validity, norms, construction) of the instrument, what information 

the instrument can provide, and how likely it is that the target 

audience will complete it. According to Galassi and Trent (1987), 

who specifically discussed supervison evaluation, other aspects to 

consider when choosing instrumentation are the purpose of the 

evaluation (decision-oriented/formative or conclusion-

oriented/summative) and the focus of evaluation (process or 

outcome). It is also important to be able to link changes observed 

in the trainees to the intervention/training. 

Perhaps the primary accomplishment of this dissertation study 

was to look at a much broader picture and to integrate the 

quantitative and qualitative data received from the TTUCC evaluation 

process, rather than just relying on subjective impressions. 
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It is hoped that the TTUCC will use the information gained 

from this study to assess its strengths, take active steps to 

address areas that need improvement, and improve its future 

evaluation system. It is also hoped that the model which was 

proposed for this study can be useful in the evaluation of training 

programs at other agencies. 
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Counseling Evaluation Inventory 

Please rate the following items using the following rating scale: 

l=Always 2=0ften 3=Sometimes 4=Rarely 5=Never 

1. I felt the counselor accepted me as an individual. 
2. I felt comfortable in my interviews with the counselor. 
3. The counselor acted as though s/he thought my concerns and 

problems were important to him or her. 
4. The counselor acted uncertain of him/herself. 
5. The counselor helped me to see how counseling or taking tests 

would be helpful to me. 
6. The counselor acted cold and distant. 
7. I felt at ease with the counselor. 
8. The counselor seemed restless while talking to me. 
9. In our talks, the counselor acted as if s/he were better than I. 
10. The counselor's comments helped me to see more clearly what I 
need to do to gain my objectives in life. 

11. I believe the counselor had a genuine desire to be of service to 
me. 
12. The counselor was awkward in starting our interviews. 
13. I felt satisfied as a result of my talks with the counselor. 
14. The counselor was very patient. 
15. Other students could be helped by talking with counselors. 
16. In opening our conversations, the counselor was relaxed and at 
ease. 
17. I distrusted the counselor. 
18. The counselor's discussions were helpful to me. 
19. The counselor insisted on being right always. 
20. The counselor gave the impression of "feeling at ease." 
21. The counselor acted as if s/he had a job to do and didn't care 
how s/he accomplished it. 
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Current Adjustment Rating Scale 

Please rate the following items using a scale from 1 to 5, with 

l=Very good or satisfying 

2=Fair 

3=Average 

4=Mediocre 

5=Very poor or unsatisfying 

1. Overall general estimate of your current functioning. 

2. Current work adjustment. 

3. Current relationships with friends and family. 

4. Current love relationship. 

5. Current educational/school adjustment. 

6. Current sexual adjustment. 

7. Current leisure time activity. 

8. Current "likeability." _ _ _ 
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Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (modified) 

Please rate the following items using the scale below: 

l=strongly agree 

2=agree 

3=disagree 

4=strongly disagree 

1. I feel that I'm a therapist of worth, at least on 
an equal basis with others of equal training. 

2. I feel that I have a number of good qualities as a 
therapist. 

3. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a 
failure as a therapist. 

4. I am able to do therapy as well as most others 
of equal training. 

5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of as a 
therapist. 

6. I take a positive attitude toward myself as a 
therapist. 

7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself as a 
therapist. 

8. I wish I could have more respect for myself as 
a therapist. 

9. I certainly feel useless at times as a therapist. 

10. At times I think I am no good at all as a 
therapist. 
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Past Intern Questionnaire 

1. How satisfied are you with the training experiences you received 
at TTUCC? 
_ Not at all Somewhat Satisfied Extremely 

2. Which of the following professional activities are you currently 
engaged in, and what percentage of time do you spend on each one? 

Engaged in % 

Individual psychotherapy 
Group psychotherapy 
Research 
Assessment 
Teaching 
Consultation 
Budget preparation 
Budget administration 
Personnel selection 
Personnel training, supervision 
Interprofessional relationships 
Program development 
Program evaluation 
Others (please specify): 

3. Which activities do you feel your predoctoral internship 
prepared you most for? Least for? Which areas would you have 
preferred your predoctoral internship to have provided more 
preparation in? 

Most Least Need More 

Individual psychotherapy 
Group psychotherapy 
Marital/family psychotherapy 
Assessment 
Research 
Teaching 
Consultation 
Budget preparation 
Budget administration 
Personnel selection 
Personnel training, supervision 
Interprofessional relationships 
Program development 
Program evaluation 
Others: 
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4. When you chose a predoctoral i n te rnsh ip , you had a ce r t a i n set 
of expectat ions about the t r a i n i n g you would receive. Did the 
in ternsh ip meet those expectations? 

5. Did the predoctora l in ternsh ip provide the t r a i n i n g described in 
i t s l i t e r a t u r e ? 

6. How w e l l do you feel you are cur rent ly performing in each area? 

X=don't perform l=poor to f a i r 2=adequate to good 3=excel lent 

Ind iv idua l psychotherapy 
Group psychotherapy 
M a r i t a l / f a m i l y psychotherapy 
Assessment 
Research 
Teaching 
Consul tat ion 
Budget preparat ion 
Budget admin is t ra t i on 
Personnel se lec t i on 
Personnel t r a i n i n g , supervision 
In te rp ro fess iona l re la t ionsh ips 
Program development 
Program eva luat ion 
Others: 

7. What client/patient population(s) do you work with? 

8. Did the predoctoral internship prepare you adequately for the 
population(s) you work with? What populations do you wish the 
internship had prepared you for? 

9. Would you choose the same predoctoral internship again? If not, 
why not? 

10. In what ways could the predoctoral internship experience have 
been better? 

ii 
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Trainee Expectations and Goals (I) 

Approximately how much past experience have you had in 
career/academic/vocational counseling? 

How much in personal/social counseling? 

Please list goals and expectations you have regarding the 
training you will be receiving in the Texas Tech University 
Counseling Center. 
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Trainee Expectations and Goals (II) 

1. Attached are the goals and expectations you listed at the 
beginning of your training experience. Please rank each one for how 
well you feel you accomplished it, using the following scale: 

0 Not at all 
1 Somewhat 
2 Good, solid 
3 Excellent 

2. How satisfied are you with your training experience at Texas 
Tech University Counseling Center? 

Very satisfied Somewhat dissatisfied 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 
Somewhat satisfied Very dissatisfied 

3. Please list areas and experiences that you found satisfactory 
and unsatisfactory (e.g., amount of supervision, level of stress, 
range of client population). 

Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 

4. Every experience contains significant moments or events, 
positive and negative, that serve as critical or turning points. 
Please describe the critical incidents you experienced during your 
training at TTUCC. 

5. What suggestions do you have for improvement of the training? 
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Intake Review Checklist 

Check if present 

1. Client concerns. Descriptions of: 
a. Problem frequency. 
b. Problem intensity. 
c. Changes in frequency/intensity. 
d. Longevity of problem. 
e. Precipitating circumstances. 
f. Client's view of problem. 

2. Development history. Descriptions of: 
a. Relationships with family of origin. 
b. Emotional climate of family system. 
c. Client role in family system. 
d. Significant developmental experience, 
e. History of presenting problem. 
f. Early coping style. 

3. Case conceptualization. Description of: 
a. Interpersonal strategies. 
b. Environmental stresses and supports. 
c. Cognitive processes. 
d. Emotional processes. 
e. Behavioral symptoms. 
f. Current coping styles/strategies. 

4. Case disposition. Description of: 
a. Therapeutic tasks and goals. 
b. Recommendation of therapeutic plan. 
c. Determination of prognosis. 
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Career, Academic, and Vocational Counseling 
Practicum Goals Evaluation 

Listed below are the objectives for this practicum. Please rank how 
well each objective was accomplished, and elaborate in the space 
provided. 

0=no improvement l=some improvement 
2=satisfactory improvement 3=tremendous improvement 

Please check this item if this is supervisor's form. 

Rank 
Develop skills in: 

1. Vocational counseling issues 

2. Test interpretation 

3. Career intakes 

4. Case conceptualization 

5. Career decision making 

6. Goals clarification 

7. Develop familiarity with the 

Dictionary of Occupational Titles 

8. Develop familiarity with the 
Occupational Outlook Handbook _ _ ^ 

9. Develop familiarity with 
issues of test anxiety 

10. Develop familiarity with 
issues of study skills 

11. Develop familiarity with 
career issues for women 
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Personal/Social Counseling 
Practicum Goals Evaluation 

Listed below are the objectives for this practicum. Please 
rank how well each objective was accomplished, and elaborate in the 
space provided. 

0=no improvement l=some improvement 
2=satisfactory improvement 3=tremendous improvement 

Please check this item if this is supervisor's form. 

Rank 

Develop skills in: 

1. Intake interviewing 

2. Case conceptualization 

3. Treatment goal-setting 

4. Therapeutic techniques 

5. Strategies in intervention 

6. Individual counseling 

7. Role playing 
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Current Intern Questionnaire 

1. How satisfied are you with your training experience at Texas 
Tech University Counseling Center (TTUCC)? 

Very satisfied Somewhat dissatisfied 
Satisfied Dissatisfied 
Somewhat satisfied Very dissatisfied 

2. Which activities do you feel your TTUCC training prepared you 
most for? Least for? Which areas would you have preferred your 
TTUCC training to have provided more preparation in? 

Most Least Need More 

Individual psychotherapy 
Group psychotherapy 
Marital/family psychotherapy 
Research 
Assessment 
Teaching 
Consultation 
Budget preparation 
Budget administration 
Personnel selection 
Personnel training, supervision 
Interprofessional relationships 
Program development 
Program evaluation 
Others (please specify): 

3. When you chose your training experience at TTUCC, you had a 
certain set of expectations about the training you would receive. 
Did the training meet those expectations? 

4. Did the TTUCC provide the training described in its literature? 

5. Did your TTUCC training prepare you adequately for the client 
population(s) you expect or want to work with? What populations do 
you wish the training had prepared you for? 
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6. Please list areas and experiences of the TTUCC training that you 
found satisfactory and unsatisfactory (e.g., amount of supervision, 
level of stress, range of client population). 

Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 

7. Every experience contains significant moments or events, 
positive and negative, that serve as critical or turning points. 
Please describe the critical incidents you experienced during your 
training at TTUCC. 

8. If you had known then what you know now, would you have chosen 
the TTUCC as the site for your predoctoral internship training? If 
not, why not? 

9. In what ways could the TTUCC training experience have been 
better? 
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Y C J C Semester 

Primary S u p e r v i s o r s : 
l-'all Spring S u.iu'.ic I' 

In order cc evaluate our training program, we would like you to rate yuui-
decree of bat.Tfactiou with your training experiences. Please rcbpo... 'u 
Cwicli iiom; please rcbpond aluo to the comment section at tlic end of Hi.-
questionnaire with specific coounents and recoounendations so we may cor.:inue 
CO refine the University Counseling Center's training program and Inicrnsn... 

1̂^ Skill Areas 

J.i. Kx|>uKurc to p e r s o n a l / s o c i a l c o u n s e l i n g 
lb . TiMiuliiv; in p c r s o n a l / s o c i u i c o u n s e l i n g 

Ouiiuiiuitt h : 

SATISl-'ACTlUN 

.A. 

0 
0 

Very 
Low 

1 2 3 ' . 
1 2 J <. 

Vc:y 

2u. Exposure to career, academic & vocational 
cuuubeliug 0 

2b. Training in career, academic & vocational 
counseling 0 
Comments: 

1 2 3 ^ 5 0 7 

1 2 3 ^ 5 0 7 

3a. Exposure lo marriage and family counse l ing 0 
3u. Tra in ing in marriage and family counse l ing 0 

Cuimiientb: 

1 2 3 
1 2 3 

5 C 
j 0 

'ta. Exposure to Intake interviewing 
Ab. Training in intake interviewing 

Coimuents: 

0 I 2 3 <. 5 0 
0 1 2 3 '. J 0 

br. Exposure to facilitating structured groups 0 
'j[). Training in facilitating sLiuctured groups; 0 

Coiiuuents: 

I 2 3 ^ 5 C / 
1 2 3 ^ ^ 0 / 

Oa. Exposure to f a c i l i t a t i n g unstructured 



r-rr 
i > » -

1. sidii; yyt.oafr •.(tiontrinuBU) 

7(t. r.xpouuro CO touting ond abuoHsmont 
7b. T.T.ining in testing and assessment 

Comments: 

N.A. 
0 
0 

AATIS'F.-t^yROH 
v e r y 
Low 

1 2 3 A 
1 2 3 A 

U;i. Expusu..'^ to awareness of differences 
bb. Training i.n awareness of differences 

Comments: 

0 
0 

1 2 : 
I 2 3 

9a. Exposure to consul tat ion and outreach 
9b. Training in c o n s u l t a t i o n and outreach 

Cuimiicnts: 

0 
0 

2 3 
2 3 

10a. Exposure to administration 
lUb. Tea ill ing in administration 

Comments: 

0 
0 

2 3 ' . 
2 J i. 

11.1. i:x|'u.siire tu program design 
l i b . Traiiiliit; in program design 

CuiiLiicnts: 

0 
0 

2 3 A 
2 3 -i 

12.1. Exposure to program evaluation 
i2b. Training in program evaluation 

( A I I I I I I I C I I I I ( : 

0 
0 

2 3 A 
2 3 A 

0 
0 

I J.I. l./,|<uiaii'L.- l u i ; u p v i ' v i u l u g p i ' . i c l i c u m t;tudv:iiC:< U 
rjb. TiMiaiug iu bupcrvls lng practicum sludciiLs 0 

Cuiiuiients: 

2 J '1 

2 3 /. 

lAa. Exposure to c r i s i s i n t e r v e n t i o n 
lAb. Training in c r i s i s i n t e r v e n t i o n 

Cuiiuiicnts: 

0 
0 

3 A 
3 A 

5 G 
5 0 
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15a. Exposure to psychological report writing 0 
15b. Training in ppychological report writing 0 

Coixiicnts: 

I 2 3 A 5 G 
I 2 3 A 5 0 

16a. Exposure to r esea rch 
10b. Traluiir- in ruscardli 

CuiiimoiiLK 

0 

0 

2 3 A 
2 3 '. 

IV; i:> . . 1 1 . 1 . 
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11. Cct>einl Inlcrnsh p Areas 

18a. Uecruitmc ".t correspondence and information 
ittb. Kucrultment interview 
18c. Recruitment: offer of Internship position 
18d. Internship flyer and brochure 

CoimiientH: 

SATIS FACT lO.N 

N.A. 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Very 
Low 

1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

<4 

Ii 

A 
A 

., 
5 
5 
5 

C 
G 
G 
G 

19a. Intern or ientat ion format 
19b. Intern or ientat ion content 

Coiiunents: 

0 
0 

1 2 3 A 
1 2 3 A 

0 
G 

20u. Amount of direct service ruquirud U 
2Ub. Amount of training received 0 
20c. Amount of discretionary time 0 
20d. Amount of time allotted to dlRscrtaclon work 0 

Cuiiuiicnl s: 

1 2 3 A 5 G / 
1 2 3 A 5 0 7 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 
1 2 3 A 5 G 7 

21a. Interaction with senior staff 
21b. tiiteiaction with .support st-tfC 
21c. ittLcractlon with practicum students, 

part-tliuc! counselors and trainees 
2Id. Interaction with other Student ATTalrs 

departments 
21i.-. liiLoraction with admlnstratlvo personnel 
21C. Interaction with Department of Psychology 
'.Ig. Interaction with Department of Psychiatry 
21lt. iiiLcraction with Department of Home and 

iamily Life 
211. Interaction with Department of Educational 

Psychology 
21j. Inieraction witli otitcr campus departments 
21k. interaction with community agencies 
211. Interaction with Adjunct Training Staff 

C'oimuctits * 

0 
0 

2 3 
2 3 

2 3 5 C 

0 

c 
0 
0 

1 
1̂  

1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

J 

3 
3 
3 

A 
A 
A 
A 

r 
J 
r 
J 

5 
5 

G 
G 
G 
G 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

A 
A 
A 
A 

f 
J 

b 
5 
5 

^ 
G 
G 
0 

22.1. InLcrn and Senior Staff Training Module 
22b. Intern, PractX':um Student and Trainee 

Training MoJule 
22c. Special In-housc Training Presentations 
22d. Case Coi.'crence 

Coiiunents: 

0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 

3 A 

3 A 

3 '• 

5 
5 
f 

0 
G 
G 

23a. Staff Meetings 

2jl>. Staff r.-̂ treat 
23c. Com.-Jiittee participation 

0 

0 
0 

1 
1 
1 

2 

2 
-> 

3 

3 
3 

A 
A 
A 

5 

5 
s 

G 

0 

•l-^ - I „ J . 

I 
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N.A. 
0 
0 
0 

Very 
Low 

1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

3 
3 
3 

A 
A 
A 

5 
5 
5 

0 
G 
0 

\V- .•. 
i;..^.i 
V 
/ 
7 

II. Coneral Internship Areas (continued) ' SATISi-ACTLON 

2Aa. Intern Support Group 
2Ab. Meeting with Coordinator of Training 
2Ac. Personal Growth opportunities 

Couunents: 

25a. Salary 0 1 2 3 A 5 G 7 
25b. Trovcl money 0 1 2 3 A 5 G 7 
25c. Kcleosc time 0 ' 1 2 3 A 5 G 7 
25d. Benefits 0 1 2 3 A 5 G 7 

Comments: 

III. Supervision 

20. /.mount of superv i s ion 0 1 2 3 A 5 0 7 
Cuiiuitents: 

27. Qual i ty of superv is ion 0 1 2 3 A 5 0 7 
Coiimtents: 

2U. Divers i ty of supervis ion 0 1 2 3 A 5 0 7 
Coiiunents: 

2y. P ro fes s iona l development oppor tun i t i e s 0 1 2 3 A 5 G 7 
Comments 

IV. Salib[;icl . .?n with In te rnsh ip 

3Ua, Kelevance to fu ture p rofess iona l work 0 1 2 3 A 5 G 7 
30b. Cont r ibu t ion to knowledge of psychology 0 1 2 3 A 5 G 7 
30c. S.-iwisfaction with in t e rnsh ip t h i s 

semester r o t a t i o n 0 1 2 3 A 5 G / 
3Ud. Overal l s a t i s f a c t i o n with in t e rnsh ip 0 1 2 3 A j G V 

3J . high poJ.i ts of . internship exper ience : 
1 
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IV. b.tt tMfncl ion with Intcrniihlp (continued") 

32. Low puinlu uf iuturnuhii) uKpoiiuucui 

V. Survey 

Please respond to the following statements concerning the q u a l i t y of 
your intcrnsl i ip exper ience , using the ra t ing system below: 

J •/ 3 A 5 
struiigly disiigree disagree mixed feelings aj^rce strour,ly .T, !>••>.• 

33. I found sufficient opportunity for professional dcvelo?r..enc. 

3A. The internship offered depth of experience. 

35. The internship offered breadth of experience. 

30. Adequate professional role models were available to ~.c. 

37. Tl"* liU'iTiii.hlp provlih-il i;ullil odui';ii'i on in prufi'M; I uii.i i \'ihii'j. 

ili , I l o i i m t U K - I I I L ^ M I U / I I I |» i-ii V I I 'wii i i ic i i t I u b v i ;v in . -r , i 1 I y .MIIII'VJ I'l I / v . 

3y. Peer support was available throughout the internship. 

AU. Tlie internsliip was sufficiently ciiallenging to me. 

Al. Trei- roent of interns by staff reflected respect and caring. 

A2. My personal growth was encouraged. 

A3. I received educative and emotional support in my job search. 

AA. 1 found the TfUCC to be generally supportive of my professional 
activities. 

AS. Treatment facllltlob (offices, equipment, etc.) were adequate. 

AG. Support staff services were adequate to my professional needs. 
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V. Survey (continued) 

1 2 .-3 - ' A J 
strongly disagree disagree mixed feelings agree 5tro..r,ly 

A8. Within appropriate limits, I would say I had therapeutic fr.-cuL..... 

A9. 1 feel my Input into the training program was solicited, valued 
and considered in the training program's codifications. 

50. I tcel Che experiences and training I received on my ir.cernsiiip 
are highly relevant to applied practice in other treatment aĝ .---ics. 

51. My internship Cralnlng experience was very helpful in preparing I;IL-
for my current position. 

If vou have any suggestions for Improvement In the areas listed above, please 
conuaent: 

52. My overall satisfaction regarding my incciaship experience might best uv 
described as (please circle): 

Highly satisfied 

Sat i.sf led 

Ambivalent 

Dissatisfied 

Highly Dlb-atisfled 

53. Keconmiendations for improving the TT'JCC Internship Training Progra;..: 
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EVALUATION OF SUPERVlSOit BY PRACTICUM STUDENTS/TRAl'.lEF. 

Texas Tech U n i v e r s i t y 
Counseling Center 

Name of P r iua ry Supervisor_ 

Na..ie of Supcrvltice 

^ • - . . I L . tor Year 

\hls cvcluatlon is primarily intended to sclinulace feedback rcgaro.r.g t.-.̂  :: 
perception of h/hls supervisor's skills and performance. Feedback needs :: 
ill :in atmosphere of open, two-way communication supported by both super'.'î . 
supervisor. It is hoped that written evaluation will promote meaningful -: 
concerning spocific areao in the aupervlsor'a repertoire of skill-, and per: 

1.. i-valu.it iiii;, the L-UJU: tv iiioe is cisked to rate how li/slio p»,'rci.'ivt:̂  CUL: .̂U,/. 

...ji'iur.iiuucL: rulatlvc to thu uupervioee's uxpect^tlonc and needs. '.'in.- :'w>..., 
ukilned as follows: 

1 2 J 
i i i i | iruveiiieiit i l c : - i tcvj u t l c q u a t c t o gouU e.^ce 1 Ic:". t 

Ccnuraliy, rating.; of "2" are expected of supervisory staff, -.r.a^^:. ur.;.i,..i 
...1 occasional "1" or "3" would certainly be appropriate. Picas.; ui.*. "z^ . 
spv..:et to elaborate on your ratings for the relevant seciio;-.. '.>'.:.l^ ;-.-.-_ 
concerning "2" ratings are encouraged, certainly spccitic vri::>;n fccaL.'..;.. 
exrjecteJ on all ratings: uf "1" and "3". 

At tile comjiletlon of the evaluation process, tl.e completed cvalc-:ic.-. :c—. 
be given to the Coordinator of Tr/iining, who will Incluue it In cr.e s-^z^r.-
evaluation file. It is requested that both supervisee and sapervisor c-.-. 
copy of the comi)letcd form. 

i 
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EVALUATION Or SUPERVISOR BY INTEn.̂ ; 

•Mechous of Supervision (check all used) 

.V. .̂Vudlo Tape 

ii. Videotape 

C. Live Observation 

.(. Co- t i ierapy ( spec i fy ) 

_ C o - : a c i l i t a t l o n ( spec i fy such ao in s r sups or wcrki.-.cps; 

_ULUur (upucify)^ 

i j u : . ] m e r e L 'C ' ja te t l by ^vn ) e r V 1 s o r : 
liii|>ruvu>,ie;''.L . \ue. 

A. L - s i . e n s u i^ l l 

b . I i i . u p p o r c i v e and u n o e r s t a n d i ng 

C. E n c o u r a g e s i n d e p e n d e n t t h i n k i n g and 
a c t :.on 

; j . Prov/idow p u s . t i v e r e i n f o r c e m e n t 

E. Keeps a p p r o p r i a t e p a c e 

r". Acknowled' j jes u u p e r v i s e e ' s c o m p e t e n c i e s 

(.. P r o c e s s e s ; d i r f e r e n c e s of o p i n i o n s and 
c o n f l i c t s w i t h s u p e r v i s e e c o n s t r u c t i v e l y 

li. Comments : 

' 1 
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. i i , rocus on ' J lxcrg in Taw:;-<>|jy: 
I;n;jrovemcr.; . \cu. .— 
Desired : - -«o; 

A. Assists m case conccpcualizaclon 1 ':. 

b. 1'rovi.dcw insight into client dynutaiCo 1 1 

C. Offers general strategics for therapy \ 

0. Provider specific ougscocions and 

rosponce:; 1 

r.. Glveu o i i . . aLlui ia and cakuu uppropr iacc 
degree of concrol/manaQOioenc of 
d i f f i c u l t cac;os so chac i n t e r n f ee l s 
suppor t ed . 1 

E. Allows i : ;cern to take a p p r o p r i a t e 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for c a s e l o a d s i 2 

C. Ueiuoitst. r a t e . . ui' cole p lays techniques 

II. Lis te i i i ,Lu/«iewsj :ecv»i"di i igs i .: 

L. Gives faeuL;aui<. on ca»;e r eco rds 

J . Coiiuuent s : 

ucu:. on l.;iteri 
i.:.iprcvL.i"cr.: .A_aa_t., 
Dusirec :a Cac; 

A. Civfcii feedback on s u p e r v i s e e ' s dynanica 
( s t y l e , .TeeCs, gauifcs, m a n i p u l a t i o n s , 
J c f e n s e : . , e t c . ) 

h. J i v e s teeubu_k o\\ supe rv j i . ee -c l i en l 
ceXacionsnip/dynuni ics 

C, ,\c]dreyscs i -uperv i see ' s pe r so r . a i / p r c -
J c u a l o n a l lsi;ues: and behav io r s whl-h 
: iupcrvl .so; f e e l s need a t t e n t i o n / c h a n g e 

U. I ' .ncouruges/ai iowb uupe iv i see to share 
p c r c o n a i / p r o f es.sion.? 1 ron<-..vn.-

i 
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Desired to Coc-. 

L. i ncourages s u p e r v i s e e to rocognize 
•ind d e a l wi th e c h i c a l I s s u e s 

E. ilelpt. s u p e r v i s e e u s seas own s t rengt t ic 
.ind weaknesses 

L. . incuuruges s u p e r v i s e e to find own 
c o u n s e l i n g o r i e n t a t i o n / s t y l e 

H. Comments: 

V . i' 'liliLi' '-n Supu^vi^ :o^ : 
Iciprove:r.e.it .̂ cfec;ucCu 
Desired co Cocc 

A. Lumiiiun i C . i t e : . li i . . - , / l ie i' i.(.le.i.-. c l e a r l y I 

II. u i icuurat^e^ t e e i i b a c k 1 

(.. U^es leeUbacK. 1 

U. u e a d l l y shares, ideas and c o n s t r u c 
t i v e c r i t i c i s m r e g a r d i n g t r e a t m e n t / 
case management i s s u e s 1 

E. racches/ . i iodels case (Management s k i l l s 1 

1". Encourages ^.upervisel• to observe or 
l i s t e n to s u p e r v i s o r ' s tapos/work 1 

C. Siiarcs p e r s o n a l l y and s e l f - d i s c l o o e s 
a p p r o p r i a t e l y 1 

il. P o r t r a y s f a l l i b l e image 1 

i i i (>ervisiun given i s a p p r o p r i a t e for 
S u p e r v i s e e ' s l e v e l of counsel ing s k i l l s I 

J . Coiiuuuntci; 
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Vi. S u p e r v i s o r ' s a i r u c c u r e : 
Improvement .^ccqt^t; 

Desired ; - Cccc 

A. I s a v a i l a b l e wnen ucheduled 1 

I.'. Is a v a i l a b l e a t o t l ier than r e g u l a r l y 
s chedu led t ia ies 1 

C. Oef inec ana d i r e c t s s u p e r v i s i o n 
, . i 'ucess 1 

D. Outl ine:^ g o a l s of aupe rv l s inn and 1 
."fillow.-. tiiroinih on these goals 

E. Cuuui;uiliCa L w- e:(peC t a t l o n s f o r aujie I'V l.->ee 
c lea r ly 1 

i . I ' u f S i i e : . r.iiiii'I'v I ;.v;e ' .-. m e t i s ;iiid .ii;t:iKla i 

C. Supervision lo consistent with overall 
training program objectives I 

It . Euiiuiie 11 L \ . 

•••11. Li.ip»-rv i s o r S t r ( : np , t h s : 
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b_v rv-;'.oi Areas Needinn Im[irovement: 

(Srvir . ; £>-ii--rvisor/c.):isul r a c lve exper iences with scci'f no; 
nr l - . - i iy supervi : :or (cont inue on oacli of p.ige if needed) : 

. - - / - - • 

.M-; r e l i a n t 
. 1 . <-'. 

'/ i . i i s 

i 
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Texas Tech University 
Cuuineling Ccnier 

EVALUATION OF INTEKN UY SUPEKVISOKS 

Texas Tech U n i x j r s i t y Counse l ing Center 

i n t e r n : 

P r imary S u p e r v i s o r ; 

C o o r d i n a t i n g S u p e r v i s o r : 

Adjunct S u p e r v i s o r s : 

R o t a t i o n D a t e s Year 

Tlio goal of t h i s e v a l u a t i o n form i s p r i m a r i l y to s t i m u l a t e open, twu--.;i> 
l\^i:ilt<.ick r e g a r d i n g the p e r c e i v e d s t a t u s , per fu imance and p f o g i e s s e l IIK-
•-.iiern b e i n g r a t e d . In a d d i t i o n , t h e comple t ion of t h i s w r i t t e n form .v.^!. 
f o i i i i a l i z e , a t t l ic c o n c l u s i o n of t h e i n t e r n s h i p , t h e i n t e r n ' s s t a t u s , pci lo 
iii.'iiire ;iii(J pcugrc t i s fur h i s o r h e r d c p u r t m c n t ' s r e c o r d s and those of the v.' 

lu r a t i n g , e a c h s u p e r v i s o r i s a sked t o i n d i c a t e how he or she p c i c e i v i " . v.. 
i n t e r n ' s pe r fo rmance r e l a t i v e t o what i s expec t ed of a new s e n i o r s t a f f ,. 
c l i u l u | ; i s c . The r a t i n g s c a l e i s d e f i n e d as f o l l o w s : 

0 
unacceptable 

1 
acceptable, 
improvement 
desired 

I 
good 

3 
excellent 

.s 

no suffic 
knowlcIgf 
I ate 

C e i i i T i i n y , r a t i n g * of " 2 " a r e e x p e c t e d of new s t a f f members, a l t h o u g h .i.. 
o i l .1 . iu i ia l " 1 " o r " 3 " a r e c e r t a i n l y a p p r o p r i a t e . P l e a s e use t he sp.ic\-h ,.. . 
v ided t o e l a b o r a t e upon your r a t i n g s for a p a r t i c u l a r s e c t i o n , bin-i; i f n. 
w r i t t e n l e e J i . . ' k i s e x p e c t e d and d i - s i r ed on r a t i n g s of "U", " i " a..J " I " . 

At t he c o w p l e t l o n of th(; e v a l u a t i o n p r o c e s s , t h i s form i s t o be g iven i vj . 
C o o r d i n a t o r of T r a i n i n g , who w i l l p l a c e i t in t h e I n d i v i d u a l i n t o i i i ' s f*. 
The C o o r d i n a t o r of T r a i n i n g w i l l use t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n to Improve the i n t ^ . . 
e x p e r i e n c e s d u r i n g t h e i n t e r n s h i p and w i l l s h a r e t h i s s p e c i f i c i n f o r m n t n . . . 
w i t h o n l y t h e i n t e r n and UCC s e n i o r s t a f f . A copy of t h i s form w i l l be ..... 
fo r boti i t h e i n t e r n and h i s o r lior Muperv i so r s ; i t w i l l be u s e f u l lu ;yruv. 
d i n g I n f o r m a t i o n fo r f u t u r e o v u l u a t i o n s . 

( 
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I ' . . . . , - J 

\.\i.\ I ii.it ion of I n t e r n l)y S u p e r v i s o r s 

I . .SI .111011 0|- EVALUATION (chock a l l u s e d ) : 

aud io tai)c v ideo t a p e l i v e o b s e r v a t i o n c o - t h e r a p y 

il i i.i'iis.'. ii>ii r e a d i n g CODKU I t . i l ion _ n t l i e r 

I I • ASSi:SSMK>T 
Use nl i n t e r v i e w for .-Lsuessmfnt 
Usi- of p . ' o j e c t l v e t e s t s of p e r s o n a l i t y 
il.se i.f i i lvloctlvo p r r sonaM' ' .y rcKts 
ll;.%- .»I i III <• I I i | ' ( ' i i r < - l e . s l s 
Ki- |»> I I w r i t i l l ) ; 

Ali i l i iy to l . t c g r a c e t e s t s and the rapy 

( i i i M i l l i l ' l l I : . ; 

t i l . CAI(l.i:i(, A(V\I)KMIC AND VOCATIONAI. COUNSEI.IKC, 

U I 
0 i 
(1 1 

u 
0 1 

0 

2 
2 
2 
I 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
) 
3 
3 

l iU.iKi' 
Kiiww I >il |;e o f e ; i r e e r d e v e l o p m e n t t l n ' o f i i i s 
Applic . i t ion of t l ieoriCB t o c o u n s e l i n g 
I'e.'.t i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s k i l l s 
Knowledge of U n i v e r s i t y env i ronment 
Knowledge of s t u d y s k i l l s c o u n s e l i n g 

( e . g . , t ime management, n o t e - t a k i n g ) 
Ass i s t ance wi th a n x i e t y i s s u e s 
Knowledge of c a r e e r p l a n n i n g 

( e . g . , ID of r o l e mode l s , d c c - s i o n 
p o i n t s ) 

Asuessiaont r e p o r t w r i t i n g 

Coim.icnts: 

Ly^S-^UNS1^NC AND TIIEKAPY SKILLS 

Awareness of p e r s o n a l b i a s e s and e f f e c t s 
uii therapy 

Oeveiopinent of c o n c e p t u a l , p e r s o n a l l y 
meaningful r a C l o n u l c and s t y l e 

Know'.cdgo of ^ a j o r p s y c h o u c t l v o drugs 
and I h c i r s i d o ciiaclu, cCc . 

In take i n t e r v i e w s k i l l s 
Knowledge of r e f e r r a l s o u r c e s 

u 
u 
0 
u 
0 
0 

U 
0 

i 
1 

. 
^ 
i 

1 

1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

X 
A 

A 

A 

X 
X 

X 
X 

0 

0 

u 

0 
0 

1 

1 

J 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

3 

3 

3 

3 
3 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

file:///./i./
http://ii.it
http://il.se


Page 3 
Evaluation of Intern by Supervisor 

IV. COUNSELING AND THERAPY SKILLS (continued) 

161 

E f f e c t i v e n e s s in c r i s i s work 
Ongoing I n d i v i d u a l therapy ( a b i l i t y Co 

plan and Inplemcnc therapy plan) 
Croup therapy s k i l l s 
W i l l i n g n e s s to take r i s k s In cry ing new 

a p p r o a c h e s , t e c h n i q u e s , e c c . 
Abl l lCy CO concopCual izc c l i e n c s 
A b i l i t y t o communicate conccpCuall;rcatlon 
Awareness of e c h i c a l cons ideraClons 
Awaienwds o f l e g a l I s s u e s 
Awareness of own countcr trans fcroncc 

i s s u e s 
E s t a b l i s h e s rapport w i th c l i e n t 
Prov ides informaClon Co c l l e n c about 

own v iew of c o u n s e l i n g process 
S-. i f - d i s c l o s e s , when appropriate 
Sliows concern for c l i e n t as w e l l as 

pcrspf tc t ive and o b j e c t i v i t y 
l.i.i;tenin(; s k i l l s 
Cull f run t a t ion s k i l l s 
Sup|iurt s k i l l s 

0 1 
0 1 

0 1 
0 1 

0 1 
0 1 
0 ] 
0 ] 
0 ] 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

L 2 

L 2 
L 2 

L 2 
L A. 

I 2 
1 2 
1 2 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

A 

X 
X 

Cuiiiuieii t s : 

V. CONSULTATION A.':D 0UTRE\C3I 

Progr.Tjn development assessment 0 1 
A b i l i t y to w »rk w i t h i n a team 0 1 
A b i l i t y t o b: i . ig in ideas and m a t e r i a l s 0 1 
A b i l i t y t o c r e a t e program independently 0 1 
A b i l i t y to r a c l l i t a t e a c t i v i t y 0 1 

Coiiuiicn t.s: 

3 X 
3 X 
3 X 
3 X 
3 X 

VI. PKQEESSIONALISM 

Develops and mainta ins good p r o f e s s i o n a l 0 
rel; i t luUbliipH with o thor s t a f f 

AwareneL.1; o f current (tcufcuuiuiial iuuueu U 
C o l l a b o r a t i o n wi th c o l l e a g u e s on p r o j e c t s 0 
Defined p r o f e s s i o n a l i d e n t i t y 0 

I 1 
1 2 
i 2 

3 
3 
3 

X 
X 
X 

i 
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Pago 4 
Ev:i luntlon of Intton by Supervisors 

Vi . PUOFESSXONALISM- (continued) 

Punctual In keeping c l l e n c appointments 
Punctual In s t a f f appolnCucncs 
Kespons lb le c r i s i s coverage 
Appropriate courtesy 
Wi l l lngnesB Co d i s c u s s i s s u e s wich sCaff 
Respcccs s ' a f f and c l lonC c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y 0 
Appropriate appearance 
Knowledge of e c h i c a l i s s u e s 
Knowlec'ge of l e g a l I s sues 
W i l l i n g n e s s Co share wlCh c o l l e a g u e s 
Luvulops profe8s. .^nal goa l s 
Awareness of p r o f e s s i o n a l o r g a n l z a d o n s 

and Jou.-nals 
Awareness uf . t l inic and c u l t u r a l d i f 

f e r e n c e s and che lr c f f e c c s 
Developed area of e x p e r c l s e 
W i l l l n g n o s s co assume r o s p o n e b l l i t y 
WllUnguuHs to I t iUiutu 

Coiiunents: 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
I 
L 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

0 1 2 3 X 
0 1 2 3 X 
0 I 2 3 :< 

VII . KESEAKCH AND EVALUATION 

I 11 vu I Vt'lin'll I III M'lll'il I I'll 
I 'hi i i i ; . ' i | i | ( ru | i r l III I' I'Vnlvnil luii | i ru i °ed i i i c n 
lU-vli-wii n.'i ifi i rcl i p T u p u i i i i l s knowl ed|',i'iili I y 
Kiiuwledi^e uf current research . s s u e s 

Comments: 

VU I . OWN SUI'EKVISION 

Ability to use time effectively 

Ability to use suggestions appropriately 
Uec(!ives feedback appropriately 
Uses feedback appropriately 
Knowledge of limitations as a therapist 
Competence in case presentations 
Awareness of Cransfercnco issues 
AwaronosH of cuuncertrunsferonce IBHUOS 
Rec'jgniLlun uf necdu in uupcrvlsion 
iS active in reading suggested material 
lias realistic view of own skills 

i; 1 
t; 1 
D 1 
0 1 

f 
'1 

2 
2 

) 
3 
3 
3 

.\ 
\ 
X 
X 

0 
0 

u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
: 2 

2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
A 
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A 

Pago 5 
Ev.'ilnntion o : in tern Ztj Supervisor 

'r.. SUI'ERVISION OF PRACTICUM STUDENT/TRAINEE 

A b i l i t y Co use Cime e f f e c c i v e l y 0 1 2 3 X 
A b i l i t y CO g i v e p o s i t i v e feedback 0 1 2 3 X 
A b i l i t y Co g i v e nogaClvc feedback 0 1 2 3 X 
A b i l i t y to c o n f r o n t 0 I 2 3 X 
Abl l lCy to g i v e support 0 1 2 3 X 
Comiuunlcacion o f informaclon Co s u p e r v l - 0 1 2 3 

sor r e g a r d i n g important i s s u e s 

Courooncs: 

X. ADDITIONAI. SKI .LS ARJvAJ 

Ciuup c o u n s e l i n g 
Wurkshop/uul'i *ach f a c i l i t a t i o n 
R e l a t i o n s h i p wi th support s t a f f 
Knowledge o f UCC procedures 

Cuiiiiiieii t s : 

Xl . KI-CUMMENDATIONS |X)I( iUTUlU': TI<AIN1N(; 

Ple. iae no te any s p e c i f i c t r a i n i n g and or remedial personal cevclop.xent OA-
p o r i e n c e s that the i n t e r n might b e n e f i t from in h i s or her developcicnt tu ^ 
becoming a competent and e f f e c t i v e p r o f e s s i o n a l p s y c h o l o g i s t . If these i . . -
p c r i e n c e s are not appropriate to the in t ernsh ip s e t t i n g , what rcco.rj.-ondai . _..s 
do you have f o r p o s t - d o c t o r a l t r a i n i n g and/or on - the - job exper iences? 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

A 

A 

A 

A 

/1 I . uvi : i (Ai . i . iMPKKs:; I U N 

Puur l"nlr Good Excel l en t 

Coiiuueii t s ; 

Slgi i . ; ture o f S u p e r v i s o r and Date Signature of Intern and Date 
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Texas Tech University Counseling Center 

Psychologist-in-trainlng Evaluation Form 

Trainee's Name Semester and Year 

Supervisor's Name ^ ^ 

For each of the items below, please circle the number that best describes .-.. 
your supervisee has generally performed over the course of the semester. A: 
you complete Che evaluations, remember that the purpose of our training p.̂ -
gram is to insure that our trainees have sound basic skills which they c:^-
pollsh during internship, not to turn out polished therapists. 

As u eritcriw fur uiakini; your evaluations, please remember your uwu ski.ia 
levels as you began your internship. An "excellent" rating means chat :;-.c 
trainee is ready for internship with regard to that particular skill. 

I'iease evaluate your supervisee un every skill or trait tliat you :'...;ve \i^r:s^. 
observed. 

I-.VJ llKI t l u l l 

• unaccep tab le ; 2 = accei)tabie; 3 = avera^iC A = very 5 = 
needs work needs work good 

lUisic coiiuiiunicutiun s k i l l s 
Tlie supe rv i see i s ab le to demonstrate ef fect ive use of the lo'. 

1. At tending behavior 1 2 3 A 5 
2. Accci)tance 1 2 3 A 5 
3. Paraphras ing of content 1 2 3 A 5 
A. Kef lec t ion of fee l ing 1 2 3 A 5 

Suimnari za t ion of content 1 2 i -. 5 
6. Good pos ture and eye contact 1 2 3 ^ 5 
7. Encourages ( e . g . , s i l e n c e , nods, uli-huhs) 1 2 3 A ; 
8. Asks open-ended ques t ions 1 2 

J 

J 

9. Seeks c l a r i f i c a t i o n and e laborat ion 1 2 3 

Comments ( s t r e n g t h s , weaknesses and improvements): 

U. Single In te rv iew manai-ement s k i l l s 
1. S t r u c t u r e the procedures uf counseling 

a. ubt.'iln permission tu tape I 
b. e x p l a i n the Intake or counseling processes 1 
c . duflnu ro le and r e t ipuns lb i l i t l c s of c l i e n t 

and t h e r a p i s t 1 
l i . . ' .et a n d o b s e r v i - t i m e l i m i t : . 1 

'; 
V 

2 
2 

3 
3 

3 
J 

A 
A 

A 
A 
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i 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

/, 
A 
A 
A 
u 

^ 
L, 

5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 

.\A 
N i\ 

NA 
NA 
N/v 

NA 
.\A 

g. Single interview management skills (continued) 

f. keep records and case notes 1 2 3 '̂  5 NA 

2. Begin counseling 
a. establish rapport 

1. demonstrate respect for client 1 2 3 A 5 NA 
2. understand and accept cultural or 

tex differences in individuals 1 2 3 A 5 NA 
3. demonstrate a non-judgemental 

t.riuntat iun 
A. I.e relaxed in voice and posCure 
5. appear Incerested and Involved 
6. express warmth and caring 

b. identify client's concerns and issues 
c. help clarify client's goals 
d. help client focus on his or her concerns 

Cuumients: 

C. b a s i c p l a n n i n g and t r e a t m e n t program imp lemen ta t i on s k i l l s 
1. C o n c e p t u a l i z e c l i e n t dynamics 1 2 3 >- 5 N/̂  
2 . l)ia)'noi;e e l ient'.*; cuiicern.s o r i^;^;ue^; 1 2 1 '. j !..', 
3 . Eul luw a fucus ur theme i i J A 5 '.^.\ 
A. I'jicourai^e e x p l o r . i t iun and in .s i i iht 1 2 3 A [, 
'j. Encourage i n s i g l i t and b e h a v i o r change 1 2 3 >. S .\.\ 
6. Iiitej-,ate te:;t>. ;in<.l as.'.e.ssiiieiit techniques iiitu 

cuuuseJ ing pruee.ss 1 .̂  J . j .... 

7. Uutline a tentative treatment strategy 1 i j '• 5 ;,.\ 
8. Demonstrate facilitation of client decision

making 1 2 3 A 5 ;.(\ 
9. Termination 

a. prepare client in advance 1 2 3 ~ 5 '.'... 
b. initiate termination when issues are 

resolved 1 2 3 -. 5 ;..\ 
e. complete case summary 1 2 j - J !..\ 
d. transfer or refer client when appropriate 1 2 3 - 5 V..\ 
e. have an effective strategy for handling 

"no-shows" 1 2 J -. 5 :;.\ 

Coiiunents: 

P. Advanced p l a n n i n t ; and c o u n s c l i n i ; i m p l e m e n t a t i o n s k i l l s 
1. Confrontation 

2. Probing 
3. Explain, give Informatiun and alternatives 
A. Suggest oxperlitientt;, rule plays or model 
5. Utiu homework 
6. Handle transference and countertransfcrence 

1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

2 
2 
2 
I 
2 

J 

3 
3 
3 
3 

A 
I, 

A 
A 
/ 

3 

5 
5 
5 
5 

NA 
.S,\ 
:;A 

N,\ 
NA 

http://explor.it
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,i. Adv.inced planning and counseling implementation skills (cor.: i:".---a) 
b. Sharing and self-disclosure 1 2 
9. Maintaining appropriace dlscance 1 2 
10. Use of concracclng 1 2 
11. Dealing wlch feelings of hurt, anger or 

avoidance 1 2 
12. Lead and redirect cllenc who wanders 1 2 
13. Dealing wlch scduccion and friendship issues 1 2 
lA. Using the counseling process as part of the 

treatment program 1 2 
15. Give client feedback on nonverbal behavior 1 2 
10. Deiiioiisl rate knowledge of learning theory 

approaches to therapy 1 2 
17. Demonstrate knowledge of cognicive/racional 

approaches Co chcrapy 1 2 
LU. Deiiiunstrate knowledge uf perceptual/phenomen-

ologlcal approaches Co cherapy 1 2 
19. Demonscrace knowledge of academic, career and 

vocational approaches to therapy 1 2 
20. Demuiistrate a knowledge of tlie ethics required 

of professional psychologists 1 2 
21. Integrate career information resources into 

therapy 1 2 

3 

3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

A 
A 

3 
5 
5 

5 
3 
5 

5 
5 

NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
Ni\ 

:.A 

NA 

Comments; 

Ê  I'er.suiKii 5haractcristic.-. 
i. Listens and respuud.s tu verbal, cugnitive and 

affective content of supervisor's, peers and 
client's coiiuuunications 

2. indicates when the coiimiunication of others 
is not clear 

3. Demonstrates sincerity, honesty, openness and 
responsiveness in expression and beiiavior 

A. Demonstrates patience, calm and tolerance for 
ambiguity 

J. Demuust rates 
a. emotional stability 
b. sen.se of ade(|uacy and worth 
c. ability to see self objectively as well 

as subjectively 
d. openness to experiencing 
e. willingness to make purposeful changes in 

self 
G. Deiiiunst rates willinr,ne:;s tu accept and wurk 

with clients 
7. Deiiioiist rates a positive attitude toward 

individual growth in self and others 
8. Demonstrates appropriate professional behavior 

toward other stuff 
V. Uemunstiateu undurstanding of .iiid adaptation 

to agency procedures and behavioral standards 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

J 

3 

3 
3 

3 

3 

i 

http://sen.se


E. Personal - r h a r a c t e r i s t i c s (continued) 

Comments: 

E. Kecuiiuiiend.itions for future t r a i n i n g 

P lease no^e any spec i f i c t r a i n i n g and or remedial personal develop.-r.er.t 
expe r i ences tliat the t r a inee might benefit from in h is or her develop
ment towa.-d becoming a competent and e f fec t ive In ternship candida te . 
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U_. (Jvei .1 I I _iiii|) I'e:.:. i wn 

Needi. i iupruvement 

Aceei» t . i b i e 

A v e r a g e 

Very good 

Exce l l en t 

Cuiiuiuiieii t >. : 

Signa tu re of Supervisor and Date Signature of Trainee and Date 

UCC3bA 
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Supervisee Quescionaaire 

In C e m s of your own current behavior, please answer the iCems below 
according to Che following scale as explained previously. 

1: NEVER 
2: RARELY 
3: SOMETIMES 
A: HALF THE TlVIi. 
5: OFTEN 
6: MOST OF THE T I M 
7: ALWAYS 

1. Within supervisory and counseling/therapy relationships, I an 
sensitive to my own dynamics. 

KEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

2. I feel genuinely relaxed and comfortable in my counseling/therapy 
sessions• 

NEVER ALVAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

3. I find myself uslnt th« sane specific techniques In most of ny therzpy 
sessions . 

NEXTR ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

A. I am able to critique counBellng tapes and gain insights with zlnicuc 
help from ny supervisor. 

KEVTR ALWA1S 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

5. I am able to be spontaneous In counseling/therapy, yet my behavior Is 

relevant. 

KF.VZR ALV.'Â .S 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

6. 1 lack self confid---rr 5n establishing counseling relationships vith 

diverse client types. 

KEVER ALVAYS 
1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 

7- 1 find It difficult ro cxpicct -y r\><.»xehr» «n^ fo^-nngs clcarlv 5". 
counsel ing/th<T«py. 

NEVER AL'.'AVr 

1 6 7 

( i 
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8. My verbal behvior In counseling/therapy Is pretty much the same with 
most clients. 

NEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

9. I am able to apply a consistent personallred rationale of human 
behavior In working with my clients. 

NEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

10. I believe I exhibit a consistent professional objectivity, and aMlIty 
to work within my role as a counselor without undue overInvolvetrent 
with, or excessive distance fron- my clients. 

NEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

11. I tend to get confused when things don't go according to plan anc" ) =icV 
confidence in my ability to handle the unexpectet^. 

NEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

12. 1 find myself Intellectuallzlng f^^vt my client's problems without 
being In touch with their feeling states. 

KEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

13. The overall quality of oy work fluctuates; on some days I do well, on 
other days, I do poorly. 

KLVZR ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

lA. I depend upon ny supervisor considerably In figuring out how to deal 
with my clients. 

NEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

15. I find myself working with my clients as I think my supervisor, or 
some other counselor/therapist I know of would. 

KEVER ALWAYS 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

16. During councpl 1 nR/th<»»''<pv >:«'«Rlon«, 1 ^m »»M» to f<~'->ic .-r^p'ot »1 v upor 
•y client. 

NEVER Al -A Vy 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 

( 



17 . I f e e l c o m f o r t a b l e In confront ing my c l i e n t s . 

NEVER 
1 

ALWAYS 
7 

18 . Much of the t ime i n c o u n s e l i n g / t h e r a p y , I f ind myself t h i n k i n g about 
my n e x t r e s p o n s e . Instead of f i t t i n g my In tervent ion Into the o v e r a l l 
p i c t u r e . 

19. 

NEVER 
1 2 3 A 

I am comfortable v i th c l i ent s i l ence . 

ALWAYS 
7 

NEVER 
1 2 3 A 

20 . My m o t i v a t i o n f l u c t u a t e s from day to day. 

NEVER 
I 2 3 A 

ALWAYS 
7 

ALWAV:. 
7 

2 1 . I f e e l most c o m f o r t a b l e when my s u p e r v i s o r t a k e s c o n t r o l c^ vha t e:. J r 
i n s u p e r v i s i o n . 

NTVTP 
I 

ALW.\YS 

At t i m e s , I wish ay s u p e r v i s o r could be in the c o u n s e l / t h e r a p y s e s s i o n 
t o l e n d a h a n d . 

NEVER 
1 

ALWAYS 
7 

2 3 . I f i n d myse l f f o c u s i n g l e s s on l e a r n i n g nee t e c h n i q u e s and apr ro ;c ' . . i " ; 
t o c o u n s e l i n g / t h e r a p y and t h i n k i n g more about my g e n e r a l p r o f e s s l o r a l 
d e v e l o p m e n t . 

NEVER 
1 

ALWAV.' 
7 

2A. During couneellng/therapy sessions, 1 find it difficult tc corccn'r.-^ t-
bccnuse of my concern vith oy ovn perforonncc. 

NEVER 
1 

170 
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TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY COUNSELING uE.NTtiv 

TRAINI.NG MODULE EVALUATION 

loiJii. I'reaeuteil: Presenter: 

bate: 

L.J I'ne topic covered was relevant to oy training needs. 

/ / / / / 
j t -fonii iy Disagree Agree S t r o n g l y 
b i s a g r e e Agree 

( A j i i i m e i i t s : 

2 . ) The i n s t r u c t o r presented the l o a c e r i a l in an organ ized 
r . i . . . i i i i i i ) . 

/ / / / / 
S t r o n g l y Disagree Agree S t r o n g l y 
Uisuj;ret • Agree 

Cumiaents : 

J.J Presenter anil s tudent i n t e r a c t i o n was p o s i t i v e . 

I I I I / 
Stronuiy Disagree Agree S t r o n g l v 
Disagree Agree 

CoBvmencs : 

A.) What were some of Che features chac were che cost e::ec 
you cspecJaily liked about this training prcsentac lor.? 

i.; ...Hat were some of che loasc ufteccive or least likec 
presentation? 

. C . . - J 

( 
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Training Module Evaluation (condnued) 

6.) What about Chit cralnlng module could have been different or 
improved upon? 

7.) Any further comment* on Che quallcy of this pretentatlon or how ic 
flea in wlch your training needs? 

UCC 83 
Karchant 

i 
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Texas Tech University 
Counseling C«ntri 

I am in the process of contact ing students who I have not seen in a whi le . In most 
cases these are s tuden t s whose work with oe i s bas ica l ly completed. In o ther 
ins tances t h e r e are s tudents with whon I have sinply los t touch. I would apprec ia te 
about five minutes of your time to complete th i s information fom and re turn i t at 
your e a r l i e s t convenience by mail or in person to the Counseling Center. It i s 
extretaely important tha t you return th i s wich honest opinions to reveal both the 
s t r eng ths and weaknesses of my assis tance to you. Only by ge t t ing such r e a l i s t i c 
feedback can I continue to improve th i s student se rv ice . Please feel free to say 
anything you think w i l l be of help to me; your opinions w i l l be careful ly considered. 
Any t i ne you would l ike another appointment, please ca l l or come by the off ice to 
set up another t ime. (If you use the Ca-Tipus >lail System, no postage i s necessarv 
in r e t u r n i n g t h i s f o m . ) 

S incere ly , 

Counselor 

Answer a l l ques t ions in terms of the individual or group counseling you rcccivec 

1. How nany counsel ing sess ions did you at tend: Individual , Croup . 

2. Have you f inished counseling? Yes No . If you have not co-43leted 

counse l ing , could you explain why? 

If you plan to r e tu rn , when? 

Check the reason(s) you cane to the Counseling Center. (If you carv for bot.i 
r easons , place two checks in front of the rvn n reason.) 

A personal concern (ad justn«.>nt s concerning; behaviors , a t t i t u d e s .iiul fecliiiv;s) 

An educa t iona l -voca t iona l concern (career or major choice, planning for the 
f u t u r e , lack of academic or study s k i l l s , e t c . ) 

The counse l ing process w.is: About what 1 oxpcctod_ . Different fromv.-h.it 1 

expected . If d i ff̂ e rt'_n c , nlc.ise cdnni-nt : 
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5. The aid I received was: Quite adequate ; Adequate ; Inadequate ; 
Quite Inadequate . Because: (Please comment). 

6. I feel that my counselor's skills were: Quite adequate ; Adequate 
Inadequate ; Quite inadequate . Because: (Please comment). 

7. The things chat Impressed me most about my counselor(s) were: 

8. The things that disturbed me most about my counselor(s) were: 

Place a check along each line below which best expresses your viewpoint. 
(Leave blank those which do not apply). 

(a) I found my IN'DIVIDUAL of no I I I I I I N^ry 
counselor(s) to be help ' helpful 

(b) I found my GROUP counselor(s) 
to be 

(c) I found the other group I I f I ! i 
members to be i | I I I L 

10. The secretary-receptionist handled her duties: Quite adequately_ 
Adequately ; Inadequately ; Quite inadequately . Because (Please coninent). 

11. (If you did not take any tests, proceed to question <'12). 

(a) The handling of the administration of the tests was: Quite adequate . 
Adequate ; Inadequate ; Quite inadequate . Because: (Please comment) 

(b) The test results were explained and discussed: Quite adequately ; 
Adequately ; Inadequately ; Quite Inadequately . Because: 
(Please comment). 
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12. If you used the occupational-information literature, was the explatiatiun for 
its use: Quite adequate ; Adequate ; Inadequate ; Quite inadequate . 
Because: (Please comment). 

13. The things that Impressed me most about the Counseling Center were; 

lA. The things that disturbed me most about the Counseling Center were: 

15. I felt the physical facilities 
of the Counseling Center were: 

Detrimental 
to Counseling 

Conducive 
to Counseling 

16. 

17. 

How would you rate your total 
overall counseling experience? 

Of No 
HelD 

Very 
Helpful 

I I I 1 1 I i 1 1 
I would ; would not recommend the Counseling Center's services to my 
friends. Because: (Please comment) 

18. If I were to suggest one change in the Counseling Center that would bring about 
a significant inorovement in its services, it would be: 

19. In my opinion, the purposes which should be served by a counseling center of 

a university the size of Texas Tech are: 

20. Anything else: (Please comment) 
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The Get t ing Michaels Anchored Ratings fo r Theraois ts 

OMART (P re l im ina ry Form) 

I he OMART •.$ designed to provide a very d e t a i l e d assesi^enr of the 
t r a i n e e ' s s k i l l s as a pro fess iona l psycho log i s t . A f t e r ti ie . . - p e r v i i c " has 
.^pvelor-ed sotn.-̂  i n s i g h t In to the t r a i n e e ' s a b i l i t i e s and 1- imuat ions, the OMART 
can t e Jic-J i\ an intermediate measure to heln tlie superv isor s t r u c t u r e i d t - 5 
and develop a tho rc - ^ i / J.TU c f f e c t ' " e riA"- - j r t ra inee develoonent. I t can be 
used at the end of superv is ion to assess progress and to help the superv i so r 
make recommendations fo r the t r a i n e e ' s f u r t he r developmental tasks and goa l s . 
I f d e s i r e d , tne OMART can be forwarded to the next superv isor , -here i t 
suggests areas o f s t rength that can be exp lo i t ed and areas of weakness t ha t 
need to be c o r r e c t e d . 

I t takes some time to use the OMART to evaluate a trai.nee thorough ly - -
probably about as much time as I t would take to grade a f i n a l essay examina
t i o n or term paper. The more d e t a i l e d and thorough the e v a l u a t i o n , however, 
the more l i k e l y i t Is that the superv isor can help the t ra inee use supe rv i s i on 
to maximize the t ra inees pro fess iona l s k i l l s . 

Past research suggests that the grea tes t source of e r -c r in t h i s k ino c f 
eva lua t i on is superv isor len iency, p a r t i c u l a r l y fo r t r a i n e e ' s wnere the 
s u p e r v i s o r / t r a i n e e r e l a t i o n s h i p is very p o s i t i v e . A p re l im ina ry exerc ise may 
help to reduce t h i s tendency. Before doing the r a t i n g s , the counselor mignt 
imagine the f o l l o w i n g s i t u a t i o n : 

Suppose t h a t the O.'̂ RT was to be the basis of a con t rac t fo r the t r a i n e e . 
The t r a i nee would be requ i red , w i t h i n s ix months, to prove tha t she or he had 
reached the next higher po int on each of the OMART scales, t.ie po ;n t j u s t 
above the s u c e r v i s o r ' s r a t i n g . I f not , the t ra inee would be considered a 
f a i l u r e . L'nder those cond i t i ons , a f a i r superv isor , and one ^no cared about 
the t r a i n e e , would make sure that the t ra inee could r e a d i l y reach the next 
r a t i n g . 

This .•nicnt help the counselor make conserva t i ve , but ^i''r, assessments c f 
the t r a i n e e ' s competencies. 

Another problem is that t he rap is t s are a h igh l y se lec ted , u s u a l l y very 
c o m p e t i t i v e , group. They want to be "bes t " at wnatever they do. 3ut accurate 
t ra inee r a t i n g s f o r pre-?hO students would usua l l y be c loser to the .Tiiddle of 
the sca le . I f the OMART ra t i ngs are shared w i t h the t ra inee d i r e c t l y , the 
t r a i nee -may o lace the suoervlsor on the defens ive, f o r c ing the superv isor tc 
defend any r a t i n g that i s n ' t at the top of the sca le . This ;s one reason t na t 
we recommend aga ins t d i r e c t sharing of the r a t i n g s , although tha t is always uo 
to the i n d i v i d u a l superv isor . Ins tead, we suggest that the anchors on the 
sca le be used to descr ibe , in general terms, the t r a i n e e ' s s k i l l s and to 
suggest goals f o r the t ra inee . 

Remember too that the top of the scale represents the jery h ighest l eve l 
of p r o f e s s i o n a l competency and s k i l l . I r you ra ted you rse l f , w i t h a l l of your 
exoer ience, at the top of many of these sca les , you would e i t he r be an awesome 
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Different supervisors may rate the trainee at different points on Indivi
dual scales. Supervisors should not assume that either rating is "wrong" when 
this occurs. Trainee skills can change very rapidly. Differen' rllents can 
expose either weaknesses or strengths, and the relationshi: witr the supe'--
visor can alter both the trainee's behavior and the supervisor's assessment of 
that behavior. When there are large differences In ratings, exploring the 
Issue, sometimes w u h the other supervisor, can often lead to new insights 
abo'it the trainee's characteristics. 

We did not design these scales tu ossi§r. grades, whether A's, B's, or 
pass/fail. They were meant to be developmental tools, encouraging the super
visor to be thorough and detailed in evaluating the trainee, and providing 
guidelines to improve further supervision and growth of abilities. That is 
why there are no marks on the final scales saying "This is a satisfactory 
intern." or "This is a satisfactory second year student." 

Later, we hope to have enough data to suggest some standards for satis
factory performance at different levels, but for now, the scales should be 
used as clinical t o d s , providing a unique view of the individual student tnat 
suggests relative strengths and weaknesses, and that provides guidelines ''or 
the next stages of development. 

We hope that learning to use the OMART will prove tc be a stimulating 
professional experience -- that It will provide new ideas anc insights and 
improve communication with both clients and other supervisors. We also want 
the OMART to be a growing and changing tool, as we learn more about both 
therapy and supervision, we are eager to have your constructive feedback. 

Gene Oettinc 

Laurie MienaeIs 
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Interv iewino 

CONTENTS 

Page 

Relationship with the client 1 
Dealing with therapist identification issues 2 
Personal style 3 
Exploration of client goals 4 
Exploration of issues 5 
Exploration of feelings 6 
Time during the interview 7 
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la 

RELATIONSHIP VITH THE CLIENT 

Provide a brief descri^ion of rypical behavior below. Uje ouly part of tbe space $o the next jupervisor can add 
further commentj. Place your iniriaU ia the space ta the left of the incident. U the behavior is rad::allv 
dilferent uader different circu.-n«ancei, indicate the conditions aad label each description v/ith a lener (A.E.etc ). 
15 you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT. column 

Supervisor's 
bitials 

IN-. 
INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION" 
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lb 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CLIENT 

Rate your desa^prion of the scale. You may use any position on the scale -- you co not have to use the numbered 
marlQ or the stateraenLs bitial your mark. U you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descriptions, initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of chat description. 

Supervisor's 
Initials 

10 ^ 

Clients who have trouble forming relationships can do so with this 
therapist: relationship is a potent tool for effecting and support
ing client change. 

Can build excellent relationships with most clients, but therapist 
recognizes there are problems with some kinds of clients and has 
specific ways to handle them. 

Builds solid, useful relationships with most clients, but sometimes 
6 f — takes some time to recognize that there is a problem in a relation

ship . 

Can build good relationships with some kinds of clients, has consider
able difficulty with others, but knows when a relationship isn't good. 

Builds good relationships with some clients, but does not recognize 
when the relationship is poor with others. 

Becomes discouraged, anxious, or angry when there is difficulty in 
establishing a good relationship with the client — needs much 
support to continue effort. 

— • Cold, distant, able to build a relationship with only a few clients. 
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2a 

DEALING WITH THERAPIST IDENTIFICATION ISSUES 

Provide a brief description of typical beha\'ior below. Use only part of tbe space so the next supcr\-iscr can add \ 
firther coromears. Place your initials in the space 13 the left of the incident. If the beha\-ior u radicaU-.-
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description with a lencr (A.B.etc ). 
If you have insufficient informatioa to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. D.T . colum:i. 

Supervisor's 
bitial; I 

IN̂ S 

INT BEHA\nORAL DESCRIPTION 
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2b 

DEALING WITH THERAPIST IDENTIFICATION ISSUES 

Rate your description of the scale. You raay tse any position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marlo or the statements faiitial your mark. If you p-ovided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descrt{Xlons, initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that description. 

Supervisor's 
Initiali 

10 n-

8 -

7 ^ 

Maintains a clear and separate identity while capable of deep concern 
and erapachy. Knows when client advocacy is essential and does it, 
but rarelv. 

Occasionally overidentifies with a particular client, but catches it 
before it leads to problems. 

5 -

1 -

Usually does not overidentify, but rationalizes that there is a need 
for client advocacv Tnore often than is trulv necessary. 

Tends to protect or to reject certain types of clients because of 
insufficient separation between personal reactions and the client's 
reactions. 

Therapist cannot e.xpose personal feelings or emotional responses to 
the client at all. 

Therapist rarely identifies with the client because does not really 

care about client. 
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3a 

PERSONAL STYLE IN THE THERAPY SETTING 

Provide a brief descrifXion of typical behasicr below Use only part of the space so the next superN-isor -an add 
further comments. Place your initials in the space ta the left of the incident. U the behavior is radicaUv 
different uader different circumstances. Indicate the conditions and label each description wii> i Ic-.-.er (A.B.etc. l 
U you have insufficient infcrmation to reach a judgment initial and check the IN'S. OCT. columa 

Supervisor's 
tnirials 

1 

1 

i 

1 

1 
1 
i 
1 

i 
( 

I 
t 

t 
t 

1 

IN'S. 1 
INT i 

' 

BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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3b 

PERSONAL STYLE IN THE THERAPY SETTING 

Rate your dexcripnon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marVs or the statements, hitial your mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdoM, initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that description. 

Supervisor's 
Initials 

10 r-

Displays a comfortable therapy style that is quite consistent with 
8—h those parts of the therapist's personal style that fit in with 

being a therapist. 

7 ^ 

6 - General ly appears at e a se , but sometimes "plays the r o l e " of thera 
p i s t wi th p a r t i c u l a r l y d i f f i c u l t , demanding, or confusing c l i e n c s . 

S ty le f l u c t u a t e s , t h e r a p i s t experiments with a va r ie ty of r o l e s , 
not q u i t e comfortable with any of them. 

2 -

Adopts an artificial role as a "therapist" or seeks a "technique" or 
other way to structure the interview and reduce ambiguity. 

Appears false and/or phoney, 

oL 
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4a 

EXPLORATION OF CLIENT GOALS 

Provide a brief description of rypical beha\-ior below. Use only part of the space so the ae» super%-i$or can add 
liffther commentj Place your initials in the space ts the left of the incident. If the behavior is radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each descriotioa with a letter (A.B.elc. ). 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT . column 

Supervisor's INS. 
Initials I INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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4b 

EXPLORATION OF CLIENT GOALS 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statemesu. biitial your mark. If you p-ovided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descriptions, initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that descrifXion. 

Supervisor's 
Initials 

10 r-

8 -

7 I 

Sees realistic goals, hidden agendas, and neurotic goals as a linked 
system, accurately projects system changes over ti=e, treatment, and 
environmental changes. 

Concretely establishes what client -ishes to gain and why; can 
indicate whether these goals are realistic or not. 

Checks on what the client •-ants, but sometimes makes treatment 
decisions before clarifying goals enough. 

Little or no exploration of goals beyond acceptance of client's 
statement about the presenting problem. 

Confuses, distorts, or denies the validity of client goals because 
of personal beliefs and values. 
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5a 

EXPLORATION OF ISSUES WITH THE CLIENT 

Provide a brief detcripCioo of typical behavior below Use only pan of the space >o the next $upcr\-isor can add 
further comments. Place you: initials in the space ta the left ef the incident. U the beha\nc: is radicillv 
different uader different circumstances, Indicate the conditions and label each description with i lerrer (A.B.etc ) 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the IN'S. INT. colurr^a 

Supervisor's 
bltials 

INS. 
INF. BEHA\nORAL DESCRIPTION 
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5b 

EXPLORATION OF ISSUES WITH THE CLIENT 

Rate yois descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - - you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements bitial yotv mark. If you frovided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons, Initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc ] of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 r-

8_-

7 .. 

Therapist is very accurate, hearing everything client says and 
following through, encouraging in-depth exploration. 

Does a good job in exploring issues; sometimes misses a client 
cue, but nearly always goes back and picks it up. 

Reasonably thorough in making sure that =ost crucial topics are 
covered, but doesn't develop all of them fully. 

Seemingly thorough, but plodding, unirMagmative, and boring in 

exploration of issues. 

Keeps interview at social/friendship level. 

Makes irre'evart responses or summarizes inaccurately. 
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6a 

EXPLORATION OF FEELINGS OR EMOTIONAL RESPONSES 

Provide a brief descrifCion of t>'pical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the ne>a supcrNTSor cca cdd 
fisher comments Place yoiff ioidsb in the space t3 the left of the incident If the behavior is radic -.li-
different uader different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each deso-iption with a letter (.-.,t.ctc ^ 
U you have insufhcienl information to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT. column. 

Supcrw-iscr's INS 
bidaU I tST BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTICN 
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6b 

EXPLORATION OF FEELINGS OR EMOTIONAL RESPONSES 

Rate your des(7i|Xion of the scale. You may use any position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements, bitial yoxff mark. If you frovided descriptions relating to different condirions, rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc ) of that description. 

Supervisor's 
Inidali 

10 _ 

Grasps and explores complex feelings and emotions; easily help5 
client work through defenses to cap underlying responses. 

Usually aware of and explores client's feelings and emotions; some
times slow, but eventually picks up denied or concealed feelings. 

Explores surface responses of the client well, but generally neecs 
supervision to detect subtle or hidden responses. 

Seems aware of only specifically stated or clearly manifes-ied 
feelings and emotional responses. 

Ig.iores or distorts expressions of feeling or emotion. 
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7a 

TIMING DURING THE INTERVIEW 

Pro\"ide a brief description of rypical beha\-ior below. Use only port of the space so the next superv-isor can id: \ 
firther comments. Place your inidals in the space ta the left of the incident If the beha\-icr is •--.r;:ill\ 
different under different circumstaaces. Indicate the conditions and label each description with a ler:er l.\,t,e:c ). 
If you have insufficie::: iiiiormation to reach a judpnent initial and check the INS. INT . column 

Supervisor's 
b idab I 

IN'S ! 
INT ' BEHAMOR.^L DESCRIPTION 
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7b 

TIMING DURING THE INTERVIEW 

Rate your descrifxion of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - - you do not have to use the numbered 
marlQ or the statements, bitial your mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different coodidons, rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that description. 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 ̂  

8 - Timing of questions, comments, etc., reflects an accurate assessment 
of the client's ability to understand or make use of the intervention. 
Flow feels logical and smooth. 

Interventions are sometimes a licrle premature or delayed, but the 
therapist quickly senses proble^is and adjusts. The overall inter
view is almost never disrupted. 

3 -

In an overall interview, the tiding is not bad, but at points in an 
interview the client seems to be pushed or waiting inappropriately. 

Timing of responses often seems to poorly match the client's pace 
but onlv occasionally does this lead to client discorif ort. 

Selection and timing of statements doesn't match client's ability to 
follow and understand, leading to frequent client discomfort. 
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8a 

RESPONSIVENESS TO NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOR 

Provide a brief description of rypical behavior h l̂ov.-. Use only part of tbe space so the new tupcr%-isor can adJ » 
further coromenu. Place your inidals in the space ta the left of the incident. If the beha\-ior is radically 
different uader different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description with : '.ener (A,E,etc. ). 
If you have insufficient information to teach a judgment initial and check the IN'S. INT . columa 

Supervisor's | INS. 
b i d a b I INT. BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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8b 

RESPONSIVENESS TO NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOR 

Rate your descriixion of the scale. You may use aay position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statemenu bidal your mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different coodidons, rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lener (A, B, etc ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 ̂  

7 ̂-

Links both subtle and obvious non-verbal cues to the content and 
process of the interview — from this derives hypotheses that 
would not otherwise be apparent. 

-•Accurately perceives the meaning of most non-verbal behaviors and 
explores contradictions. 

UTien asked, can remember and interpret non-verbal behaviors, but 
cer.ds to not respond to them when working with client. 

Hears the client content, but does not perceive inconsistent voice 
cones, body movement or gestures at all. 

Misinterprets the emotional content of gestures and facial 
exoresslons. 
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9a 

USE OF LANGUAGE IN INTERACTION WITH CLIENT 

Provide a brief description of typical b.:ha\-ior below. Use only part of tbe space so the nrxt super-.-isor can add 
further comments. Piece yot» iniliab in the space ta the left of the incident. 11 the beha\ncr is radi:.-.U'' 
different uader diftercnl circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description v/ith a letter (A.o.e'.c 
If you have iasufficicrt information to reach a judgment initial and check the IN'S. INT . column 

Supervisor's 
bitiab 

IN'S 
INT BEHA\10RAL DESCRIPTION 
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9b 

USE OF LANGUAGE IN INTERACTION WITH CLIENT 

Rate yoiff descripdon of the scale. You raay use aay position on the scale -- you do not have to use the number«d 
marks or the statements bidal your mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons. initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 

Therapist rapidly picks up on client's language and expressions and 
shifts verbal stvle to communicate better with che client. 

The cherapisc occasionally uses language that is a liccle over the 
client's head or a little inappropriate, buc cacches it immediately 
and clarifies the meaning. 

Therapist's language structure is fairly communicative, but is very 
rigid — therapist finds it hard co shift co another style or 
change choice of words. 

Theraoisc ca^ks dovm co cliencs or uses a loc of professional jargon. 

The client is needlessly emotionall: disturbed by che cherapisc's 
language (swearing, or expressions of hoscilicv. or religious 
images, etc.). 
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lOa 

KNOWLEDGE OF PERSONALITY THEORY 

Provide a brief descriKion >f typical behavior below. Use only part cf the space so the next supervisor can add 
further comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incidcc:. If the behavior is ndici!!-. 
different uader difierect circumstances, ii>dicate the conditions and label each description with a letter (..^,B,etc. >. 
If you have iasuf&cie^t infcrmadon to readi a judgment initial aad check the LN'S. DsT . column 

Supervisor's 
bit iab 

IN'S 

EST BEHAVIOR.U DESCRIPTION 
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lOb 

KNOWLEDGE OF PERSONALITY THEORY 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
maris or the statements bidal your mark. If you prov-ided descriptions relating to dlfferetit conditions, rate 
both descripdons. Initial and label with the lener (A, 3, etc. ) of that description. 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 

8 -

7 ^ 

Can convincingly present a thoughtful, personally developed model that 
integrates (or places in perspective) multiple elements of other theories. 

Sound grasp of three or more theories and can state specific principles 
that underlie selection of a theory to apply to a particular case, or 
that indicace when a theory does not apply. 

Can apply, in a very detailed and sophisticated way, at least one major 
theory a.id shows a solid understanding of several others. 

Good grasp of the major concepts of several theories, shows inexperience 
or lack of sophistication when discussing or applying subtle details. 

Knows concenc of a theory or theories reasonably well, but not how co 
apply chem in an assessment. 

Can name theorists, but has only superficial understanding of them 
(bright undergraduate knowledge). 

1 -
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v& 

APPLYING PSYCHOTHERAPY THEORY 

Provide a brie' description of rypical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next supervisor c»n add 
father comments Place your inidals in the space ta the left ef the incident. U the beha\-icr is radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and l.ibcl each description with a lener (A.B.etc ). 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the I.NS. CT . column. 

Supervisor's 
b i d a b 

INS I 
I 

INT. • BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 

itv 
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lib 

APPLYING PSYCHOTHERAPY THEORY 

Rate your descripxion of the scale. You may use any position oa the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marla w the statements bidal your mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different coodidons, rate 
both descripdons, iaitial and label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 r-

8 

Treatment is guided by a well-articulated, integrated model that unifies 
multiple theoretical constructs, that provides underlying consistency 
and a rationale for trying approaches that might appear inconsistent. 

Therapy is directly governed by a sound understanding of theory. 

Treatment is broadly consistent vich the main principles of a theore
tical model or models; therapist is net always aware of minor incon-
-sistencies. 

Reasonably accurate, but rigid and unimaginative in applying a single 
approach. 

Vague knowledge of a few elements of theories, little depth of 

knowledge. 

2 L Inaccurate in 'itnowledge of theory, inconsistent in application. 
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12a 

KNOWLEDGE OF DSM I I I 

Pro\"ie a brief description o: rypical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next supervisor can add % 
further commenu. Place voir inidab in the space ta the left of the iiicidcnt. If the bchax-ior is radicollv 
different uader different circumstances, Indicate the conditiors and label each description with a Icrter (A,B,etc 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial aad check the INS. INT. column. 

Supcrvijor's 
bit iab 

t 

i 
1 

i 
1 

1 

IN'S 1 
INF. 1 BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 

.-
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12b 

KNOWLEDGE OF DSM III 

Rate yoiv descxi(Xion of the scale. You may use any position on the scale -- you do not have to use che numbered 
marks cr the statements bitial your mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different condidons, rate 
both descripdons, initial aad label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidab 

10 ,-

8 -

7 -

Accurate, detailed knowledge of categories, terms and organization 
of DSM III; can use all axes when appropriate. 

Knows and uses first two axes of DSM III wich considerable insight, 
usually ignores other axes. 

Can define more traditional terms and accurately use broad categories, 
but likely to be vague or unclear on fine details or on new cerms. 

Frequentlv inaccurate in defining terms or classifying client 

3 h-

Never heard of DSM II or III. 

0 L 
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13a 

ABILITY" TO ANALYZE/PREDICT COURSE OF THERAPY 

Provide a brief description of rypical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next superN-isor can add 
further comments. Place your is idab in the space ta the left of the incident. U the beha\-ior is radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description v/ich a lencr (A.E.etc. ). 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT . column. 

Supervisor's 
b i d a b 

IN'S. 

LNT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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13b 

ABILITY TO ANALYZE/PREDICT COURSE OF THERAPY 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements biUal your mark If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons. initial aad label with the lener (A, B. etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Initials 

10 

9 -

8 -

7 . 

Describes present therapy events as emerging elements of developmental 
sequences, leading to a set of altemative futures, and projects 
specific responses to those alternatives. 

Readily excraccs che major chemes and problems of cherapy, illuscraces 
with examples, has a good general sense of fucure direction of treatment. 

Describes contenc of interview and associated process reasonably 
accurately; can recommend whether treatment should be continued or 
changed. 

Accurately lists che concenc and associated feeling that clienc 
has covered. 

2 — - Cannoc remember or describe accurately even recent therapy events. 

1 -

- » ^ ^ 
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14a 

TREATMENT PLANS 

Provide a brief description of typical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next supervisor c:a adc > 
further commentj. Place your initiab is the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior is radically 
different under different circumstaaces, indicate the conditions and label each description with a lencr (A.B.etc ). 
If you have iasufOciest information to reach a judgment initial aad check the INS. INT . column. 

Supervisor's 
b i d a b 

INS 
INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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14b 

TREATMENT PLANS 

Rate your descripnoa of the scale. You raay use aay position on the scale — you do not have to use the numbered 
marls or tbe statements bidal yois mark If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons, initial aad label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon 

Supervisor's 
Inidab 

10 r-

8 -

7 -

Establishes immediate plans strongly related to client needs and 
capabilities; sees client as changing and has flexible long-term 
goals related to possible changes. 

Establishes specific treatment plans related to clienc needs; 
tern goals may be implicit or somewhat vague. 

long-

Early t reatment plans tend to be vague, but as the case con t inues 
reasonably good creacmenc plans do emerge. 

Cl iencs are c l a s s i f i e d inco ca tegor ie s and nearly everyone in a 
ca tegory i s given the same treatment plan. 

Treatment plans are poorly conceived or are not r e l a t ed to c l i e n t 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s at a l l . 

0 L 

rvm ^ s . 
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15a 

INTERACTION DURING SUPERVISION 

Provide a brief description of typical beha\'ior below. Use only part of the space so the next supen.-isor can add v 
further comments Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident U the behavior is racicallv 
different uader different circumstaaces, indicate the conditions aad label each description with i lener ( . \ ,B,elc ). 
If you have Insufficient information to reach a judgment Initial and check the LNS. INT. column 

Supervisor's 
bit iab 

IN'S 
INF. BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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15b 

INTERACTION DURING SUPERVISION 

Rate your desari{Xion of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - - you do not have to use the numbered 
marls or the statements bitial yoiff mark If you provided descriptions relating to different condidons, rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Initials 

10 

n _ Therapist initiates a constant flow of highly insightful questions and 
Ideas, and stimulates the supervisor to be excited and creative. 

7 
Therapist brings appropriate specific questions and ideas to every 
session; supervision is challenging but enjoyable. 

Therapist comes in with clear ideas about general areas -here there are 
problems; is responsive to supervisor's clarifying and focusing issues. 

Relies on the supervisor to frame questions and identify problems, but 
then responds well, inceraccing and contributing ideas. 

Initiates ideas and questions, but they often miss the nain point or 
deal onlv with minor issues. 

Can't seem co understand or track the supervisor's meaning. 

0 i 
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16a 

OPENNESS TO FEEDBACK 

Provide a brief descripxion of rypical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next super\-isor can add 
fiffther comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the beha\-ior b radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description with a letter (A, 3, etc ). 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment iaitial aad check the INS. INT . column. 

Supervisor's 
b i d a b 

INS 
INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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16b 

OPENNESS TO FEEDBACK 

Rate yoiff descripdon of the scale. You may use aay position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
=3arks or the statements bitial your mark If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons, initial aixl label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidab 

10 ̂  

7--

6_ 

Actively seeks feedback, is completely open, integrates consultant's 
couaaents with own position, stimulates everyone to new understanding. 

Seeks feedback, even on personally threatening cases, open to both 
positive and negative; consultant nay occasionally need to point 
out inplications. 

Supervisor doesn't have co worry about negative feedback because, even 
though therapist is occasionally defensive, ic usually works ouc well. 

Therapisc deals wich feedback reasonably well, buc needs excessive 
reassurance. 

Supervisor somecimes feels hesicanc or cautious because che therapisc 
gets very defensive. 

Therapist consistently responds to 'eedlack wich anger, defensiveness, 
depression, or confusion. 
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17a 

BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE TO FEEDBACK 

Provide a brief de3cri;xion of typical behavior below. Use only pan of tbe space so the next supcr%-isor can aad 
firther comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behax-jor is radiccllv 
different todcr different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description with a lener (A,B,etc ). 
If you have insufficient informadon to reach a judgment initial aad check the INS. INT. column 

Superv-isor's 
b idab ! 

INS 
INT. BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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17b 

BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE TO FEEDBACK 

Rate yoxff description of the scale. You may use aay position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements, b idal yow mark If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons, initial aad label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that description. 

Supervisor's 
Inidab 

10 _ 

9 -

8--

7 ^ 

Sees the principles underlying a specific item of feedback, integrates 
them with own ideas into a consistent conceptual framework and applies 
the results immediately to practice. 

Accurately hears feedback, readily sees how it relates co a specific 
technique and can find appropriate places to try the new behavior. 

Can incorporate new ideas and behaviors easily if they are fairly 
congruent wich the therapist's usual approach. Has more difficulty 
if they are not. 

Tries new approaches, but tends to slip back into old behaviors. 
Usually catches self and cries again. 

Tries new behaviors on direcc suggescion, buC requires constant 
monitoring to maintain the change. 

Is often unable to use the supervisor's feedback to modify behavior. 

n 
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18a 

CONFIDENCE 

Provide a brief description of typical behaNnor below. Use only part of the space so the ne.-a sup«.Tk-bor caa add 
further comments Place your inidals In the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior u raci.-^-
different under different circumstances, Inlicate the conditions aad label each description with a lener (A, 5,etc. ). 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and c:heck the INS. IN?. column 

Superv-Uor's 
bitials 

IN'S 

INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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18b 

CONFIDENCE 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - - you do not have to use the nu.Tibered 
marks <x the natements bidal your mark U you provided descriptions relating to different condirions. rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 _ 

_ Secure and confident in handling of both routine and crises, likes 
challenges. 

Feels capable of handling a wide range of clients and problems; finds 
- challenges somewhat stressful, but faces up to them. 

Is generally confident of abilities, but shows hesitancy about approach
ing situations that would stretch the limits of already practiced skills. 

Confidence ebbs and flows depending on therapist's most recent encounter 
with client or supervisor. 

— Needs considerable encouragement by supervisor to attack something new. 

2 Hesitant, so unsure of self that client loses confidence. 

1 -
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19a 

SELF-EVALUATION 

Provide a brief descrijstion of typical beha\-ior below. Use only part of the space so the next super%-iscr can add 
further commentj Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident If the behavior is radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions aad label each description with a lener (A, 3.etc ). 
If you have insufficient Informadon to reach a judgment initial aad check the INS. INT . column 

Superviscjr's 
b i d a b 

1 

! 
1 

1 
1 

1 

INS. 

INT. BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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19b 

SELF-EVALUATION 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use aay pwsition oo the scale - - you do ncx have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements, bidal your mark If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supaervisor's 
Inidals 

10 

7 ^ 

Knows abilities, limitations, and limits of capacities co adjust and 
learn in new situations. Has thoughtfully considered ways to maximize 
potential and minimize limitations. 

Knows how to apply strengths and compensate for weaknesses. 

Recognizes a personal tendency co sometimes overestimate abilities and 
underestiiaate limitations; maintains supervision co prevent problems. 

5 -

Mostly functions within limitations, but likely co read abouc or hear 
about something and try ic wichouc adequace consideracion or preparacion. 

Overestimates skills or what has been learned from experience. 

2 -
Unaware of or denies the existence of crucial limitations. 

• ^ 
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20a 

DEALING WITH CLIENT DEPENDENCY 

Provide a brief description of rypical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next superk-iscr can add 
further commenu. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior b raditiil' 
differca: under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description v/ith a lencr (-^.E.etc. V 
If you have insufficient informadon to reach a judgment iaitial and check the INS. INT. column. 

Sujjervisor's 
b i d a b 

IN'S 
INT. 

• 

1 

BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 

1 

B JLBU ^'v 
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20b 

DEALING WITH CLIENT DEPENDENCY 

Rate yovB description of the scale. You may use aay position on the scale - - you do not have to use the numbered 
marls or the natements. b idal yots mark If you provided descriptions relating to different condidons, rate 
both desdijjdons. Initial aad label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Sujjervi scar's 
Inidals 

10 ̂  

8 -

7 -

Throughout treatment, therapist is sensitive and responsive to depen
dency needs while continuously screngchening che capacicy co be 
independent. 

Therapist effeccively, but sotsewhat rigidly, deals wich dependency ir 
stages — allows early dependency, shifts later to independency as a 
key agenda. 

Does not directly encourage dependence, but may mildly hinder early 
moves to independence because of concern about consequences. 

Allows client Co rely on cherapisc's opinions, advice, or enocional 
sanccion beyond che poinc where che clienc should be moving coward 
self-sufficiency. 

Therapisc creaces an acmosphere chac subtly maintains chronic dependency. 

Therapist demands and actively works to creace dependency lonj after 
client should have been weaned. 

1 --

'"X 
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21a 

DEALING WITH CLIENT/THERAPIST SEXUAL FEELINGS 

Provide a brief description of rypical behavior below Use only part of the space so the next super\-isor can add 
further commenu Place your inidals in t-hc space ta the left of the incident. If the beha\aor is rsdic^Uv 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description with a lener (A, 3,etc 
If you have insufficient Information to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT. column. 

Supcrviscr's 1 
bit iab 

IN'S 

INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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21b 

DEALING WITH CLIENT/THERAPIST SEXUAL FEELINGS 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements, bidal your mark If you provided descriptions reladag to different condidons. rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supiervisor's 
Inidab 

10 ̂  

9_ _ Client/therapist sexual feelings are used with care and sensitivity 
to provide unique opportunities for treatment that invariably 
benefit the client. 

Comfortable, direct, and tactful in discussing client/therapist 
sexual feelings on both sides. 

Sometimes hesitant in dealing wich client/therapist sexual feelings, 
_ but sensitive and competent once topic is broached. 

Tends to avoid dealing with client/therapist sexual feelings unless 
_ clienc brings up direccly; may approach issue, buc only in generalicies, 

Defensive or denies clienc/cherapisc sexual feelings unless forced 
to deal with them. 

Therapist subtly encourages interactions chat have heavy sexual over
tones, seductive behaviors by the client, without the therapist 
deiling with the issue. 

1 -
Directly asks for or subtly pushes cliencs into sexual contact 
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22a 

AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES 

Provide a brief description of rj'pical beha\-iar below Usi only pan of the space so the next supxrrvisor can add 
liffther comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior u radiecJh 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each description with a lener (.\,E,?tc ). 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT. column. 

Supervisee's 
bitiab 

INS. 
INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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22b 

.AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES 

Rate your descriprton of the scale. You may use aay position on the scale — you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements bidal your mark If you provided descriptions relating to different condidons, rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lenex (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidab 

10 

Can show how the client's Interactions with different environments 
have evolved and are changing over time, where treatment effects 
will first appear, and how they will generalize. 

Aware of and can specify consistencies and inconsistencies in how 
the client responds to important different environments. 

6 -

Is aware chac che clienc responds differencly co various sicuations. 
Tends to deal wich each one separacely; rarely sees links becween 
chem. 

Explores che client's behavior in a few stereotyped environments, buc 
doesn'c draw anv conclusions abouc differences or similarities. 

Never seems to consider that the clienc may respond differently in 
different environments. 

••r^tnmma 
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23a 

SENSITIVITY TO CULTURAL DIFFERENCES 

Provide a brief description of typical behavior below. Use oaly part of the space so the next superviscr can add \ 
firther comments Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior b radically 
different under different circiirastaaces, indicate the conditions aad label each dessiption with a lener (A, E.etc ) 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial aad check the INS. INT. column. 

Sup)ervisot's 
bidals 

INS 
INT I BEHAMORAL DESCRIPTION 
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23b 

SENSITIVITY TO CULTURAL DIFFERENCES 

Rate your description of the scale. You raay use any position on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements, bitial yo\a mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different condidons, rate 
both descripdons. initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidab 

10 ^ 

Capable of working across cultures. Therapy methods are selected to be 
consistent with cultural beliefs abouc illness and accepted folk 
practices. 

7 ^ 

6 -Recognizes own subtle racist attitudes, cultural limicacions. Is self-
critical but tolerant of own limitations and trying to improve. 

Recognizes and usually avoids stereotyping, but has to struggle to 
be comfortable in cross-cultural interactions. 

Is aware of che need to be sensitive to cultural differences, but ofter 
doesn't see how own beliefs and behaviors show cultural insensitivity. 

In working with cross-cultural clients ignores social reality and 
discusses things only in the context of what they ought to be. 

1 —Overtly prejudiced, racist, 
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24a 

SENSITIVITY TO SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPES 

Provide a brief description of rvpical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next supervisor can .idd 
further commeno. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the beha\ior b radic^M-
different uader different circumstaaces, indicate the conditions and label each description with a lener (.^,B,etc ). 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the IN'S. INT. column 

Supervisor's 
b i d a b 

IN'S 

INT 

• 

1 

BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 

• 
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24b 

SENSITIVITY TO SEX-ROLE STEREOTYTES 

Rate yoiff descTipxion of the scale. You may use any pxMition on the scale -- you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the natemenu bidal yoiff mark If you provided descriptions relating to different coodidons, rate 
both descripdons. initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that description. 

Supaervisor's 
Inidab 

10 _ 

7 -

Deep understanding and awareness of personal sex-role attitudes; high 
level skills in helping both male and female clients in this area. 

Is almost always aware of and sensitive co sex-role scereotypes as 
they influence professional and personal behavior. 

2 -

Generally aware of sex-role values, but more sensitive to issues 
related to one sex. 

Recognizes and usually avoids sex-role scereocyping, buc has definite 
emotional responses associated wich che area — anger, defensiveness,ecc. 

Has or is blind to sex-role stereotyped attitudes and is defensive 
about feedback. 

I ^ Is overtly sexist, has unassailable stereotypes and beliefs. 

•CN 
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25a 

HANDLING OF CONFLICTS BETWEEN 
CLIENT AND THERAPIST VALUES 

Provide i brief des'-ription of typical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next supervbor can add 
further comments. Place your ialtiab in the space ta the left of the Incident. If the behavior b radically 
different under different circumsia.-ices, indicate the conditions aad label each description with a lencr (A.B.etc ). 
If you have Insufficient informadon to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT . column. 

Supervisor's 
bidab 1 

IN'S. 
INF BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 

r 
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25b 

HANDLING OF CONFLICTS BETWEEN 
CLIENT AND THERAPIST VALUES 

Rate your descripxion of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - - you do ncx have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements b ida l your mark If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
both descripdons, initial and label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that description. 

Supiervisar't 
Inidals 

10 ^ 

9 -

Knows, in detail, how own underlying background and emotions structure 
personal values, their interactions with client values, and how they 
form an ever-changing, but stable, base for professional behaviors. 

Knows how personal values interact with client values. One very 
important value is to maintain respect for the client's values while 
recognizing them as a potential source of problems. 

6 |— Has strongly held personal beliefs that can clash with client's values 
and has worked out satisfactory ways of dealing wich the problem when 
it occurs. 

Is generally toleran'., but holds some religious, ethical, or social/ 
political beliefs chac make it hard to accept certain clienc beliefs 
or decisions. 

3_>>-Has difficulty recognizing that problems in therapy stem from a values 
conflict. 

Attempts to directly convince the client to accept the therapist's 

values. 

•?>v 
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26a 

MANAGEMENT OF PERSONAL STRESS 

Provide ^ brief descriixion of typical behavior below. Use only pan of the spnce so the next supervisee can add 
further comments. Place your inidals in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior b radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the coaditions aad label each desaiption with a letter (A.B.etc. V 
If you have insufficient information to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT. column. 

Sup>ervisor's 
b i d a b 

INS. 
INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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26b 

MANAGEMENT OF PERSONAL STRESS 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position an the scale - you do not have to use the numbered 
marks <* the statemeau. bidal your mark If you provided descriptions reladag to different condirions. rate 
both descripdons. Initial and label with the letter (A. B. etc. ) of that descripdon. 

SuperviscT'i 
Inidals 

10 

7 -

Stress reactions occur, but has developed suitable ways of handling 
stress so there is little or no interference wich professional 
functioning. 

Under major stress shows physical or behavioral symptoms chac cecpor-
arlly lower, but don't disrupt, the efficiency of professional 
functioning. 

1 -

Stress is occasionally quite disruptive of overall functioning, but 
the therapist is a'jle to sec priorities and fight it off so critical 
things get done. 

Minor stresses don't create many problems, but any major stress leads 
.to withdrawal or other inappropriate or ineffective behaviors. 

Frequent breakdown in professional functioning because of anxieties 
or accumulation of stresses. 
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27a 

INTERFERENCE BECAUSE OF THERAPIST'S 
ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS OR EMOTIONAL RESPONSES 

Provide a brief descuipdon of typical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the oex*. superviscr can add 
further comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior b raeicall. 
different uader different circumstaaces, indicate the conditions and label each desa'ip>tion with a lener (A,B,e:c ). 
If you have insufficient informadoa to reach a judgment initial aad check the INS. INT . column. 

Sup)ervisor's 
b i d a b 

1 

IKS. 
INF. 

1 

BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 

.-

^ 
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27b 

INTERFERENCE BECAUSE OF THERAPIST'S 
ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS OR EMOTIONAL RESPONSES 

Rate yow descri{Xic» of the scale. You may use aay position on the scale - - you do not have to use the numbered 
marks a the statemeau bidal y o n mark If you provided descriptions relating to different condirions, rate 
both descripdons, initial aad label with the letter (A, B, e tc ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidals 

10 ̂  

7 -

Therapist's problems or feelings are not denied or covered up, but 
never interfere wlch treatment. They emerge in a way that facilitates 
therapy. 

Has accurate knowledge of where and when personal problems or reactions 
might interfere and has evolved a list of reasonable and effective 
actions to avoid or reduce problems. 

Almost always recognizes, but only after the fact, when personal problems 
or reactions have been interfering and seeks consultation. 

~ Personal reactions interfere with therapy fairly often, buc cherapisc 
is responsive when supervisor poincs ic out. 

2_-

1 -

Denies or resists considering chat personal problems or emotional 
responses may occasionally disrupt treatment. 

Personal problems chronically disrupt treatment and distort inter

actions. 

•lEv 
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28a 

SELF-DIRECTION OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Provide a brief description of typical behavicjr below. Use only pa-t of the space so the next suren-iscr can add » 
fisther comments. Place yo»ir inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behasicr is radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditioia aad label each descripKion vith i letter (A.B.etc. ). 
If you have insufficient infcrmadon to reach a judgment Initial and check the IN'S. INT . colurr.c 

Sup>cr\iscx's 
bit iab I 

INS. 
INT. BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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28b 

SELF-DIRECTION OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Rate yow desoipxion of the scale. You raay use any p>osition on the scale — you do ncx have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements, b idal yow mark. If you pro%ided descriptions relating to different cotxlitions. rate 
both descripdotis, initial aad label with the lener (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supiervisor's 
Inidab 

10 ^ 

9 -

Always seeking to expand knowledge and skills within and outside of 
g }- psychology; thinks of the future in terms of learning opportunities. 

Enjoys the learning process, is developing skills in a variety of 
required and unrequired areas that tend to center around a common 

— cheme or a particular job. 

Is enthusiastic abouc caking a variety of "how co do creacmenc" courses 
and praccica and seeks out new ones, but tends to resist additional 
work ia other areas. 

Wants to learn therapy skills, but doesn't wane co take on any new 
.task that might be challenging, threatening, or lead to possible 
failure. 

1 

CDes only the bare minimum necessary to "get by". 

Actively tries to avoid evf»n minimum requirements. 

"-x 
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29a 

DEALING WITH AMBIGUITY 

Provide a brief dcscniption of typical behavior below. Use only pan of the space so the next supervisor can add\ 
fiather comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the beha\ior b radically 
different uader different circumstaaces, indicate the conditions aad label each description with a lener (A, 9, etc. ). 
If you have iasufficieat infcxmadon to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. D\T. column. 

Supjerviscjr's ! 
b i d a b i 

INS 
INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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29b 

DEALING WITH A>£BIGUITY 

Rate yovff descipidon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - - you do not have to use the numbered 
marlo or the statements, b ida l yotff mark If you provided descriptions relating to different condidotss. rate 
both descripdons, initial aad label with the lener (A. B. etc. ) of that descripidon. 

Supjcrvisor's 
Inidals 

10 

Attacks very complex problems with pleasure. When unresolved, is 
comfortably able to let the problem "ripen". 

7 .. 
Usually confident, but may need help in dealing with an ambiguous sit
uation when a crucial personal/professional evaluation is involved. 

Is generally relaxed with ambiguous situations, but once a structure 
or solution is found, resists changing it. 

Gets quite anxious if a method for resolving the problem is not 
inraediately apparent, buc keeps working. 

Wanes the "right" answers from authority. 
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30a 

THERAPIST'S ATTITUDES AND RESPONSES TOWARD AUTHORITY 

Provide a brief description of rypical behavicx- below. Use only part of the space so the next sup>er\isor can add 
further comments. Place your inidab In the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior a radically 
different under different circumstances, indicate the conditions and label each descrit>don with a letter (A.B.etc. ). 
U you have insufficient infcirmadon to reach a judgment initial and check the INS. INT. column. 

Supjervisor's 
b idab 

IN'S. 

INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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30b 

THERAPIST'S ATTITUDES AND RESPONSES TOWARD AUTHORITY 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale - you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the rtatemeau bidal your mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different condirions. rate 
both descripdons. Initial aad label widi the letter (A, B. etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Sujjerviscor's 
Inidals 

10 ^ 

Therapist i s comfortable in own authority relat ionships and to lerant 
and understanding of the problems of others. 

7 ^ 

Can deal effectively wich authority figures, sometimes has trouble 
assuming the mantle of authority. 

Has fairly strong Initial tendencies to see authority figures as 
paternal or coercive, but quickly finds ways to handle these feelings. 

Quick to interpret actions of authorities as judgmental, frequently 
gets upset or resists, buc evencually works feelings through and 
responds appropriately. 

Passive-dependent, rarely presents own position to authority figure. 

2 -

Cannot break free from characceriscic hoscile seance or adversary 
role with authority figures. 
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31a 

WRITING REPORTS 

Provide a brief description of typical behavior below. Use only pan cf the space so the next sup>cr\iscr can ac. 
further comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior b radically 
different under different circumstances. Indicate the conditions and label each desa-ipition with a letter (A. 2, etc 
If you have iasufficieat Infcxmadon to reach a judgment iaitial aad check the IN'S. INT. columa 

Supjervisor's 
b tdab 

INS 
INT. BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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31b 

WRITING REPORTS 

Rate your descripdon of the scale. You may use any position on the scale — you do not have to use the inimbered 
marla or the statements, bidal yotv mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different coaditions. rate 
both descripdons, iaitial aad label with the letter (A. B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supjervisor's 
Inidals 

10 ̂  

The person comes alive. Dynaiaics, supporting evidence, and inconsis
tencies are shown. Alternative explanations, treatments, and prognoses 
are linked together in a systematic conceptual framework. 

Evidence is organized in a meaningful sequence to build a logically 
8—1~ consistent picture of the person — well-written, complete, and 

internallv consistent. 

7 ^ Report is clear and thorough and seems to follow a standard outline. 
The summary wraps up the pieces quite well. 

5--

2 -

Report covers essential poincs, but the total is somewhat lacking 
in cohesiveness. 

Much of the material is "Aunt Fanny" — accurace, buC if your Aunc 
Fanny were in that setting the same things could be said abouc her. 

Incomprehensible, ungrammacical, or illicerace. 

imt « ^ v 
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32a 

GENERAL TEST INTERPRETATION 

Pto\ide a brief description of typical behavior below. Use only pan of the space so the next supervisor can add 
further comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior b radically 
different under different circumstances. Indicate the conditions aad label each description with a lener (A.B.etc. ) 
If you have iasufficie=t informadon to reach a judgment mitial aad check the INS. INT. columa. 

Supervisee's 
b idab 

IN'S j 
INT 1 

_ 

BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 

1 

i 
1 

r 

1 
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32b 
GENERAL TEST INTERPRETATION 

Rate your description of the scale. You raay use aay position on the scale — you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements, bidal yow mark. If you provided descriptions relating to different coixlltions. rate 
both descripTdons, Initial aad label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supervisor's 
Inidab 

10 ^ 

Integrates tests with a broad base of other data, derives unified, 
clear, clinical profile that explains, predicts, and defines further 
exploration. 

Identifies consistent patterns in test data, relates these in detail 
to client behaviors and background. Makes clear statements about 
client. 

7 ^ 

Identifies general patterns in results, links with personal history; 
interpretations are accurate and relate to diagnostic questions but 

_sometimes tend to "cookbook" flavor. 

Statements made about the client are reasonably accurate, but tend 
to oe generalized or vague, and often are not very useful. 

1 -

Interprets test data as "truth"; little or not attempt to check on 
accuracy. 

Distorts and makes inaccurate scacemencs abouc cest results. 

^ 
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33a 

INTELLECTIVE ASSESS.MENT 

IVovide a brief description of rypical behavior below. Use only part of the space so the next super\isor can »dii ^ 
liffther comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the beha\ior b radically 
different under ciifferent circumstances, indicate the coaditions aad label each description with a lener (..^..B.etc. ) 
If you have insufficieat information to reach a judgment Initial aad checl: the INS. INT. columa. 

Sup>erviscx's 
b i d a b 

INS. 
INT. BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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33b 

INTELLECTIVE ASSESSMENT 

Rate yow descripxaon of the scale. You raay use any pwsition on the scale — you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the statements b i d i l yoxr mark If you provided descriptions relating to different condidons, rate 
both descripdons. initial and label with the letter (A, B, etc. ) of that descripdon. 

Supjervisor's 
Inidab 

10 ̂  

8 -

7 ̂  

Combines tests and observation into an internally consistent picture 
that relates cognitive style and personality. Derives specific 
predictions of behavior. 

Interprets Intellective functioning and associated personality charac
teristics from patterns of tests, subscale meanings, and observations 
of behavior. 

Knows quite a bit about intellective measures; interpretations are 
accurate on details, but don't present an overall coherent clinical 
picture. 

Gives and scores intellective tests accurately. Interpretations tend 
4 - CO assign people to a class and don't adequately present individual 

differences. 

Has trouble using intellective assessment tools because of internal 
conflicts about making judgments — may somewhat distort interpre
tations. 

Reaches fallacious conclusions because of major errors in scoring, 
interpretation, or stereotyping. 

0 L 

•X 
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34a 

APPROPRIATE HANDLING OF SEXUAL MATERIAL 

Provide a brie* descriwicn of rypical behavior below. Use oaly pan of the space so the next super\-bor can add \ 
futhcr comments. Place your inidab in the space ta the left of the incident. If the behavior b radically 
different under different circumstances, iitdicate the conditioas aad label each description with a letter (A, B.etc. ; 
If you have iasufficiea: information to reach a judgment initial and check the IN'S. INT . column. 

Supervisor's 
b i d a b 

IN'S 

INT BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
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34b 

APPROPRIATE HANDLING OF SEXUAL MATERIAL 

Rate your descripdon of the s<:a.le. You may use aay position on the sc:ale - • you do not have to use the numbered 
marks or the natements. b idal your mark If you provided descriptions relating to different conditions, rate 
b<xh descripdons. Initial aad label wich the letter (A. B, etc. ) of that descripidcm. 

Sup>ervisar's 
Inidals 

10 _ 

Has specialized knowledge and is highly skilled when dealing with 
_ sexual material; completely comfortable with all aspects and all 

types of problems. 

8--

7 r-

Picks up subtle cues and initiates dealing wich sexual issues, 
generally able to handle a wide range of sexual behaviors and 
fantasies appropriately. 

6 -Aware when sexual issues are pertinent; may show minor hesitancies or 
non-disruptive anxiety in relation to some kinds of sexual content. 

4 --

Able to see when sexual issues are important, but fairly often will 
hesitate or avoid dealing with them. 

Actively avoids dealing with sexual issues — 
defensi e. 

verv uncomforcable or 

^ 
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TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY COUNSELING CENTER 
FULLY APA-ACCREDITED 

PREDOaORAL INTERNSHIP IN 
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 

I *^-* 

f*^ 

In O '^VOf^ by 40v^~ frxyO* 9%m^% or* #HXM«>d to O 

and cor««* c<fc^***n9 »«VMC* <>g»-«»v ^̂  o mqrO' 
»X*»»nltv I«t«n9 Ai»«\vn««H. Con»i>W>aon O^d 
o u i f v o ^ . pTOQw^ dn^^n ond d v ^ ^ ^ . • • 1 * 0 ^ ^ ond 
o«m •MO- •'^tfon o»« oMe M V compon«<<o tf r « «v 

w»nrf<<p AA r w ^ OCW*«w 

pVl^^OtOQno J O ^ W bOM tomnQ o ^ bn'^ cD^v 
fTWrrigrto Of* ««0.^«d <* o i **»*r% h o « r - * » * * • 
TTVlCC «Qin«^ progvom « dr - * *op*d to K M W «^ 
dlMdwol inM«nk ifcA r«v>«%a ond 900*1 Tls* pnmo>Y 
goal ol (h« p»ogrom • 10 p>o»<d> o one v ^ » conv 

CdwcoMonol ^*vO>o«09y O n c t f ^lv<^o«09r « •«4oi«d 
<y«iO» v^dM^nq tf« »o*0'»<ng co»^^*- '0* COr««< 
cownM^ng/occuoovonol r«o»n^o«on p«v<^(^o9<e«/ 
rduC»tiOna« l«wng pwytfopotfMtoijr vx^MduOrt ond 
g»ouo €DwnM«nq ivd^no'rtn * d « a coi^^M^nQ #wonr. 
ond pfOCTiCum or ***d ptOC»»**«< 0# Oi *»OM iOO hOi-O 

» * « « ) M ^ M<p*nO«iO (mrwTv»T> ( i Q JOQl Ond t9 
ma»v »M*ed ( Cou»>#*n9 »nicr<a*o^ fc^w**! po»*on 

t** V -

- Nî  

ty tuC>««M«M)n wo»w^ and CCVO^t'*^ v^«-oc«on Krf 
fto*n( 10 oA^* e o ^ ^ t * ^ prvoofvd Con>p*t*«* ond 
CC'^dvnf *nt/y #«o <»*• *0** 0* O eO>^»***-^g 

In votft K'^^lte* *o«onon «odt r«»*n ond »v» » ^<^ 
Pnmo<V iuO*n'nO> Cr«o«« O <on*oa "»if» tP** Coo-
<V010* O* I'Otf^^ Cc^^OOnvno Crf iNt COni<oa rfXVX)* 
»(JN«K*»d 0 * * a W'^-C* (fc'^^-^dwOl/CocOM^ ond f o * ^ 
•» Co^^*>*>ng G»OuO Co»x»#*nQ ln«o*^ in»**v*rw-» 
(,rTte<^encv I n K * * mw-v^r-n ond Co**»***»9) to^^nq 
(lnd>vH9uO* ^wOe'VTVO^ ConM'iottOn/Untcr^«4i>rd 
ViP«i*v«taon m*««n ond W-^o ) w ^ tfo«w^ Modi>e kn-
t««n 9 ^ ^oc«c»n W<d«n< I fonng Mod>>V SuO*" 
«<v<y> (^ o ^onch^v« > u d « ^ CooKVotc of 1«o« înq 
*i^fW^/ln<»»w VJOOO^ GKX-O on a#»«»noi* —<••*» 
V ^ P«tf«-Ui«naf 0>iii«*Opwi>n«) AOnwM/OW* ond 
V « p ( y i Acw***^ 0 « ^ >M<»n9 ConwTWM-r * ^ > w ^ * 
ConMkAowm and O^>v*oc^ and CWni P*voofO*on) ond 
|^«-l«i<y(7\ lM«-ni o ^ •«4)D>d*d OI C0**09k^n ond v C ^ 
OOheV • * *» * » *«-M> M ^ V.^O»n< wr^ tv - O * on 
tr«e a-wc-n V »%>«<^o«on con b* or^mged 

( » K^WN*" 0«to*»d *«o»w>o«on *rgorO«^ tn* TT\<C 
»^^w^ prOg'O'n ond KT»ng p*«>o*« ' * ' * • "C m * ŵ wOe 
tf tf*^ b»off*^* 

<y^ lo^obt* in^^onc* co f o g g (m^Ocol w« long 

CW^od bV'^nAing AugwW 30 »««6 

loApphf 

po%»*^^ wOn^i r * ooofcto"on wxy«*<o** by hyxxyv 

»5 10fto to 

Cv««tf^ A. V * a ^ 0 
Cooid<ne«0' ĉ  Tio«w<g 
1*MH T•<^ l>w-w-vTy Coun»«4r<9 C*n««« 

r O 5oa 4 160 
LutoOock. TX 794O0^ iA0 

» Vottf^'wni c* »0.^ etwOOOOn^ tor vx«>-n«n« 
0^*«ni »io«VA '^ vOy» f « n » r««««waan ond K*»^* 
p««V>nol ond pp^fiwono* qoctt 

7 C*^»*^ *wo *"* * *os^ hon>* ond C^^ce W*»Cl»'Onff 

3 O ^ o a * i«^>»<nCKi <* o« **x>e'^«dwot# ond 
g t K X o t * *-^^ 

4 i m c« co^^\*^ w*»<^ —< b# oo^nptned by * ^ 
b«ig>-«-«-^ ft tr^ « ^ « « M W ^ but v 4 no* 0PP«O> On 
yOi^ 0.c*en< tronacnpi 

5 t«oooion» •«0»^ Ot WOM * V * * p-c^e^wono** >-*M) 
NyoT Otn*-v»o vo^ ocoOv^^ ond COk^^***nq p^ 

O*^ p»OCt<\Xn »IJO*'^'''»0<»'. '""•^ »***a'«n# 

C(y-^»doi«n • » r * •^••-n^nc inowid t o - » co«'>c»^*d 

<tv^p«ruyN p"<» •© • • begni^ng <̂  * » *^«-rV«c 

Ctf«dido*ci tf^owid »w<-p conx>*«ted a* •o»«>a* 
c p ^ t * ^ofc low-o^ r<» »» D •*CokX»**ngPw<y«o»ogy 

b left** »»on* yOK̂  oco<J*"*c <V-ponn>*n« ttota-<g ro* 
1 ) vow or* O »A.,<dmi y\ good WOncVng 7)vOVdOC 
K > ^ ouowyw^ rwor'T^'-oaonk ino,A9 be eon>p*rt*d 
<yx) y<K> * t t m o o o « propOM* w c x og ' *«J ucon 
by v<x* <to»p*-«anby #*e b*g*w>*<g <* • » •*••••* 
inK> w ^ 3* *ow o ^ *ncok^og*d to »»** o K^ • ' ' * * 
CO^XH*^^ p»v<r«J«ogr »^*'na^^o e«p**«mc* o« • « 
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' • • 1**m T*<^ Un»,.*-^«y Co^^H**ng Cf>^^ n o -<^vr-vt> » o * o g r ' W 
iuOpotv>g f»>r n»%tion ond pu'pos* c* I**o» I*C" Un-»>v*y K v o o ^ 
ve*vK* I 'Oi'w^ pfO^etMonoi d*v«4oon>«i"t »^d v>«(XVi <y^ 
r r^vo*^ the nuCC MOW opp«v i n * pnnopiet ond * * t tf ( a>«*Wtg 
ond P»ycr«ocn*>opy p«i<f>o*ogy ond «>dkXOt«n wi<v> fft« P«^^*it 
d *g»* * <rf pidf*tVCnat COTwrwrne*^ COn-o*t*ncy ond •*^pO>^4>My K) 

o ^ Wh^vnn *» ihe» ocodrvnc a>T*» ond p*<%o>̂ ]< d*»ttoc>^'*»^tf 

•To^>«<ng ! - .« . ' * i * n i « r w ^ erf wnn^«vrr t*»^nc*» orx) 

T^* TTUCC conwOw*** lo »<* d*v«4ocy^>*n« otf Moo*«<» gotf i by c»o-
« « d ^ *V* «0«0*'*>g l«»V«n OkMnVnvni ond r»<01OOQOr̂  Ĉ  C^Vfo*^ 
i*o«w>g *«o*'«*ncet »o» I M K d * fii3p>-ri<r» ^^on i r * ^ oo^#'*#w^ 
(onKAOtton ond pit>oOM«* owf*o(t t *o *oc\̂ Ky M < ^ oO'*w«M«of-<^ 
p*oonr*« ond PO^vno on b*«^o« 0* U\jOr^ n»»di or«d ' *MOV^ 

AA rM*grc< port Of f^* Tt\KC n v \ M y « w pty-^hon a0 o » * O o o o t f 
^***»n»^i^ » o w < g *«p*««vnc* •% Coh^«*««^ Kvc^o*ogy T»w v v w ^ 
p r o g r o m * * « * OOr* ^ b»*lld>t ond d*0(*t tf CM3*0 ptf^-anx^ t*( 
««C« ond p>og<Or*« to n U uud«na TV^ v o n N ^ p'O^VTt oMo p>o-
*^d*t can«rx«< WMWMOOon <tf p ro 'euoto l 0*nairr ond *<-w>gy lO 
k*<^or »4crft rK^^m odpt^>a voy«ng M^ ^ p^ociKt^^ wvdvno i n ^ ^ c t 

0»* W - o n ^ *ncos^og*d «0 OonK.^01* >̂  O* ry-igOw fcte>H t Ond Oppo 
*>^p»i« > of #«* co»x»*#*ng pUfitfMtogm « * * ftot^ r « «- w-r^^t^ ond 
prOCDO^n MO^W^ P^Mp^Orr* avAvo ond twCVOn ir«« FTUCCt COmnw 
r r w K> »*n«c* v o ^ w ^ p»c:rf*uona» dr«*«DCVv^*n« ond Kooon v^ 
' • f c *0 *^ ^ • > • OCC^*d b<**0ii*0^* *o*nc*^ 

mice MiocAAxi 

TK« rrXlCC prOkMOn o brood Oi«Oy 0* ourum^ina tf^onirTttord »•*•« 
rOco»*d >Or^ »*>T^ ax#^»**ng ond ptvOotfX'Qpy v o * ^ ^ oonki^io-
oon o r^ O k i * * o ^ *duCDaona( p^3gra^^^'>g and r^t" 0* •^'••'c*^ to #** 
rrXJ M^d*ni body T>«r«* wnMcn rxSuO* ««»-<ducrt co»^^«*ng and 
ptvg'0«f*»qOy grOuC 00«.r»**ng pyyCiOt^—'Opy ond wo*»jnop* 
CO • * • OCOd*'*'^ ond ^^COtJOno* CO*^****^ (^^Ai^ni^ ftQr-i^ WP^AJ 
conk^toeon <IB'•9̂  (oCLMy M ^ ^•^•ran* pt r feuonot vn.Or'^o pt>'T-<o 
ond lOOhAn (—•^•n OOP^OO'̂ Of*) C*.>**0<?» progonwrw^g 10 conxxrt 
ond CO*'*^,^'*^ r^Ofnog* •O' * '^ ond ^^ooonsr^ CP-^H* *^^ n^,^^ 
pTvC^OlDt^Oa' Okkr%tn^*n( n*-Mjtj*wjoon co>XO#*n); •yt^OpC ord tpv^rd 
•*odw>g Off^*- n^po TTUCC pfotyorr^ "XXO* 

Momog* ond fo^nAy Oi»'ii>lopm>nt C*nw« (WT>0 •* O COOO«'Ow* 
y'ton witft TTU ocod**^^ daponfi^jna ond • o wo***"^ c*n**> *c» 
grodoo** MMd*n«s m * v b««>0>i^O^ »0*nc»i —.#» r*v'X>-t « *<* 
d*po»vT**ni erf Momog* ond f o n ^ ^ ns*»opf <ocv*o**d by f>* 
A/T^i>VOn Auooooon orf l>*0»nog> ond 'orviAr T^r>«Or AA>«rO 
Co»^l^"On> m fhn d*ponrn*o« ond fcjO*»vtvOn Oy AA^MTT AopfO^i^^ 

Cw^of V«>*n*noo n cyoAjo** lO TTuCC »*<*•*» 

In—itf^O^tg^ A »<» O^V-'^Os^^ i«>*cnon« KrO fco» MC^ed &» wOiTî Kj 
pOrQp>^*ltoOnc' vO'kX***'* TTU *A>0*»X» CO* onO 0»* • » •"•©'"^OOOn on 

o - o - ^ v o# n o o » tcwQ^ oorAcJrooo^y 10 o " C A T W * - ODOI^ ooncr*» 

Tv<rt T«V Tnciti tt C^* TTUCC i»**c^^on« ĥ ŵvc* rM>« ^̂ o* <>i'v 700 

^**e^^^ CO»**»l* KSP*% on p*»Nono( *»*'p»-^ono< n>eO<0* O t O d * " ^ 

'•'ga* CO»**» ond Cnv» • 0 C M 3 V»jO*n«» ooi ̂  ond •v(«-" 10 me M->ei 
w x n Orf o^*« crio<* 

^wo^0Of^ tO" A*od****c tupoon V«v«on ( » > . l i ) L#o»n«^ C*n*** 
cntno r» #Tor>*nng ocod*»T^ pe' fo '^onc* ^ * i J o^f** -o***nocn 
r»w^-<fx^%*n OtX>o ond 'ndeo K>P*^ on oco<»v"^< »»*** wcr* O* Mn< 
K]»>^^ —m^^g **o(>ng «T«r*T<ont*>g oo««^«(^^^ »*v on«*e^ wr<^ 
o - ^ M**M rm>'og**'nm< ond o**^^ K I O O 

1 e * a ^ ond fvoA^oOon Cen*** pfv-^drt o >iO-(-Ty «rf •r%w^ M-«>^r\ 
ond <ontv<iot*ont »n<lwd<ng pe«M>no«/ptyC^O^ogKOl aJXl 
co-r**/acod**T«(/«ocooona«ou*\»n^ent O v ^ by L«onw-o*on od 
n^won* fimr^ prcrf«-kWOna« c#»i*<onon e«on^>->OMXn ond "O^^no* 
t e t M n g t e g GA(> 

Cw»«* h*t^Mw««yi W**<c*« • O Or-e«oo«^ p - o g o ^ oi'^^ed M>-O0 
rap(yx>ng ond » n e i y i » ^ l»>* TTuCC ttree- ••Oi*no«<r* "O^- 'on 
(.«««-^^«n boc^t ond |0*^no»\ Oh«»o«io«n * K I 

kw ĉwwy » * * • Cw»^i»>>>g ^•ogrom pnTrx***, »«^ed by •o^-^ed p o ^ 
p»tf«nwon(^ ef*<^ p»ooc»*-e cnwMonr* lO TTu #»*»«»^ wwdr^n 

^ ' * * * • l»0*«»*g progrom e«*«n kO*fv«»ed W^rw^ v ^ 
*«p*n#oc* to grocx^oi* ktViO*nn ** CO(^«**ng Piv«tulogy lAPA 
oc£/*drt«d> Cw^o* »»voy>og» ( A * A oca*dn*d) tducouonoi 
^ * < * W o ^ Mon>» ond forntf L * * (AVMf! -oco*<>t«d} ond o**#» TTU 
ocodew^ dvpow^^eno * mnnx^rn tf ten tp«<*c piocvco* w * o< 
»*«*d •OCT* **n^rw^ I * 9 pe'Vjnai/tOOOrf COk>^»**ng g>Ok4> loC*«o-
«»n LOT*** OCadenN<' i«C0(«'^0' CO^yn#*ng> opppoa'•VXe«v rwty 
groiXiot* wuo«i'v> t ^ ond » o * -"fn m» nucc ^od* »**T̂ n**» 

nUCC ln<»»*^i^ip T « « w ^ >»09«U'»' *nwoA.*d ** r«* p««rfmwonal OC 

Wo«o*i c* ir«* tfwtf-ntrwo tn* *M»-n» we«**» KTiedkA* »»opp«*««Tx>i**v 
OS »0*0«wt 

i. itf>*O^A»d0»-*oWn.4t*{O J O h o * * * / * * * ^ 
A W>>wdkX>'Co^C*lond>omrfyCo^x-te»ngQnd 

^*ytf<oe^*-oov < O ; 

l«*»*»g*ncy *r̂ o>«< lwi»*v«»—t ond Cntn ln«ei»vert*on 

(7 t j f .oK^^»y*< 
je-^-^ori «*tr> ^v*xyy Vip#n*v> 17) 

Con»kXoaon ond Un»C^ea>*d Vov-MhOn 
ln»*m o«^ i*no» VK^ ' -O^r^ MOO^«« (7> 
ln«in ond *^C1*W« W<Ov^ I i o r * ^ ModkAe (7) 
Vo«»'i*wori, <̂  ^OCDOL^n ^«jO*n« 
Coon»no«> erf t^ji^wig Me*<^>s / tnte-» Vjppon C^Ouft (») 
^ ^ * w o n a ( O*v»*op»-^#«r 
OpOOnOI Ao^OVCn 

<d Wppon Aci»xfiet (o-^ ho^.^/wee*k) 
A V ( ^ I'M < l»S (7) 
5 Conv^*;^* •Aeei'M) > 9 T.Oir«og ConwtTeeM » ( 
C Conv/»o^<y ond <>j-^n^ (P«o«yoi^ C>eve*oc)nN»-̂  o^o 

0 Cfc*"^ • • • p o ^ i c ^ '7-
C 0»c/*«)non' l * " ^ 
' OpnoxM Rotooon 

TTUCC 
K*»<OOOn 
C<r*«-*nc# 
Opoontf Koiowm 

fooon* (0 ' »o^% 
> A i J I f fO'n i^ Ce^**" 
'*C» * * ^ tQO#^ 

fcmxyrii A r ^ C<x^-tt**ng 

AtOde"^ O*oorv«ent ( • g *w<TO«agrl 

lubOOd> ***'>*o* '*«^>tf* Of'd »*r-'K» fte'OXtOTOn C**^^ 
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ICHCDUUD O l M O «fcV»C| 

tr^<>*<dMOrf/Co^»i>l ond ro«n*y Cown**«ng ond ^•yd'»0(h*«0pT App^oa 
*T<o«**r 1 i 3 0 hO»>l rocft «»**** w « b * H>*ni ** ongotf^g cCK^k«4og 
V h r i * l h * TTUCC pofccy t m o ^ t**»nco>#tt**ng(1 A te^wyn) ond tivt 
H od*^uo<* *o* t r « mofoniy cf TTuCC » * n n occovono*y o pon<u(o( 
0 ( » * «noif b * k**n lof o long** p*nod orf DrT« dw* tO lp*Ool need* 
( • g . ocJnwvtucfv* ««K>^ew tp*oa l <^*n< conc*«i /v*ocm«^) In 
l«*r« w « h o * * 1 ^ * OOOOntXMy to * n g o 9 * *» ttng »••»« fh**opy 

GfOMp CoMWMfcng ond »iyd^o*^«opr irMems or* *ncov^og*d lo 

foc*tOT* » co-*<xAioi* Of i*oM or^e growo *o(7t t*«nrw** l b * TTuCC % 
>rtwtlt* pOOutQi grOuC Ond wOrMnoO prOgrwn «xXX>*» 0%l««wyv IrO^-
* ig i»»^yw «norog«-^>*nt tf^*VI ond CHMHObOn tupporr. COuplet 
COrryrvmCOtOn t>KX> wO<TNe*> t O^Oreneu C<X^n*fcng oTM) fh*«Qp|r 
gfOuOk omongoch*^ >^<*rmo'* *nco^^og*d lo^wboi* (t^drw*4oo-
m*n« orf grOuOt ond wpntW^opt «« tf^*« O'*ot Orf "^^'f M o» • - * • Ot lO 

e«pond tf^*" fcnow*<*dg» <̂  groupt o r < wo«Hl^oo ^ co-tooMonon 
«»itft «*««or uorf* ond *od^ oir>*' 

ln»oM *rw*»v**>i>t (OC*^ ̂ T*n^ rt *ncoi.tfOg*d tO p o n o p o i * *^ VHOA* *%• 
t>.^»»»e»g on on o * * ' o g * erf flve* ^o^*n p** w^>** Th#-»* in*oA*» moy 
b * 0OndtXl«d v^df^ncvo^ Ct>-<ngcA* » t *om r«a«i« Ot d * w * d !>« 
goorf orf «otf* ymoA* WMV^VO*** •» to tx<d*rwor>d t>m 0 * m t p>e**nong 
CDT̂ COM k̂) 0»**t» cn* n«-rO to* l y c * <^ 0>^ Wh.»ce erf (na«v-^-«icn A ^ 
piOpnot* r*«*"iQ« •» !••*« 'TiOde ••i»'<*' M * ^ TTUCC <» orxj**** *Os^r* 
<* otw»ianc* TV># tfM*m »»x>y dvjov* to »^*« »** <n«o*Ne cWn* K> Nn cy 
h»» co***ood rf ipoc* •% Ch'Oriab** h o ^ * v ^ w^*-«» » * *nco<Fog*d lo 
h«*p v^«aKv hcx/^ O O * ' *oc^ — * • » lo a * v » tf^*m>eK^i lo go«^ r* t 

C w ' y n c y In io * * >n««N»v^w^ ond OtaA Wwe''**noo* Ai 4 tr«^* lOr i**>0' 
WOrff. «M**n» or* retOOna^Cii* tor orfl*' f x x o vtw-gencv M ^ V C * ! to ct̂ ea 
( > * n a ond occovorx>*v «-«>^Ouo*t wtw O ^ not ir>r" 0 * n o but Wî W 
*«Qh«* *nrr»ediot* cn*noon Onrt *M*n.e-won •e%ponvOMi*% Or* 
Othi^Wd by *0( t t ^ 1 * ^ t o ^ T ^ n ^ >e»>'0< w e * M erf d>*Cl *BPOV,r^ lO 
if^et* tenMcrt dhong (Te •^•(yjiof «-or* dcy A» 4 w\^ to* ve'̂ ior uc^ 
ff^ tfM**n n 0^"0y» <XtOn>pOn»*d bf OnOC^*" >*no WO/f iTten-^e* tor 
irw-t* »*<vtcy^ 1 .̂1 e'-^-g^-XV k*"*^* P*nod *«i*odt* 'On»5o "» w f i 
o r̂  o^ w***»doyv one o» day on •<»•«»ndt 

Ak»*tMTten( Ttse TTUCC v*e—^ o%k**w^*n» (p^yd>otog<o> £<>•**»/ 
OCOd*n*C/NOCOt>Ono> <y-V<>9^ leor-^-^g OwbiAry ( l iO) **C ) (» O 
necc-hk^y prOC*Oh^* -^ ir«otm*n« V x * tne TTUCC prwnonly prf>inOr\ 
if<KI •*-»« ccKcn*«-ng •% deptn ptytro<o^o« f * « r g •» »*H'Qw*ntv »* 
Q̂ >>e<9 int*>rv or* *»&*c i *d ond *'xeK^og*d fo V** •omxy o*te»» 
rw«M »*.*n«0»** ond proCC^Xret w<^en ooCOprw* tO W«>0«ne«i ond 
i»^rw^ V«Ode 'emoM', cnfcrwneni orxS I L O ovtetKne*x p'OCv^.r*> 
» * COn>id»red wtO r o * ^ * * "n —0«»rf^ •»'*n o CO*«"g* »«>^>*^ 
pop«»o«y^ C*or''X)*** 0* »»eo>-'*n<»y vned **»*n«or»*» or* me M«X>V* 
Oft X « yy^ C**V M^-P^ondCW Kesj»o-p*ip<^o»o^co*o*v»-iWT>eni»» 
tf«0 *«ed »»*<Jwe'''«N me TTuCC n e<KOPe<» —>#* Koni^od A*-*on 
Oe-^e- Ge*to»i Vot ion Ofn l*nnon O e y Oo* AeotV^ Ve<m**r 
Mkerwyv KO*** l<x>»X3 Aj^rxivo V / * * ' * n g lrx)*a ond Or'̂ e-

ma>nog* Ky"*» or>d '*«ot<imno co^*^***^ T**» iro*-w>g mod^>* •» 
d*vgr>*d W prO«nd* 0(»«0r>C«d ' * v * * * 0«d ip*C*C *«porw** W>n 
• ^ W> | h * fr«-» lOCKnl » * 0 1 '»>* ln<e»« o«^ PrOCKXXn )*ud*n( Trotf^ng 
Modut* t devgn*d lo pro<nd* yv^epfn *ocvi on ipecrfic l o p o Ood^ 
n^CKKAn or* P<onr̂ ed ^ rvtportt* (O UOrf* i><>dt Or>d OAO* W * i * * ^ 
to yH**oa wtfh o l * * * *h orf TTUCC prO***WOrX)* MCrf» on o '-^***ir bOWk 

(wpen^tion erf r̂ocdCĥ rft V w d * ^ f̂ ** TTUCC hOt on »Kten^.t »o«w>g 
prOgrom oi m * pr*doaOrol procnCb̂ T̂  I«>.e4 IrwefH hovv IfN* oppo*-
n^Vfy to >WP*rvn* Or>* (O V « * * *ntry te<r*l tO Odo^nced >*•**< prOC-
t^i^n ktud*rHt fcom W n u »<-M3n of Cay* * *ng Piy<9>o>ogy CV«Caf 

Pvychoiogv (bod» APA'Oco*dn*d> o n d ' o Cdwcooono" »tv«^o•ogy 
Sjpen^rvon (t o lwC>*n>n*d *«p*n«nc« 

P«o**w»onai C>***top****r« Ome> profetMyx]* dr"*«oprTNe^ ocvw*t**i 
ncVjd* 0(i*r>ding ifOin*^ {>*v*n«otKX4 (y^-houi* ory] *« * ^ O*pon 
rr^eno Orf P^ydVM')' •̂ Orrie ond 'omrfj L>* lduco«or>o< •»»<^a*09y 

Co>>«*«^ Pwd>oiogy o ^ Cw^<ol ^vcryj<09r> pro'*»wono» meenrig* 
ond Of-̂ OIKKW ieO<*»^ O^ *• "XXA* pfOCWX^n A A M H OCC'*Ot*d 
(0<^^*-»0r«« *» ir^ n u 0*pOTr->*ni crf norr^e ond ' o ^ i ^ L'e AAA^ 

opp'Owed iuo*nwvor^ and oop<yx*"«**t H> N^**-P*nono* gro—** </>d 

d e v e o p r r * ^ * « o w ^ y<»>Mdw<« r^-opy totoK or o« •*goxrf c*n«en 

Op<iona< lUMOttona for •OCT' ***n«ttei crf ^we-nmo eoC^ •ir*-'^ no* 
me opKjn lo «o'>e*''<^<e «o to to^^ "yx^^ ĉ  ••» o» n ^ w * * » v 
tcneOk/e e» on optor^o* <o»oto« T»*e gtxiK ^Owrt O C T « < * ^ ond 
e««oKx>i<in o* *•» op«or>o* "0*0*0^ o** o>^e^n^ned by me ^xem o r^ 
mew P»«̂ y>'> Vip** ' '^^ "-m me O^MC* ond co"^**ni o» r^e C o o 
<Vx>to tf t r^rw^ f^e nucc •tOP*^ icon *Me-*0*»-^ing on OC«>no* 
iOto«y^ • 'O11 "OI »Myd ** iec : *^ v (^ rie *Me** » potent^ Kr«*<fc>* 
(ve* p'*««tov/i poge* 

f C» form*' rtormowsn fegofOng Adnw^woove or>d V.*ppOn A<W«i* , 
ft«-k*0'<^ O p » o ^ ( ftoto«on, o otne> Kted oct*ni»» p*eo** -***• o 
me TTUCC ^eooacFOi tr»*-^ii^o tyodvr* or COTMOCT me Coord-xjTo 

crf TfOm--^ 

TMt j rn i f *o 

1e>et l*d» Unf^^wfy (MOb*v^*d *> 1973 Te«o» I*cr Ur«»*e^ry ono 
the 1*>oi I*<n \y»s>e-vry »*eo»m V»*n<« Cer^** comp^'te c ^ Crf m * 
l(X^ rrOfO iX^niyrvoe^ *^ f*>Ot V*UOted On 1 .flOO OC/* CO'~«XA ot O' 

otwuO* tf 3 300 • • * t TTU no. «• CoAeget o Ood-o ie Vr«o< or>d r 
icroO crf LO'- nuMiC ^o* KJNOOH O* »**^^Ort NwrWM) WxjrmoCy Or̂ d 
AAed H^-om UrOefg-odMor* Oeg-eei ore <^*-*d *» o-*- ' ^0 pre 
(/<y«« rrx^e I T ^ * 00 grOCX>Or* Pfg"** * Or* C^*-*d *> O-T- TQ prt> 
g o n ^ n u Cx*'»*«fV N « 34 000 vfuoe^o ^ 400 *o<x«y ond 7 X C 
i i ^ rT**TOen Tt̂ e î Tr^e-vry N j \ Oeen otfocrv^ on e<r*ovr^^ 
p«̂ *̂<>e' e* »*otio»x^ •**-»t Vro«on n K*** occrecXed by me i^/tf^e^ 
A^toooion Crf Co*eget or>d ScToon or< ^ ' 

by»<-^»w^ iwoe-^won -.nft F-w**^ V*p«—*wor tne v>oen»non tf -^e-n* 

A CV«dwCI*d Or^ O •*^k>ony K * ^ x » e d -X>«<XiO' bOW* b» nuCC * * n O 
M < ^ ^ ' * 0 0 ' *C* '^ *H^ond l<e '>ve0^vCnotog»n^ Ie»o t V-Oe^-'-von 
by Cfcn«^ fc^e.^re*'^ ond o Apo^o-ed V-p*n**on erf AA/.«n n o*%o 
o..onoc>** Cocn ^n.^-* no» m-e* P-v*xyy Voen-vy* (erne eocn 
te-^^rttet *ototon: ond c ^ C O O K V O ' ^ S Voe-vno- (Co««>no»o crf 
1,0-^.ngt dwrw^ H ^ r e o £>-« ' OC»>e-votOn CO m«-OC^ OuOO Ond 
•>x>eo lOP*^ o ^ me o-^-xxy mod*^ ^ wpe'v,vo'^ lr«te-n« con OKO 
<On«aei •<> OdOKXXJ* v-cw-^von — m ome- wcrf* ond o d ^ x t i-on-r^g 
w<^ l o o p«yT«c\X» ^•x-ope^/•x modoMy » »yo* c* c w ^ co^e-^ 
l e g nyprM>w» -o rwsg — m me U O cw-« e«< i I»XA mprv 
p t n t O - b * ^ t o QwOfctv K^w-^von * ~ M ond con-*x* K> expand 

l i O * * ^ AUJLII-II* I ^^e-n» o e • * 0 * ' * d W oriend bom m * Intern ond 
V » w V ^ tr^-^-ng MocK>e (7 nr» / * * e e * ) ond me ln*e^ or^ PKK 
^n^ V w d « ^ 1.0»w^ i-ocfc^e (7 •*% / - e * * J »>sr t o " * - convm o* 
HMV/T«r« rnodk>n gro^O CCX^nte«og OO**- OCOO»-^ ond *OCO««no» 
c o ^ n v e * ^ HXXJ -^ -^d^'duO piyc»>ome-opr p^^e^wono* n w e t o«d 

tuMKK* v.fft o pop^Aon<y^ crf c -̂e- 700 000 UjbboO a >*<ogr^xed c* 
one c* me Kwirw g o - ^ ^ own *» me nooort Uxoted o'op me 
coc^ocv <* me V e « te»o» »or*ond» u>oOoO ^o* or' e»<e*e-: 
cwrote - - tn o ^ 3 510 N O ^ (O OW< erf » 0 deyŷ ) <rf »wn»'̂ ''>e r-*n» 
y « o T^< CWTXjte 1 d'v o-e-oge onrvxj* -oir^o* n or*f l fi -xr^ei Tise 
ofy w^ 330 rrde* - e w erf Oo*o» 310 mAei rx>v»**^i c *vMin ond 
370 "Wie* vo^meoM erf A*>uOwe-OL* o^d Vjnw Fe i * - e ^ nx^o 
OiTWx-t or. rwe^UO^ Ov/One ond HX» U i hp^r^-Ort m o e U A O O ^ 

e<»Ay occeivbr* to wo-e* 

fv f»X»* •OT'^iO ""̂ ^̂  <^» Ve\* teaO« a>r*^e (bw« *%peoo*» ^o mo*e 
. « « » e r H o O luoboo c^eAo ••d^ wor^0*endcrf ^o*o*o«v ve»ie-« 
cvAtor* cyxS e»oten>e«« ftev<*o V>wm PV>n» e-e'xi •XVtfV <r** coo*-
<^t «Od*Ot me Ve** te«0* Opnr CDwn«nr ond - • * « * • " dorxjng 
- « n c m o i tfxy«»% ord or'T'Odrio "OC*! le«o» 1*d» ̂ •••••e'-viy orxJ me 
Ci»y <̂  lubbOdt bom p'0-<0e C<XX«-H Oomot< prO<fcXTOrH o 
,p«i^.e^ W^-\ goAewe* ond rrx^eN^-n <0 »** »por<» rr^r^Sed lenr.* 
ond "ocxxmboi tocAnei ory p»e-M'*̂ > - o * * * »^--% * n ^ » 371 -oo* 1 ^ 
H*> VlT'ng* loA* ond m o - »»-*n err (*eowd KJ * K ^ i ^ 1**<KK> » 
c,,^*T»fv »o e-cr**"^ • • e * • - * .<© ond Cĉ CTOdo *»w-evy^ 'c^ «yne 
\\Afbor*- »<yeo«*M be<K^ «•»-%*» •r̂  porxj-O"^ o^d ••<^>» <OK»'*d * * 

file:////Afbor*
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H**0*l W*/* 
'^TP^W •>•• 

i«a«i *—r y- I K . 
•HAH*/* 
I « 0 • • a * * ^ 

•*-t tMW W»-i-W» 

< y ^ » e m i » Mia « ! • 4 ^ . ^ — - . I«0 
1*0 
Ceo 

* «M^ ^ 0 

•h 0 a • * i 

• t • » » . t« • * M 1*0 

0- *a»4 « ^ «kO 

tM«»^mea* «»P 

• W M M A hw« left 

W«eO i ^ " -o 
• ^ » • • • f l « 0 
n* *^ * i AiMkpt * o 
iMa^AMta* *>0 
* » l p M « 1^0 «»> < 
C«rirvhM* left 
C^» 1 •»• X t Mtft 

C<xxu*«n9 Center 

P.O. 6 O A 4 1 6 0 

Lut>b<Kk. TX 7 9 4 0 9 - 4 1 6 0 

FULLY APA-ACCREDITED 
PREDOaORAL INTERNSHIP IN 

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY COUNSELING CENTER 

^ v 
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TGCfiS T€CH UNIV6RSITV 
COUNS6UNG C€NT€R PRRaiCRG 

l*"* T«M» T«<h U(*(«r«v Cour»««n5 C«vw K ofSrtrg pfocoeum «ip«rt«n(« (e l r t«r«s*d <*Y( 
qualiAw) gra^jot* a u ) * n a m itw helping pnlmstoni. 1>i« C « « « oAwi o v o M y of prookM uMch 
•/KO«Kp<m UudWuKol ond ntyvoodWoot^ laonMnQ. 

T>M Car (« ' t prooiaim ouigonwcs (>«pw>d upon <wv«c« n**<»i »>d (>«• nM<M/* INs of (tw i^splKorc. 
Ul« d« i r« to mcMbo(hOtf«wv«c« provtatonQOote and l>Mlnc)Mi»ua<«tudw«'tnM<)> for Dointngwid 
cipwtanca. Hra prafarancc H g>Mn I D dooon]! lawl t^ipkconcs. 

IndhAAxil ond group prooxvn su>«vl«on It conduciad bv UcanMd ond CoOfWd Piydwlogtss CTaias 
S(oc« Board of Cxomlrwri o> Piydtologhts): bv CartlAad Mertlog* and Fan<«v Thorophts and fV>|yo>*d 
Sup«<s*ion(Hm«ncan fHiodooonof MoiT«09*ondforNly Tb«rc^3y) ond by odwr CounscUng Cc/<«r 
Roff. T*om thpanWon K uolttcd In mtoln procOco*. 

Xh» Un»MnKv Covnscknq Carcar ofVars IraMng eo prof«tsional auderts m th« orvot of rcioiooon ar>d 
s j « t s fnonogMTwrt, oSMRion troMr^ uxynan's Inucv twclght mcryigcmart. oodrxg c)l«>rd«n. 
dyi lcao and laomlng daat»liDc«. knogcrv. 'vp'^odv pivdwpfvfologkal dKordan, humon icnxiMv. 
a>n« monogcmart, <ar«ar cotxnctng. ooodcrMc s U h (ourvckng. pw^onol / lodaf ooumcMng and 
(h«rapv. inar<(al/tamNi^/rclaoontfilpChcrapvand*rfion(*ma«.aynnKmcoOon tfiWv crtm 
IrccrvenOon and lodcl stt l i buMdMg. T>« group prootcum con Indud* fodMoang bodt s n x i w d ond 
unso\xb#«d groupi. dcp«nd«r« upon the appAcorc's tmfcilr^ and cxp«n«nc«. 

Th« Ccncar has obscrvccton rooTa ond >^d»oCap« fodHOcs for mining. 

<od> UntvcrsKv CouracJmg Cc/«cr proatOKTV Ks p r v u ^ l K e t ond ot>t«<0««s or* d<«Jlt>«d b«louj 

0»n«rei ^rocdONn 

PrwaQuMic: Dcporuncntol Base SMKs Pnxtkum or Tad>rlquet In Courvalmg or •qi^volciY 

Ot>t«<X>v«: Ocv«lcp<ng tHH m orv co<T*>lnacion of d>c proctimc or«os kscd b«lo>u. a t 
dctenrarwd bv th« prwBcum oudcrc tupcrvtior and »eni«c« n»«dt. Thij prococwn 
oAwt br*odm. la&mi than ipadoMiotlon. of octMcv 6qp<n«nccs or« corranammi* to 
Iha aud*r('< boMng. previous cipcrtcncc. cotnouorl. ond obMitv to "laam by dolng-
m o S^MTvHad wton^ 

Cof*Ai, A<od«n4c orvd Vocobonol Co^*u«Bng Proetkvm 

Prcr«<4u>sK«: Ocv«<opmcr«al BOSK 9 « S Prortlcuni or TKhntqucs m Counseling or eqi^valarc 
cip«n«nc«: O M T M m wxotlonal theon^ or gkMonc* WormaOon nn/«e. fl tenii»or«v 
^u«^ vocoOonol M c r e a Inventories (e .g, Soong<ompt>eJI Inerest Irventon/. Koder 
Occupadonaf Interest Sovev. ecc) dcsirat>le. 

ObfeaNes: D e v e l o p ^ tf'K m the follo>uing oreos: Issues m vocoOonol CDurseUr^ test 
Merpretaoorv oveer l r tal«i . one conceptuailtotkxv dedskyvmoWng. goota-
dcymeoam fon^kon/ <u*h Ihe DhOorKyv of Occupodortol TUev the Occupooorvil 
Outfcx* Hcyxtbooli <n) od<cr se*-hcip mocertols; toTOortv <"">* Issues of test oratecy 
o v l scudv 4ets^ or>d fomMoncv uiCh <or»er issues tor women. 

^redtcum In eenoTMl/So<M Couwelng 

Ptereqi*slte: C>epa(tiT<ertol 6 o « SWH f>io<Ilcun> or TedWques In Coi*i»e»ng or t»dv*3ue-rekited 

course or equr.o<ent eipenence: course »̂^ pe«w>no*tv *>*"V or eqi«wolent 

Ot3(e<iiv«s: Oeveloptng iMIs In the Mloutr^ weos: lrtc*« Irtervtewmg. cose ooneepcuotoooon 
w ^ tr»aun»rt goal letting Iheropeuck techniques ond itTOIegles m Interventkxv 
IndMduof cov^•«lng ond nte-pla^ng. 

• ^ 
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Procdcum In Craup fodfcobon (Stnrclwred ortd/er Unstrvctured Groups) 

Prenc^ulsJte: Oeportmervol BosK SMHs Proctlcum or Tedtnlques m Coumekng or equ»Kjer« 
opertence. course m group theory. Ihexopv, dynamics or tetfvUquev 

Obfeccives: Developing sMta in the toUoujIng oreos: MMvbuMdlr^ <yv> toplccri youps ord 
uiortishops, progrom corKeptuoUiotlon ofrd p t a r v * ^ 9xou« co-fatwtotkw. tedv«gues 
orti strategics of todUtoclorv tole-ploylr^ development of group kvmot. Groups 
offered cvnencly at the Center Irtdude: Interpenond ^ets. lelcamtlarv ossertlon. u^cigU 
monogemenc. couple convnunlcotiorv blodi (women's ouxirencsv utomen't support 
groups thests ond dKsertoOon support group, humon tenxjNty. courtscWig 
or^ Iheropy 

^racriorm In Morrloge ond femJ^ TSe/o^y 

Prerequls**: Depa>tme/<al BOSK SU«S Practicum or Techmques In Coumekng ond o course \n Bosk 
Momage ond Family T>«cropv theory orvt tedmiquei; txKic relciOofahIp comnuikoclon 

Ob^ecthiei: Developing «d«s m morVol. tomMy ond rclotlarship Iheropy or>d eofwncemerv ond 
scant therapy orv) er'^orKement. 

Pracbcum In MmMaraboA of Ol i l i Services 

Prerequisite: Deporbnentof Basic ShUs PtoOKwn or Tectwiques m Couroekng or equtodent 
opertence An Interest regordbig CTtols Intervention Issues and strategiev 

Obfecttvcs: Developing i»«*s m the foaou*^ oreos: therapeutic Issues, techniques, and strategies 
In aisM Werve/viorv proyom concepcuoNtoclon and plannir>g Irt trcilnlr>g Interdange 
vcArteers for deokr>g uMh different tvpes of coKv training In supervision of 
Irterthonge vohxveers. fomMiorVy u^th rescxnes ond referral procedures, ond 
0(*titnMtratK« tas><s. 

Practtcum In leomirtg Center ( P J L S X ) 

Prerequts«e: Dcportmentof Bosk &i«s Pioctxum or Techniques m CouroeAr^ or eqKvolent 

Objectives: Developtr^ suns m the foHoulr>g oreos: progrom design m study ilullv r»o<*ng. unong. 
moth, test onoecy. ome morogement. ond other reloted lyogromK Irtc^es. 
assessment, ox rac ib^ students m leoming strategies: conc^xtlng uorlohops and 
smoll (youp dlscussors In the obove ocodemic programs orxJ admlnlstjoOon ond 
supervision of the learning cer«er lob ( P A S S ) . 

Pioctkum In Supemfaion 

Prerequisite: fV^wiced yoduote staying u«h dentorstraled co<T\pelerx» m tpedAed oreo of 
st«>en.4s>orv fVeos c»e fcrtced Co coreer. ocodemic ond vcxadonol counseVig. structvcd 
youp todMoOorv odTMntstraaon of olsls servkev or>d (.earning Center. 

Otijecllves: K»nr^ s«»s m wtous superv«sory modets ond techrtqwes lnd«*ng teom opproodi 
s^penwon. WerpervyMl Process fWcofl. role-ploving. »**ootope and au(*ocope 
fevteuiik>vM>sip«vlsia>\ oljservooon of other theroptscs. oor<iu*otlor\ ease rcvieui. 
COM notes ond drsarsdon of ethlcDl Issues. 

Coxrad Ptoc«icum/Tioln««d<lp 

» the proctlcoe Ibted above do rwt meet the neecH of o student, or r the ttudert Hon ^ 
mlergioduoce or lod<s prerequtsse experience or oxrseuorV. the student moy request o oortjoa 
proctlcum or corcoci ook^eesNp u«h o mc/T*>er of the Counseling Center stort for on eipenence » « e d 
to chelr reqi^remercs ond quoliAcoclons. 

H you ore In4ere*led In e CAue«lng Cent*/ prodicum: 

I . Corcu* ii(«h ond obtom the untien coraent of yoi.» deportrmertof proctlcum supervtsor on the 

oaochedfomv 

E fnrol In o deportmertof prcxDoxn course. 
J Su»wt«OStc>teme« rf your prevloursrelevor* experiences ond/or relevcjnt cou»VKi«iluOie nome. 

ad(>ess on} Celeplxyw njirbv of o departmentol reference: ond the oooched oppacotlon fomi to 
Cv««No VIWs. Coordmotor of Tn*r«r,j. On».erslty Counse*nq Center. 8 1 * U>«t Hod 
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Dote received 

Stofl Acteptonce 

Supei\4sot 

Kx UCC use 

T€XnS MOi UNfV€ftSnV COONSaJNG C€NT€ft 

npp4i (o6on for Procticufn 

Dote 

1. Nome 

8. Present Address Zlp_ 

Groducte tVogront Depoftment 

SpedoMty ^ e o . 

Veof DoOorol Mosteri Telephone. 

5. Prev«owslnstXuclons/€ducotioft 

IrstCuOon Dotes ^tended Mc^or Degree 

4. Deporsnercol Proctlcum Supervtsor lira be: 

SignaCure / Proctlajm Supervtsor Dote 

Sigroture /Proctlcum AppUont Oo<« 

S I om Interested m the fo*ouA>g proOkWTi (neosc mdkotc) 

Q General Proctlcum 

n Corecr. AcodemIc and Voootlonal Covx«ellr>g Proctlcun 

D Perjonol/Sodol Counseling Ptoctkwti 

D Group fodHtotlon Pioctkxm 

D Momage < « ) forn*^ T>>eropy Proeoam 

O Crtsts Wervercion Ptoctxvm 

D teaming Certer PrtxUOLTTi 

D Cor<roct Prootom/Topic . UCC i*)erv<scx 

D Cor«roC[Tralneeihlp/Topic UCC Sop«rv4«)r 

6 PracaamTVneCommrcmerc (P^ease ln<#cot<): 

_ _ l e s s t t w n » O I » s / u > c lOhrs/uA; lO-JS hrs/>iA. o v e r B O h n / u * 

7. Scn^ester of Proctlcum (Please IniAcote): 

__Su«TYT»er Session I t. __Spr1ng Sessiort fo* Session 

6 fVip«coclonOeodhnes: fo« Semester—May 1 

Spring Semester—Oecemt>er > 

Stxnmer Sentesters—May 1 

Lote cvxilKooora wit be cocrsidered bosed upon the mu«uol needs of the OCC ond oppHcort. 
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Cover letter to peer reviewers 

Sigmund Freud, Ph.D. 
1311 Boston Avenue 
Lubbock, TX 79403 

Dear Dr. Freud, 

In an attempt to better educate psychologists-in-training, the 
Texas Tech University Counseling Center (TTUCC) is implementing a 
new training procedure designed to give our trainees some real-world 
experience. We are asking them to submit a report in which they 
describe a client's presenting problems, treatment goals and 
procedures, accomplishment of those goals, and future treatment 
goals. In their future professional careers, these trainees may 
need to submit such reports for insurance purposes, and these 
reports will be evaluated by their colleagues. It is in this area 
that we need your help. We are asking licensed practicing 
psychologists in this area to evaluate our trainees' reports. Not 
only will this give the trainees practice in a procedure which they 
may use in their future professional careers, it will also give them 
a chance to have their current work evaluated by a professional not 
affiliated with the TTUCC. 

We anticipate that this should take no more than a half hour 
of your time, and would provide invaluable feedback to these 
psychologists-in-training. You would simply need to read through 
one report and provide feedback on the treatment provided. If you 
would be willing to provide this service, please sign the attached 
page and return it in the provided. 

Thank you for your consideration of this training project. 

Sincerely yours. 

Cynthia A. Villis, Ph.D. 
Training Coordinator 
Texas Tech University Counseling Center 
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Enclosure to Peer Reviewer Letter 

I would be willing to read and provide feedback on a client 
treatment report submitted by a trainee of the Texas Tech University 
Counseling Center. 

(Signature) 
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Cover Letter to Past Interns 

Dear , 

The Texas Tech University Counseling Center (TTUCC), as part of its 
ongoing self-evaluation process, is contacting its past trainees to 
get their retrospective impressions of the training they received at 
the TTUCC and how that has impacted their current performance. We 
hope that you will take this opportunity to give your honest opinion 
of the training experiences you received at TTUCC. We consider all 
feedback to be very valuable. 

Thank you for your time in filling out this questionnaire. 
All individual replies will be kept confidential. 

Sincerely, 

Rolf Gordhamer William Carter Cynthia Villis 
Director Assistant Director Training Coordinator 
TTUCC TTUCC TTUCC 
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More data was collected during the fall than during the spring 

semester. There were twelve practicum students in the fall and only 

seven in the spring. In addition, the Coordinator of Training, who 

was the person primarily responsible for training evaluation, began 

the process of leaving the TTUCC in the spring semester, and it took 

some time for the evaluation system to be reinstated. Because the 

evaluation system stopped and because data collected on other 

trainees was not collected on the interns due to a misunderstanding, 

the interns were asked to fill out a packet of questionnaires at the 

end of their training experience. This packet consisted of the 

Rosenberg scale (retrospective pre-, post-), the SQ (retrospective 

pre-, post-), and a modified version of the past intern 

questionnaire (rather than the TTUCC Internship Evaluation Form, 

which is fairly lengthy). The interns were asked to fill out a 

packet of questionnaires over a short period of time, rather than 

being able to gradually assess their experience across the fall and 

spring semester as originally intended. Thus, the revision was 

intended to collect the essential information while being short 

enough to ensure the interns would complete the forms. However, 

this series of misfortunes seriously dampened any reasonable 

interpretation of this part of the data. 

This appendix will present instrument results that were not 

addressed in chapter 3. 
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Trainee Data 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale 

There were a total of 11 pre- and post- pairs of Rosenberg 

Scales returned. In addition, 7 questionnaires without their 

corresponding pre- or post- pair were returned. The unpaired data 

were not included in Table 1 (p. 67). The three interns filled out 

the pre-questionnaire retrospectively. 

Supervisee Level Questionnaire 

There were 11 pre- and post- pairs of SQ's received. In 

addition, 6 questionnaires were returned without their corresponding 

pre- or post- forms. Table 2 (p. 68) contains the SQ results 

without the unpaired data. The pre- questionnaires filled out by 

the interns were retrospective. 

The Wilcoxon test, as well as a t-test for correlated means 

(alpha=.05), indicated there was a significant difference between 

the post- and pre- group. However, when the data from subject 5, 

whose overall scores showed the biggest change, is taken out of the 

analysis, the change scores for the rest of the subjects become 

nonsignificant. This same subject's scores also affected the 

results on the autonomy subscale. 

Training Modules 

Nineteen modules were evaluated. There is no data available 

on how many trainees attended each module. It can be seen from 

Table 3 (pp. 69-70) that most of the means fall in the high (5-6) 

score range. The few exceptions (Psychopharmacology, relevance and 
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presentation; Psychodrama, relevance; and Minority Counseling, 

presentation) are above 4.5, still indicating a positive outcome. 

Written comments from trainees about modules with lower means or 

wider variance of scores are contained in Table 15 (p. 269). 

Intake Review Checklist 

Seven pairs of pre- and post- measures were collected in the 

spring. In addition, ten pre- measures were collected in the fall, 

but that data was not included in Table 4 (p. 71). A third-year 

doctoral student in Counseling Psychology scored the intake reports. 

The Wilcoxon test did not indicate a significant difference 

between the pre- and post- group, due to the small sample size and 

to one trainee performing more poorly on the post- measure than on 

the pre- measure. However, the Wilcoxon results are close to 

significance, and the effect size indicates a non-trivial difference 

between the groups. 

Practicum Goals Evaluation 

Three forms were completed and returned. There was great 

uniformity of results. Descriptive statistics of this data are 

contained in Table 16 (p. 270). 

Trainee Expectations and Goals 

Individual written comments on satisfactory elements, 

unsatisfactory elements, critical incidents, and suggestions for 

improvement can be found in Tables 17 (p. 271), 18 (p. 272), 19 (p. 

273), and 20 (p. 274). 

^ v 
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Past In tern Questionnaire 

Five of these quest ionnaires were returned. The previous 

in terns were asked in what professional a c t i v i t i e s they were 

cur ren t ly engaged, and how much time was spent on each. The 

a c t i v i t i e s are l i s t e d in descending order based on amount of t ime 

spent on them: 

I nd i v i dua l therapy 

Group therapy 

Assessment 

Teaching 

Consultation 

Training and supervision 

Program development 

There was a tie between the amount of time spent in assessment and 

teaching. There was little engagement in such activities as 

research, evaluation, or administration. With few exceptions (one 

in teaching, one in research and program development), the former 

interns stated their current performance was adequate to good in all 

areas in which they were involved. 

The respondents were also asked in which areas the TTUCC 

training experience had most effectively prepared them, and in which 

areas they would have liked more preparation. All respondents 

listed individual therapy as an area in which they felt best 

trained. Other areas in which at least three respondents felt they 

received good preparation were assessment, group therapy, marriage 

and family therapy, and consultation. These four areas. 

^ 
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particularly assessment, were also those in which at least two of 

the respondents desired more preparation. The areas in which the 

respondents felt the least prepared were research, administration, 

budget preparation, and personnel selection. 

The former interns reported a range of answers regarding the 

types of client populations with whom they are currently working. 

One respondent works in community mental health, another in a 

hospital, another with religious professionals, another with a 

college population, and the last with criminal offenders. The first 

three stated the TTUCC had not prepared them for their work with 

such populations. Out of those three, one said that the internship 

should include more community work, whereas another commented that 

the nonpreparation was not a reflection on the internship. 

When asked if they would choose the same predoctoral 

internship again, one said no, one did not answer the question, and 

the remaining three said yes. One respondent complained that 

although the TTUCC offered good ideas and promises, there was not 

enough follow-up. Others praised the director, and the freedom to 

design their own internship and exercise their own responsibility. 

One respondent stated that the internship did not meet his/her 

expectations, and that the training site did not accurately describe 

its training experiences in its literature. The other four stated 

that the TTUCC had met or exceeded their expectations, and that the 

training experiences had been accurately described. 

Table 21 (p. 275) identifies the changes past interns 

recommended to the TTUCC. 

"x 
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One respondent thanked the researcher for the opportunity to 

give feedback, while another respondent was pessimistic about the 

utilization of the feedback by the TTUCC. 

Internship Evaluation Forms 

At the end of fall, while the evaluation process was still in 

place, two interns returned the TTUCC Internship Evaluation Form. 

When asked to list the high points of the internship, supervision 

was the area both interns listed. Other high points can be found in 

Table 20 (p. 274). Low points listed were amount of paperwork and 

reading (too much), having to justify to secretarial staff how the 

intern's time was spent, and marginal video equipment. Specific 

recommendations for improving the internship experience can be found 

in Table 21 (p. 275). 

All three of the interns returned the modified internship 

evaluation form, which they filled out at the end of their 

internship. They stated that they were very satisfied with their 

training experience at TTUCC, which was the highest rating possible. 

When asked in which areas the internship most prepared them, all 

three replied individual therapy and consultation. Other areas 

listed by two of the three interns were: 

Group therapy 

Marriage/family therapy 

Interprofessional relationships 

Program development 

Supervision/training. 
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None of the interns agreed on which areas they were least prepared. 

Two of them stated they would have liked more preparation in the 

area of assessment. They all stated that the training met their 

expectations, that the training was accurately described in the 

TTUCC literature, and that the internship adequately prepared them 

for the population with whom they plan to work. Two of the interns 

mentioned specialty populations with whom they would have liked more 

experience, but also stated that they knew these populations were 

not a majority at TTU or a primary population of the Counseling 

Center. 

When asked to list areas of satisfaction, all three interns 

named supervision, and two of them mentioned the weekly training. 

Other areas listed can be found in Table 20 (p. 274). 

Areas of dissatisfaction were: 

Low pay 

Restriction of client population 

Lack of support from all staff members 

Lack of evaluation at the end of year: by clients, by 

supervisors, by interns. 

The interns were also asked to describe critical incidents, 

positive and negative. These can be found in Table 19 (p. 273). 

Two of the interns stated they would choose the TTUCC 

internship again. The other stated s/he would choose a different 

internship for different training experiences. When asked how the 

training experience could be improved, all three stated this could 
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be done by providing more travel money for training. Another 

request was that all staff should be involved with the interns. 

Evaluation of Supervisor by Trainee 

Two interns returned these forms at the end of fall semester. 

Four different supervisors were rated, but one supervisor was rated 

twice. Results can be found in Tables 6 and 7 (p. 73 and 74). 

Four practicum students returned these forms at the end of 

fall semester. Quantitative data can be found in Tables 8 and 9 (p. 

75 and 76). 

Written comments on supervisor behaviors can be found in Table 

22 (p. 276). 

Supervision methods that were listed by the trainees were: 

videotape (listed 3 times) and audiotape, case-by-case discussion 

and review (listed 3 times), in-depth review of certain diagnostic 

categories and issues, and co-therapy. 

Supervisor Data 

Psychologist-in-Training Evaluation 

Six forms from the fall semester were received. Tables 10 and 

11 (p. 77 and 78) contain the results from these forms. 

Oetting Michaels Anchored Ratings 

Seven forms from the fall semester were received, displaying a 

wide variation of scores from rater to rater. To make comparisons 

among the trainees, the most outstanding items and categories were 

noted (those that were rated most frequently above or below 1 

standard deviation from each respective mean). The category in 
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which trainees were rated the highest was interviewing. Single 

items which were rated the highest were relationship with the 

client, awareness of environmental influences, and sensitivity to 

cultural differences. The category in which trainees were rated the 

lowest was conceptualization of theory. Single items which were 

rated the lowest were knowledge of personality theory and self-

direction of professional development. Many items were rated as 

"insufficient information." Categories in which the supervisors 

seemed to have the least knowledge about the trainees were 

sensitivity to client issues and a category marked "other." Single 

items about which little was known were trainees' abilities in 

intellective assessment and writing reports, appropriate handling of 

sexual material, and interference with therapy because of 

therapist's adjustment problems. Table 23 (p. 280) contains these 

results. 

Client Data 

Counseling Evaluation Inventory 

All results from client instruments (CEI, CARS) are located 

in Table 14 (p. 81). 

Current Adjustment Rating Scale 

There were 33 pre-questionnaires received, and 36 post-

questionnaires. See Table 24 (p. 282) for descriptive statistics of 

these data. 
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Table 15: Training Modules Receiving Low or Wide Variation of Scores 

Psychopharmacology 

Too much information given too quickly 

Use of too much medical terminology by the presenter 

Want more focus on theories of psychopathology, rather than on 

psychopharmocology 

Psychodrama 

Good features: Oriented around participant involvement 

Least effective features: None 

Further comments: Demonstrated a specific therapeutic 

technique and offered exposure to its possible use 

Minority Counseling 

Presenters need better focus and organization 

Suicide Lethality 

(No written comments) 

Note. This table contains the written comments accompanying low 
scores. 

^ 
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Table 16: Practicum Goals Evaluation 

Persona l /Soc ia l Career/Academic/Vocational 

High achievement reported 

Case concep tua l i za t ion Case conceptual izat ion 

Treatment g o a l - s e t t i n g Career decision-making 

Therapeutic techniques Fami l ia r i t y w i th Dic t ionary 

St ra teg ies in in te rven t ion of Occupational T i t l e s 

I nd i v i dua l counsel ing and Occupational Outlook 

Handbook 

Little or no achievement reported 

Role playing Vocational counseling issues 

Career intakes 

Goals clarification 

Familiarity with study skills 

Test interpretation 

Test anxiety 

Women's career issues 

Descriptive Statistics 

# Items Sum Mean SD Prac 

11 12 1.09 0.83 CAV 

7 14 2.00 0.58 PS 

7 11 1.57 0.79 PS 

Note: The rating scale ranged from 0 to 3: no, some, satisfactory, 
or tremendous improvement. 

«̂ v 
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Table 17: Satisfactory Elements Listed by 
Practicum Students 

Fall 

Supervision (5) 

Level of stress (3) 

Client population (3) 

Training and modules (3) 

Secretarial support 

Support 

Outreach opportunities 

Having an office 

Spring 

Supervision (4) 

Level of stress (2) 

Cl ient populat ion (2) 

Training modules 

Secretar ia l support 

Scheduling hours 

Testing services 

Var ie t y of counseling opportuni t ies 

Having senior s t a f f as resources 

Note. I f an i tem received more than one endorsement, the number of 
endorsements is ind icated in parentheses a f te r the i tem. 

iifev 
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Table 18: Dissatisfaction Categories 

Policy/procedure 

Lack of initial tour of TTUCC, no introduction to staff. 

Not knowing which training modules could be attended. 

Not enough follow-up on promises of training opportunities. 

Amount of paperwork and reading (too much). 

Having to justify to secretarial staff how the intern's time was 
spent. 

Lack of evaluation at the end of the year: by clients, by interns, 

by supervisors. 

Supervision 

Having a supervisor who was not senior staff. 

Not enough knowledge about the staff to make an informed choice for 

supervisor. 

Not enough supervision. 

Having to see clients without initial supervision contact. 

Staff relations/treatment of trainees 

Politics amoung the staff. 

Lack of support from all staff members. 

Training offered 

Training modules 

Peripherals 

Not knowling how to organize and utilize module handouts. 

Range of client population. 

Marginal video equipment. 

Low pay. 

Number of clients seen. 

:^ 
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Table 19: Critical Incident Categories 

Developing Task Skills 

Dealing with specific client concerns (listed 3 times). 

Being able to handle a large client load. 

Seeing a client make change. 

Learning a theory to use as the basis for counseling. 

General Learning Experiences (ends not specified). 

Staff sharing of expertise (interns). 

Daily learning experiences (interns). 

Workshops attended (interns). 

Attending relaxation/hypnosis seminars. 

Staff Behaviors. 

Feeling support and acceptance by senior staff. 

Political situation at TTUCC (negative) (interns). 

Coordinator of Training announcing she was leaving 

(negative) (interns). 

Handling a "political" situation (getting different 

instructions from direct supervisor and the director) 

Developing Autonomy. 

Taking on too big a client load due to perceived staff 

or self expectations; supervisor helping trainee 

realize s/he could set limits for self (interns). 

External Conditions. 

Having double supervision at TTUCC and in the 

department. 

•wp'l^M•••••^•i^•^^ 
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Table 20: High Points Listed by Current Interns 

Supervision (3) 

Training (2) 

Staff support 

Supervision of practicum students 

MMPI conference 

Outreach experience 

Intern support group 

Sunrise breakfast 

Specialized supervision from the Psychology Department 

Flexibility of rotations 

Client population 

Consultation with staff 

Supervision of practicum students 

Administrative experience 

Outreach experience 

Note. Items receiving more than one endorsement have the number of 
endorsements in parentheses. 
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Table 21: Suggestions for Improvement 

Practicum Students 

Have an orientation for the new trainees 
Provide seminars on advanced counseling techniques and strategies 
Send a written acceptance to trainees before the start 

of the semester 
Try to provide a permanent office for everyone 
Supervisors should sit in on one of trainee's sessions, and have 

trainee sit in on one of theirs 
Encourage co-therapy of senior staff with trainees when possible 
Have "rap sessions" with all practicum students and their 

supervisors 

Current Interns 

Allot more travel money for training (3) 
Process through evaluations with staff 
Shorten evaluation form 
Reduce paperwork 
Increase relationships and contact among other TTU departments 

(specifically Psychology and Housing) 
Develop working staff meetings 
Invite a traditionalist in as a trainer 
Send interns on retreat 

Past Interns 

More professionalism in the front office area 
Crisis training for support staff 
Clarification of any authority support staff have over trainees 
Better relationships among the senior staff 
Addition of group supervision 
Supervision for all training activities (not just individual 

therapy) 
Utilization of feedback requested and received 
Implementation of a quality assurance system (to ensure programs 

are carried out and goals achieved) 
Do more advertising of groups available at TTUCC--through radio, 

newspaper, class presentations 
Have more supervision--perhaps group supervision 

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of times the 
recommendation was made. 
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Table 22: Supervisor Behavior Categories. 

Facilitative Skills. 

Commitment to trainee needs. 

Encouragement and support. 

Tactful and balanced feedback. 

Honesty. 

Support for completion of dissertation. 

Support and direction in trainee-identified areas needing 
improvement. 

Direct, straightforward, sincere. 

Open. 

Listens wel1. 

Does not force opinions. 

Encouraging. 

Supportive. 

Pleasant and helpful. 

Friendly. 

Open to trainee. 

Willing to help. 

Supportive. 

Very much "present" with trainee and understanding of 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Nondefensive. 

Permission to learn, grow, try new things; OK not to be 
perfect. 

Responsive. 

Supportive of trying new things. 

Not pushy. 
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(Table 22, continued) 

Comfortable. 

Task Skills. 

Abilities in case conceptualization and treatment planning. 

Good blend of teaching and application of theory. 

Teaching of new concepts of explaining process. 

Teaching therapeutic model, relaxation techniques, use of MMPI 
as a counseling tool. 

Helpful ways of conceptualization. 

Explore different interventions. 

Very experienced in diagnosis. 

Demonstrated techniques. 

Support and direction with difficult clients, good insights, 
role playing helpful. 

Encouraged use of broad theoretical models into which 
techniques and other models could be incorporated. 

Good case conceptualization skills. 

Facilitation of Autonomy. 

Given responsibility and encouraged to proceed as saw fit. 

Accepting of trainee's viewpoint. 

Allowed trainee to express difference of opinion in healthy 
and positive atmosphere. 

Treats trainee as professional. 

Expressed trust in trainee's competence by allowing freedom. 

Encourages without fostering dependence. 

Encouragement to develop own counseling style. 

Encouragement to conceptualize cases. 

Challenge to develop individual therapeutic identity. 
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(Table 22, continued) 

Respect for trainee. 

Atmosphere of encouragement for independent thinking and 
support for decisions made. 

General Skills. 

Useful insights from therapy session audiotapes. 

Teaching ability. 

Administrative skill. 

Knowledgeable about ethics, helped trainee deal with ethical 
issues. 

Offered constructive feedback. 

Communication ability. 

Challenging. 

Helpful with specific insights. 

Broad range of talents and skills. 

Put issues in proper context. 

Helped facilitate ability to evaluate opinions and viewpoints. 

Accessibility, Structure. 

Accessible. 

Clearly defined goals of training. 

Available outside of regularly scheduled supervision. 

Made self available, conscientious about scheduled 
appointments. 

Supervision process defined by both supervisor and supervisee, 
goals of supervision contracted on. 

Asked for case-by-case summary, which guided the supervision 
sessions. 

Clear statement of own agenda and needs. 

Available outside of regularly scheduled supervision. 
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(Table 22, continued) 

Goals of supervision were never discussed (this was listed as 
a supervisor area that needed improvement). 

Nonspecific or nonsupervisor Comments. 

Atmosphere fosters growth and development of professional 
skills. 

Wonderful personal and professional experience. 

Realistic appraisals. 

Good environment for exchange and exploration. 

Good eclectic clinical background. 

Would like more supervision with this supervisor. 

Provided helpful journal articles. 

Very pleased with experience at TTUCC, as usual. 

Vocational training modules very helpful in interpreting 
vocational tests and working with vocational issues. 
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Table 23: OMART Qua l i ta t i ve Informat ion 

Most Highly Rated Category and Items. 

Category 1 : I n t e r v i ew ing . Items 1-9: r e l a t i onsh ip w i t h the 
c l i e n t , dea l ing w i t h therap is t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n issues, personal 
s t y l e , exp lo ra t i on of c l i e n t goals, explorat ion of issues 
explorat ion of f e e l i n g s , t ime during the i n te rv iew , responsiveness 
to nonverbal cues, use of language. 

Items 1 , 22, 23. 

1 . Relat ionship w i t h the c l i e n t . 

22. Awareness of environmental inf luences. 

23. S e n s i t i v i t y to cu l t u ra l d i f ferences. 

Lowest Rated Category and Items 

Category 2: conceptual izat ion of theory. Items 10-14: knowledge 
of persona l i t y theory , applying psychotherapy theory, knowledge of 
DSM I I I , a b i l i t y to analyze course of therapy, treatment plans. 

Items 10, 28. 

10. Knowledge of personality theory. 

28. Self-direction of professional development. 

Least Known Categories and Items 

Category 4: sensitivity to client issues. Items 20-25: dealing 
with dependency, dealing with client/therapist sexual feelings, 
awareness of environmental influences, sensitivity to cultural 
differences, sensitivity to sex-role stereotypes, handling of 
conlicts of client/therapist values. 

Category 6: other. Items 29-34: dealing with ambiguity, 
therapist's attitudes and responses toward authority, writing 
reports, general test interpretaion, intellective assessment, 
appropriate handling of sexual material. 

Items 27, 31, 33, 34. 

27. In ter fe rence because of therapis t 's adjustment problems or 
emotional responses. 

3 1 . Wr i t ing r e p o r t s . 
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(Table 23, continued) 

33. I n te l l ec t i ve assessment. 

34. Appropriate handling of sexual mater ia l . 
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Table 24: Description statistics for the CARS 

Pre-

Post-

Mean 

20.53 

19.58 

SD Range 

6.22 8-34 

6.60 10-31 

Note: A 5-point rating scale was used, with low scores being more 
desirable. Eight areas of functioning were assessed. 
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Texas Tech University 
Counicling Ccnicf 

Uoi 41(iO/Lubbock. Ti:«j» 7»«09/(((06) 7̂ 2-J(>7-l 

INTERN AND SENIOR STAFF TRAINING MODULE 

FALL SEMESTER, 1986 

WEDNESDAYS, 3 : 0 0 p.m. - 5 : 0 0 p.m. 

GROUP TRAINING MODULE 

ScpC. Time uauaguuicnu 
Cynthia Villis, Ph.D., Coordinator of Training, TTUCC 

Sept. 10 ^/ Stress Management 
Jane Winer, Ph.D., Director, Counseling l's"cl»ology, ilL Jc;)... 
of Psychology 

Sept. 17 y/ Assertion Training Techniques 
Mary Ann Manley, Ed.D., Coordinator of Interchange, 4iL\.̂  

Sept. 2A ^ Group Counseling of the Chemically Dependent 
Tom McCovcrn, Ed.D., TTUllSC Department of Psychi;itr> 

Oct. 1 V' Eliminating Self-Defeating Behaviors 
Terry Waldren, Ph.D., Psychologist in Private Practice, Lu-.u; 

II. CAREER. ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL COUNSELING 

Oct. 8 Academic Counseling 
Bill Carter, Ph.D., Associate Director, TTUCC 

Oct. 15 x/ Job Search Techniques 
Dave Kraus, M.B.A., Director, TTU Career Planning ano Placv.. 

Oct. 22 Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory and Kuder Occupacio.ncl I 
Survey 

Jane Winer, Ph.D., Director, Counseling Psychology, :.U UUJ;J 
of Psychology 

Oct. 29 Language Learning Disabilities 
Judy Halla, M.Ed., Counseling Psychology Intern 

Nov. 5 ^y Career Counseling of Women 
Cynthia Villis, Ph.D., Coordinator of Trainini;, i i otX 

^ 
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III. INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY TOPICS 

Nov. 12 

Nov. 19 V 

Nov. 26 

Dec. 3 

Allergy and Emotion - The Cognitive Connection 
Matt S t r l c h e r z , Ed.D. , Counseling Psychologis t , TTUCC 

Counseling Minorities 
Raquel Contreras-Ramos, M.A. and Elmer Atencio, M.A.,Counseling 

Psychology Interns 

ThanVcsgivlng Holiday 

The Jungian Concept of Congruence Between Anima/Anii.us 
Matt S t r i c h e r z , Ed.D., Counseling Psychologis t , TTLCC 

wmm •^^ 
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. ^ ^ " ^ 4 ' ^ . 

Texas Tech University 
Courocling Ccnict 

Box 4160/Lubbocli. Je%a\ 7M09/(806) 742.3b74 

INTERN AND PRACTICUM STUDENT TRAINING MODULE 

FALL SEMESTER, 1986 

Thursdays, 3:00 p .m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Sept. ii \/ Intake Assessment and Diagnosis 
Cynthia Villis, Ph.D., Coordinator of Training, TTUCC, an; 
Judy Halla,M.Ed..Counseling Psychology Intern, TTUCC 

Sept. 11 \J CrislB Intervention and Suicide Lethality • ssi;Sbi;..r.w 
Cynthia Villis, Ph.D., Coordinator of Training, TTUCC, ̂:-.. 
Bill Carter, Ph.D., Associate Director, TTUCC 

-cjiL. lb v Ethical issues in Counseling 
Cynthia Villis, Ph.D., Coordinator of Training, ilLCL, ...... 
Matt Stricherz, Ed.D., Counseling Psychologist, TTLCv': 

iept. 25 y Training for Cross-Cultural Encounters 
Delores Mack., Ph.D. .Coordinator of Groups and Oucrc. 

Coordinator of Minority Peer Counseling, TTUCC 

Oct. 2 The Use of Art Therapy Techniques in Counseling 
Judy Halla.M.Ed.Counseling Psychology Intern, TTUCC 

Oct. 9 Counseling Minority Students 
r\f\v'r\T\ '~ (~\ '̂ '̂ ô̂ cs Mack, Ph.D., Coordinator of Croups and UULTI-J^;-,, 
(^hKA^hU-l^iy7>' Coordinator of Minority Peer Counseling, TTUCC, J;.-

Frank Sllvas, M.A., Coordinator of Career Inforina-.: .w;-. 3c:vi>.ui 

Oct. 16 V Student Financial Aid 
Ronnie Barnes, Ph.D., Director of Financial Aid, T; I, 

Oct. 23 To Be Announced 
Elmer Atencio, M.A., Counseling Psychology Intcrr., ; . ..\->. 

Oct. 30 To Be Announced 
Raquel Contreras-Ramos, M.A., Counse l ing Psycholo j ; / I : .LV. : . . , ; . • > . . 

Nov. 6 AIDS: Ib.sues f or t h f Counse lo r 
V i i l c r i c I k i l d - N e i l , M.Kd., IXjctorul I r.i inLL-^lii,) S n . i S . i i , . . 

•^v 



Nov. 13 Role of Expert Witness - Ethical and Practical Issue.s 
Matt Stricherz, Ed.D., Counseling Psychologist, TTUCC 

Nov. 20 Post Partum Depression, Labor and Childbirth 
Rosemary Cogan, Ph.D., Associate Professor, TTU Deparu-.ent o: 

' Psychology 
I 

i Nov. 27 Thanksgiving Holiday. No training module. 

Dec. A Community Services 
Sylvia Martinez, M.S.W., Director of Community Services, Luj. 

287 
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Texas Tech University 
Counseling Cenier 

floi 4160/Lubbock.Tc>» 79409/(606) 742.)b74 

INTERN AND SENIOR STAFF TRAINING MODULE 

SPRING SEMESTER, 1987 

Wednesdays, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. 

Professional Issues 

Feb 18 

Feb 25 

Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

Mar 

A X 

_ y 

11 

18 

25 

When Drugs Arc Indicated and Their Side Effects 
Tlwmas Gore, M.D., Assistant Instructor, TTUHSC Department of 
Psychiatry 

Professional Identity 
Cynthia A. Villis, Ph.D., Coordinator of Training, TTUCC 

Ethical Issues in the Professional Practice of Psychology 
Robert P. Anderson, Ph.D., ABPP, Professor, TTU Department of 
Psychology 

Administration (Begins at 3:30) 

Robert Ewalt, PU.U., Vice President for Student Affairs, ITU 

Spring Break - No Training Module 

Interface Betucen Law and Psychology 
Warren Goss, J.D., Attorney, Private Practice, Lubbock, TX 

Marriage, Family, and Relationships 

Apr 1 RET Made Simple 
Matt Stricherz, Ed.D., Staff Psychologist, TTUCC 

Grief 
Terry Waldren, Ph.D., Prl/ate Practice, Lubbock, TX 

Love and Sex in Close Relationships 
Susan Hendrick, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, TTU Dept. of Psychology 
Clyde Hendrick, Ph.D., Professor ot Psychology and Graduate Dean, TIU 

Antidepressants 
Thomas Core, M.l)., Assist int Tn.structor, TTUllSC Dcpt. of Psychi.Ttry 

Group Counseling with Vic:im3 of Rape or Incest 
Judy Halla, M.Ed., Pre-doctoral Intern, TTUCC 

Support Croups for Significant Others of People with AIDS & /\îC 

Apr 8 

Apr 15 

^pr 
V._^ 

^pr 

May 

22 

... 

29, 

---

6 

•^ 
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Feb 19/ 

Fob 26 

Har 5 

-lar 12 

lar 19 

f^r^ 

vpr 

.pr 

•pr 

pr 

pr 

• > 

2 

9 

16 

23 

30 
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Texas Tech University 
Covnveling Cenicf 

ao> 41U>/Lubbork. Jetn 79409/(8061 742-3674 

INTERN AND PRACTICUM STUDENT. TRAINING MODU'.E 

SPRING SEMESTER, 1987 

Thursdays, 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Two Chair and Role Playing 
Delores Ludwig, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, TTU Dept. of Psychology 

Suicide Lethality Assessmc.it and Crisis Intcrven. ion 
Cynthia A. Villis, Ph.D., :oordinator of Training, TTUCC 
Judy Halla, M.Ed., Pre-doctoral Intern, TTUCC 

Ethical Issues in Counseli>ig 
Cynthia A. Villis, Ph.D., ':oordlnator of Training, TTUCC 
Matt Stricherz, Ed.D., Sta/f Psychologist, TTUCC 

Drugs on Campus - What Do '.'hey Cost? What Do The> Do? 
Brenda Arkell, Crime Preve ition Officer, TTU 

SPRING BREAK - NO TRAINING MODULE 

Psychopharmacology 
Kim Faulkner. Ph.D.. Assisrant Professor. TTU Depz. of Psychology 

Time Limited Dynamic Psychvtherapy 
Raquel Contreras-Ramos, M..*.. . Pre-doctoral Intern, TTUCC 

Adding Gestalt To U-hat You Do - Phase I 
Bruce Meyer, Ph.D. (ABD). TTUCC Staff 

Adding Gestalt To What You Do - Phase II 
Bruce Meyer, Ph.D. (ABD), TIUCC Staff 

World Views: Foreign Studeits' and Yours (film prasented) 
Gargi Sodowsky, M.Ed., Pre-doctoral Intern. Iowa tate UCC 

Recognizing Neuropsychological Referrals 
Bill Hoke, Ph.D. (ABD), Coordinator of Psychological Testing, South 
Plains Rehabilitation Institute 

Imagery/Relaxation Tcchniqu'ss: Past and Present .'.pplicntions 
Elmer Atencio. M.A., Prc-dc;toral Intern. TTUCC 

I I 
I I 
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Some relevant studies have been published since this research 

was conducted. Norcross, Stevenson, and Nash (1986) surveyed APA-

accredited predoctoral internship programs concerning their 

evaluation practices. Methods used, listed in descending order of 

frequency, were the following: 

Informal qualitative measures, supervisors' oral and written 

evaluations, APA accreditation site reports (90-99%), 

Interns' quantitative evaluations, type and number of 

training seminars offered (80-89%), 

Supervisors' numerical ratings of interns, judged 

quality of the interns' first professional position (61-67%), 

Interns' self-ratings, rate of interns' successful 

certification or licensure (45-48%), 

Quantitative/empirical comparison procedures (<30%), 

Tests of factual knowledge, simulated licensure or ABPP exams 

(<15%). 

Informal qualitative measures, supervisors' oral and written 

evaluations, APA accreditation site reports, and interns' 

quantitative evaluations were the procedures that were considered to 

be the most important. Interns' quantitative evaluations were also 

the most recommended single method of evaluation. The five worst 

obstacles to evaluation were listed as lack of time, adequate 

methods and measures, personnel, funding, and the inherent 

impermanence of interns. The authors' suggestions were to make 

evaluation routine and ongoing, written, quantitative, structured, 

anonymous, and of an internal design, and to invite peers and 
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colleagues to visit the agency and offer feedback concerning the 

training process. They also suggested that "Existing organizations, 

such as APA or APIC, could offer explicit criteria, provide 

standardized measures, and support program evaluation efforts in 

professional psychology" (Norcross, Stevenson, & Nash, 1986; p. 

282). 

The TTUCC, prior to this research study, utilized supervisors' 

written evaluations of trainees, interns' and practicum students' 

quantitative evaluations, evaluations of training seminars' 

relevance and effectiveness, and their APA accreditation report. 

This researcher is not aware if TTUCC utilizes other evaluation 

methods, which evaluation methods they consider most important, nor 

what they consider to be their obstacles to evaluation. They do 

evaluation routinely, and it is written and quantitative. This 

researcher strongly supports Norcross, Stevenson, and Nash's (1986) 

contention that APA could offer more explicit criteria and provide 

or recommend assessment instruments. 

Halgin (1986) performed a survey of APA-accredited clinical 

psychology training clinics about data collection and evaluation of 

services, as well as questions about research projects within the 

clinics. He found that 70% of the respondents do not ask for client 

self-assessment, and 56% do not ask for client assessment of therapy 

received. He described an evaluation carried out by one training 

clinic on clients seen during an 18-month period (the questionnaire 

was administered at the end of that period, not as an on-going 

evaluation). Clients were asked to describe reasons they began and 
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terminated therapy, to evaluate the therapy received, and to rate 

their likelihood of recommending the clinic's services to a friend. 

Return rate was approximately 33% (59 of 198), and the evaluations 

were positive. The researcher found discrepancies between 

therapists' and clients' perceived reasons for terminating. Some 

clients stated they felt therapy was of lesser quality because it 

was provided by a trainee, some complained about being taped or 

observed during therapy, and some complained about mismatches 

between themselves and the therapists. The clinic had a policy, 

which was re-evaluated, of not reassigning clients despite client 

request, and letting trainees pick their clients based on their 

training needs. Halgin stated the taping problem needed to be 

addressed early and directly in treatment. He also found that 

trainees objected to outcome studies, which he attributed to their 

anxieties about evaluation and the reminder of their "trainee" 

status. 

On its Client Satisfaction Form, TTUCC does not query clients 

for self-assessment. They are asked to rate the services provided 

(counseling and other services) and if they would recommend the 

Center to a friend. Proposed modifications of the form (see 

Appendix G, p. 299) would provide more information. Return rate 

percentages are unavailable, but they are presumed to be low. If 

evaluation studies are done routinely; if all levels of therapists, 

not just trainees, are evaluated; and if evaluation information is 

used to change programs rather than to "hunt out" incompetence, the 

"evaluation anxiety" phenomenon should decrease. 
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Lambert and Arnold (1987) discussed research on supervision, 

specifically the literature dealing with supervision-effected 

therapist attitudes towards clients and teaching/learning of 

therapeutic interventions. Their review of the literature led them 

to conclude that basic interviewing or interpersonal skills were 

best learned under supervision in which the skills to be learned 

were specified and training was directed toward acquiring those 

skills, as opposed to "traditional" supervision, which was defined 

as listening to tapes of counseling sessions. However, traditional 

supervision was found to be superior to no treatment. They also 

concluded that learning simple skills could be accomplished through 

reading or being taught about the skill, whereas more complex skills 

would require modeling, feedback, and rehearsal. Supervisors were 

also found to exhibit higher facilitative conditions in therapy than 

in supervision, but Lambert and Arnold concluded this did not 

adversely affect trainee learning of interpersonal skills. There 

are not many followup studies in supervision research, which is 

frequently plagued with methodological problems, and more studies 

need to build on past research in order to achieve a solid base of 

research rather than scattered tangential studies. The authors were 

enthusiastic about the concept of using training manuals for 

learning various therapy skills, as this would provide enumeration 

of specific therapist activities, quick and specific interventions 

(supervisors with trainees, trainees with clients), and guidelines 

for evaluation. They made the point that supervision outcome 
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research is linked to therapy outcome research, and the former will 

only progress as fast as the latter progresses. 

Carifio and Hess (1987) described the characteristics of the 

"ideal" supervisor, based on supervision research from 1976-86. 

S/he has facilitative skills (more so in therapy than in 

supervision); sets clear and specific goals in supervision; does not 

do therapy in supervision; provides ongoing, well-timed, and clear 

feedback and is open to trainee feedback; provides a variety of 

learning experiences; is actively engaged in the supervision 

process; and provides a good mix of structure, flexibility, 

teaching, and supportiveness. 

It seems clear from the TTUCC research study that TTUCC , 

supervisors have high levels of facilitative skills, and that 

trainees are very satisfied with their supervisor experience. 

Supervisory process, however, is not clearly articulated on the 

TTUCC supervision evaluation forms. There is a portion of the forms 

that lists various methods of supervision: audiotape, videotape, 

live observation, co-therapy of clients, co-facilitation of groups 

or workshops, and other (specification is requested), but this is a 

rather superficial treatment of process. Other hints as to process 

can be gained from trainees' written comments. The individual form 

items could give clues, but the rating scale is global and 

susceptible to social desirability factors. A recommended 

improvement for this scale can be found in chapter 4 (p. 116). 

Holloway and Roehlke (1987) did a comprehensive piece on 

internships, examining relevant issues in the training of counseling 

^ 
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psychologists. Their examination led them to agree with other 

researchers (Norcross et al., 1986; Poey, 1986) that evaluation of 

and by trainees is neither systematic nor well-developed. They 

suggested it was important for interns to evaluate supervisors, 

seminars, compliance with accreditation standards, the internship 

director, and other individual components as well as the overall 

experience of the internship. They suggested anonymity could 

produce more honest feedback, and listed two methods for conducting 

anonymous evaluations. The authors further recommended that 

training issues should be presented to staff on a regular basis, 

that the training program should be compared with others, that a 

committee on training should be established which includes interns, 

and that staff should meet to discuss interns' evaluations. They 

suggested it was critical for the internship site to communicate 

with interns' graduate programs, to prevent duplication of effort in 

the area of training seminars, and to evaluate each intern's entry-

level skills and academic preparation. 

TTUCC does have its interns (and its other trainees) evaluate 

individual components of the training program--training modules, 

supervision--as well as the overall experience. APA accreditation 

was granted very recently, so the trainees have not evaluated 

training experiences based on accreditation standards. A form that 

was cultivated from Tucker (1970), the 1986 APA Accreditation 

Handbook, and two articles which outlined APA guidelines for 

practicum experience--APA Committee on Training in Clinical 

Psychology (1950); Committee on Counselor Training, Division of 

^ 
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Counseling and Guidance, APA (1952)-can be found in Appendix (p. 

), should the TTUCC decide to incorporate this into their evaluation 

process. This research study targeted the formal, written 

evaluation process of TTUCC-the process that the staff goes through 

was not made known to the researcher. The researcher's 

recommendations to the TTUCC includes incorporating a staff and 

trainee meeting to discuss evaluation feedback and to plan for 

changes. The other ideas mentioned by Holloway and Roehlke sound 

feasible and effective, as well. Their article underscored the 

benefits of assessing trainees' pre-training skills--it will help to 

plan useful seminars that are not redundant with the trainees' 

coursework, and to evaluate training impact on trainees. 

Lewis and Magoon (1987) surveyed members of the College and 

University Counseling Center Data Bank regarding their evaluation 

practices and attitudes. They received 111 responses, and 72% of 

those indicated they develop and use their own assessment instrument 

of client satisfaction and post-counseling status. Return rates are 

usually low (median 50%), and feedback is generally positive. 

Either instruments are mailed out after client termination or 

administered to past and present clients at fixed calendar dates. 

The latter method improves return rates. Returned instruments are 

usually used to evaluate the counselor's work and to evalute the 

center's services. The authors discussed the problems with client 

satisfaction data: validity of underlying assumptions, sample bias 

and social desirability, questionable performance evaluation tool. 

~x 
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inadequate instrumentat ion and methodologies. Other findings were 

discussed throughout chapter 4. 

Other researchers have suggested the fol lowing instruments: 

a. Cl ient sat isfact ion/counsel ing center service sat isfact ion 

Lewis and Magoon (1987) suggested the Counseling Services Assessment 

Blank (Hurst & Weigel, 1968), which has r e l i a b i l i t y , va l i d i t y , and 

(outdated) norms; Goal Attainment Scaling (Kiresuk & Sherman, 1968), 

which allows c l ien ts to l i s t individualized goals and rate thei r 

level of at tainment; and the Evaluation Ranking Scale (Pascoe & 

Attkinson, 1983), in which c l ients rank degree of importance as well 

as sa t i s fac t ion for dif ference counseling center services. 

b. Supervision. Galassi and Trent (1987) suggested some 

measures that have demonstrated va l id i ty and r e l i a b i l i t y , and can be 

used in a developmental model. For process measures, they suggested 

the Supervisory Styles Inventory (Friedlander & Ward, 1984) and the 

Supervision Questionnaire (Worthington & Roehlke, 1979). For 

outcome measures, they suggested the CEI (Linden, Stone, & Shertzer, 

1965) and the Supervisory Perception Form (Heppner & Roehlke, 1984). 

For instruments that do not involve the cl ient 's se l f - repor t : 

Blumberg's In terac t ion Analysis (Blumberg, 1970) for process and the 

Counselor Verbal Response Category System ( H i l l , 1978) for outcome 

can be used. Holloway and Roehlke (1987) also suggested the SSI, 

and Holloway and Wampold's (1985) dimensions of sat is fact ion in 

supervision. McKinley and Hayes (1987) suggested the OMART. 
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Career, Academic, and Vocational Counseling 
Practicum Goals Pre-Evaluation 

Listed below are the objectives for this practicum. Please 
follow the directions listed below. 

1. To the l e f t ofeach number, please rank-order how important each 
goal is to you, with 1 being most important, and 11 being least 
important. 

2. Using the rating scale below, please rate your current 
achievement level to the right of each goal. 

0 = no achievement/exposure 1 = some exposure 
2 = satisfactory achievement 3 = outstanding achievement 

Rank Ach 
Develop skills in: 

1. Vocational counseling issues 

2. Test interpretation 

3. Career intakes 

4. Case conceptualization 

5. Career decision making 

6. Goals clarification 

7. Develop familiarity with the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles 

8. Develop familiarity with the 
Occupational Outlook Handbook 

9. Develop familiarity with issues of 
test anxiety 

10. Develop familiarity with issues of 
study skills 

11. Develop familiarity with career 
issues for women 
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Personal/Social Counseling 
Practicum Goals Pre-Evaluation 

Listed below are the objectives for th is practicum. Please 
fol low the d i rect ions l i s ted below. 

1. To the l e f t of each number, please rank-order how important each 
goal is to you, wi th 1 being most important, and 7 being least 
important. 

2. Using the ra t ing scale below, please rate your current 
achievement level to the r igh t of each goal. 

0 = no achievement/exposure 1 = some exposure 
2 = sat is factory achievement 3 = outstanding achievement 

Rank Ach 
Develop skills in: 

1. Intake interviewing 

2. Case conceptualization 

3. Treatment goal-setting 

4. Therapeutic techniques 

5. Strategies in intervention 

6. Individual counseling 

7 . Role playing 

i"vv 
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Please check if supervisor's form. 

Career, Academic, and Vocational Counseling 
Practicum Goals Post-Evaluation 

Listed below are the objectives for this practicum. Using the 
rating scale below, please rate surrent achievement level of each 
goal. 

0 = no achievement/exposure 1 = some exposure 
2 = satisfactory achievement 3 = outstanding achievement 

Rating 

Develop skills in: 

1. Vocational counseling issues 

2. Test interpretation 

3. Career intakes 

4. Case conceptualization 

5. Career decision making 

6. Goals clarification 

7. Develop familiarity with the 

Dictionary of Occupational Titles 
8. Develop familiarity with the 

Occupational Outlook Handbook 

9. Develop familiarity with issues of 
test anxiety 

10. Develop familiarity with issues of 
study skills 

11. Develop familiarity with career 
issues for women 

In your perception, what factors associated with the TTUCC 
helped or hindered your achievement of these goals? (This 
information is VERY important if we are to make meaningful changes 
in our training programs.) 

^v 
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Please check if supervisor's form. 

Personal/Social Counseling 
Practicum Goals Post-Evaluation 

Listed below are the objectives for this practicum. Please 
rate current achievement level for each goal, using the rating scale 
U c I O W . 

0 = no achievement/exposure 1 = some exposure 
2 = sat is factory achievement 3 = outstanding achievement 

Rating 
Develop sk i l l s i n : 

1. Intake interviewing 

2. Case conceptualization 

3. Treatment goal-setting 

4. Therapeutic techniques 

5. Strategies in intervention 

6. Individual counseling 

7. Role playing 

In your perception, what factors associated wi th the TTUCC 
helped or hindered your achievement of these goals? (This 
information is VERY important i f we are to make meaningful changes 
in our t ra in ing programs.) 

I" W 
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TTUCC Client Satisfaction Form 

Answer all questions in terms of the individual or group 
counseling you received. 

1. How many counseling session did you attend: Indiv Group 

2. Have you finished counseling? Yes No 
If you have not completed counseling7 coulcTyou explain why? 

If you plan to return, when? 

3. Please list the concern you came into counseling to talk about, 
and rate progress or change according to the following scale: 
-1 = problem gor worse; 0 = no change; 1 = some improvement; 
2 = satisfactory improvement; 3 = the problem is cleared up. 

Rating 

4. Place a check along each line below which best expresses your 
viewpoint. (Leave blank those which do not apply.) 

Of no help Very helpful 

a. I found my INDIVIDUAL 
counselor to be 

b. I found my GROUP 
counselor(s) to be 

c. I found the other group 
members to be 

5. I feel that my counselor's skills were: 
Quite adequate 
Quite inadequate 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

s were: 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

6. How did your counselor(s) help or make your situation worse? 

7. Most experiences contain significant moments or events, positive 
and negative, that serve as critical or turning points. Please 
describe the critical incidents you experienced during your 
counseling experience at TTUCC. 
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8. The things that impressed me most about my counselor(s) were: 

9. The things that disturbed me most about my counselor(s) were: 

10. The counseling process was: 
About what I expected Different from what I expected 
If different, please explain: 

11. The secretary-receptionist handled her duties: 
Quite adequately Adequately 
Quite inadequately Inadequately 
Please explain: 

12. The following questions refer to tests taken in the Center. If 
you did not take any tests, please proceed to question 13> 
a. The handling of the administration of the tests was: 

Quite adequate Adequate 
Quite inadequate Inadequate 
Please explain: 

b. These test results were explained and discussed: 
Quite adequately Adequately 
Quite inadequately _ Inadequately 
Please explain: 

c. I found the tests I took in the Center to be 

Of no help / / / / / very helpful 

13. If you used the occupational information literature, was the 
explanation for its use: 

Quite adequate Adequate 
Quite inadequate Inadequate 
Please explain: 

14. The things that impressed me most about the Counseling Center 
were: 

15. The things that disturbed me most about the Counseling Center 
were: 

16. I felt the physical facilities of the Counseling Center were: 
Detrimental Counducive 
to counseling I I I I I to counseling 
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17. How would you rate your total overall counseling experience? 
0^ no help I / / / / very helpful 

18. Would you recommend the Counsling Center's services to your 
friends? Yes No 
Please explain: 

19. What one change in the Counseling Center would bring about a 
significant improvement in its service? 

20. What purposes should the Counseling Center serve? 

Please feel free to make any additional comments. 

Please use the enclosed envelope for return mail 

Counselor's name(s): 
Your name (optional): 

Kv 
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Internship Evaluation Form, Replacement Pages 5 and 6 

V. Specif ic Internship Elements 
31. Areas of sat is fact ion 

32. Areas of dissatisfaction: 

33. Every experience contains significant moments or events, positive 
and^ negative, that serve as critical or turning points. Please 
describe the critical incidents you experienced durinq your 
training at TTUCC. 

34. Which activities do you feel that your TTUCC internship have 
prepared you most for? Which areas would you have preferred 
your internship to have provided more preparation in? 

Most Least Need More 

Individual psychotherapy 
Group psychotherapy 
Marital/family psychotherapy 
Assessment 
Research 
Teaching 
Consultation 
Budget preparation 
Budget administration 
Personnel selection 
Supervision, personnel training 
Interprofessional relationships 
Program development 
Program evaluation 
Others: 

35. My overall satisfaction regarding my internship experience might 
best be described as (please circle): 

Highly satisfied Dissatisfied 
Ambivalent 

Satisfied Highly dissatisfied 

36. If you had to make the decision over again, would you choose the 
TTUCC for your predoctoral internship? Why, or why not? 

••"PHI 
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1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly disagree Disagree Mixed feelings Agree Strongly agree 

VI. Survey 
Please respond to the following statements concerning the 
quality of your internship experience, using the rating system 
above. 

37. I found sufficient opportunity for professional development. 
38. The internship offered depth of experience. 
39. The internship offered breadth of experience. 
^40. Adequate professional role models were available to me. 
4̂1. The internship provided solid education in professional 

ethics. 
4̂2. I found the internship environment to be generally 

supportive. 
4̂3. Peer support was available throughout the internship. 
4̂4. The internship was sufficiently challenging to me. 
45. Treatment of interns by staff reflected respect and caring. 
4̂6. My personal growth was encouraged. 
^47. I received educative and emotional support in my job search. 
4̂8. I found the TTUCC to be generally supportive of my 

professional activities. 
4̂9. Treatment facilities (offices, equipment, etc.) were 

adequate. 
5̂0. Support staff services were adequate to my professional 

needs. 
51. I was provided with opportunities to benefit from different 

staff members' areas of expertise. 
5̂2. Within appropriate limits, I would say I had therapeutic 

freedom. 
5̂3. I feel my input into the training program was solicited, 

valued, and considered in the training program's 
modifications. 

5̂4. I feel the experiences and training I received on my 
internship are highly relevant to applied practice in other 
treatment agencies. 

55. My internship training experience was very helpful in 
preparing me for the positions I have applied for. 

56. Please comment on any of the areas listed above, and give any 
recommendations for improving the TTUCC Internship Training 
Program. 

*v 

& 
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Tucker (1970) was concerned about the amount of APA-

recommended experiences being provided by internship programs. 

He surveyed interns at APA-accredited internship sites, provided 

them a list of APA-recommended standards for practicum training, 

and asked them to indicate how many of those training 

experiences were offered by their respective internships. He 

received information from 47 (61%) of the internship sites and 

of those, only four offered from 90-100% of APA-recommended 

activities, while 15 offered less than 60% of the recommended 

activities. No information was given as to which activities 

were or were not being offered, and only interns were asked for 

this information. A more comprehensive study would have also 

asked agency staff members for their input, as they might have 

had a different perspective on what experiences were being 

provided. In addition, if the internship was lacking in certain 

experiences, filling out such a survey and directly realizing 

that they were not offering APA-recommended experiences might 

have more of an impact on staff actions to rectify any potential 

omissions. Because of the recency of APA accreditation of the 

TTUCC pre-doctoral internship, it was judged unnecessary to have 

the interns evaluate the training experience against APA 

standards at this time. However, a checklist similar to that 

Tucker used was developed for future use (see pp. 319-322, 

below). 

Hays and Reeves (1984) stated that too often training 

evaluation has only consisted of "popularity polls" in which 

.\_^ 
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trainees rate the trainers and training programs. More 

attention needs to be paid to developing training objectives and 

assessing effects of training on performance or other results. 

They describe a technique used by the Office of Personnel 

Management, in which trainees develop an "action plan" at the 

end of a training program. This action plan is based on the 

training experience, and lists behavior changes the employee 

intends to effect when s/he returns to the job. After a period 

of time, the participants are contacted to see if such changes 

actually occurred. This is a nice technique in that it 

encourages trainees to make changes based on their training, and 

these changes are behavioral and therefore measurable. It would 

be more effective if assessed by other individuals in addition 

to the trainee, to introduce more objectivity. Because of the 

time constraints on this study, this technique was not utilized, 

but the TTUCC may wish to incorporate it into their overall 

evaluation process at a future date. 

Cohen (1983) discussed a document-based peer review type 

of evaluation, which would add an additional facet to the 

evaluation process. Based on the APA/CHAMPUS forms and methods, 

student clinicians filled out treatment reports, which were 

submitted to psychologists licensed in the state of Delaware who 

had agreed to rate such forms. Their ratings were used as 

additional feedback and evaluation for the student and 

supervisor. Most reviews were positive regarding initial and 

proposed treatment goals and procedures and overall quality of 

m-
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initial and proposed care. Such a procedure would help student 

clinicians prepare for future professional activities, as they 

no doubt will find themselves justifying treatment to a third 

party payer, and it represents an additional source of 

evaluation feedback from a source not connected to the training 

program, and therefore presumably more objective. Cohen did not 

evaluate the impact of this program on the training program or 

quality of clinic services. This procedure was proposed for 

this research study, but the research assistant was unsuccessful 

in finding volunteer raters. 

Bent (1982) reported on the Wright State University 

School of Professional Psychology, which also employs a type of 

peer review as part of its evaluation process. Panels composed 

of one clinical faculty member, one faculty member, and one 

student regularly conduct oral reviews of students based on work 

samples submitted on a periodic basis to the Quality Assurance 

Committee, which is made up of the associate dean for 

psychological services, three practicing psychologists, one 

faculty member, and one student. These articles suggest that 

greater use could be made of practicing psychologists outside of 

the training program who would be willing to evaluate certain 

aspects of the trainees' work. The present study attempted to 

implement a procedure similar to Cohen's, in which TTUCC 

trainees were to submit a treatment plan to be evaluated by 

licensed psychologists who are not staff members of the TTUCC. 

Although this procedure did not actually occur in this study, it 
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would s t i l l seem to offer valuable information should i t be 

successfully implemented. 

Following are some instruments that were proposed for 

th i s study, but were not implemented: the t ra in ing modules 

v ignet tes, supervisor c r i t i c a l incidents, the peer case review, 

and evaluation of past interns by current employers. 

I VJ-i 
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Training Modules Vignettes 

1. Outline the information you want to elicit from the client 
during the intake interview. 

2. During an intake, you get the definite impression that the 
client intends to harm another person when s/he leaves. What would 
you do? 

3. During an intake, the client is becoming more and more 
agitated, and you become fearful that s/he may become violent. What 
steps would you take? 

4. As you work with a client, you are aware of feeling very 
attracted to him/her, and the client tells you s/he is interested in 
you. What would you do in this situation? 

5. A mother of one of your freshmen clients calls, requesting 
information that you are aware the client does not want the mother 
to know. What are your responsibilities in this situation? 

6. One of your clients has been arrested, and the prosecuting 
lawyer wants access to your case notes. What are your 
responsibilities in this situation? 

7. It becomes necessary for you to have one of your clients 
committed. Outline the actions you would take. 

8. A client calls you at 2 in the morning, and is talking about 
suicide. Outline how you would handle this situation. 

9. A female education major in her junior year comes in for 
counseling because she is doing poorly in her courses. Describe the 
issues you might explore with her. 

10. A client complains that he never seems to have enough time to 
get everything done. Describe specific techniques or suggestions 
you could give him. 

11. A client comes in complaining of tension headaches and 
difficulty in going to sleep. One technique you have decided to use 
is that of relaxation. Describe how you might teach this client to 
relax. 

12. A sophomore with an undeclared major comes in for help with 
choosing a major/career. Describe generally what you would do with 
this client from first session to termination. 

13. A female client who has been raped comes in for counseling. 
What issues would you expect to deal with? 
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14. A black client comes in with complaints of low grades and 
feelings of alienation. The client has an average IQ. What issues 
would you explore, and how might your treatment of this client 
differ if s/lie were white? 

15. Describe the SOAP format. 

16. If you needed to refer a client, list a few places to which 
s/he could be referred. 

17. For what reasons might you need to refer? 

1 V*" 
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Supervisor Cr i t ica l Incidents 

Every experience contains signif icant moments or events, 
pos i t ive and negative, that serve as c r i t i ca l or turning points. 
Please describe the c r i t i c a l incidents that occurred between you and 
your supervisee during his/her training experience at TTUCC. 

yt\ 
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Peer Review Report 

To submit a peer review report on a client, make sure that you 

have addressed the following seven areas, and then submit this 

report to the Coordinator of Training in an envelope with your name 

on the outside. Do not identify yourself or your client in the 

report itself. Your report will be assigned a code number so that 

you may receive feedback on it. 

1. Client presenting problem(s) and any relevant demographic 

information. 

2. Treatment goals. 

3. Treatment procedures. 

4. Number of sessions. 

5. Client's current status and accomplishment of each treatment 

goal. 

6. If terminated, give reasons for termination. 

7. If you were to provide future treatment to this client, what 

would your treatment goals be, and approximately how long would it 

take to accomplish those goals? 
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Letter to Employers of Past Interns 

Dear , 

The Texas Tech University Counseling Center (TTUCC), as part 
of its ongoing self-evaluation process, is contacting past trainees 
to get their retrospective impressions of the training they received 
at the TTUCC and how that has impacted their current performance. 
It would be helpful if we could also get your impressions, as a 
current employer or supervisor of one of our past trainees, of that 
trainee's current performance under your supervision. This 
information will be kept entirely confidential and will be used only 
to evaluate our training programs. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Employee's name: 

1. I would rate the above-named individual's overall current 
performance under my supervision as: 

Unacceptable Less than satisfactory 
Satisfactory Âbove average ^Exemplary 

2. Listed below are professional activities in which the above-
named individual may be currently engaged. Please mark which 
activities the individual was well-prepared for, and those for which 
you needed to provide more training. If the in(Jividual does not 
engage in a certain activity, please mark the "NA" column. 

Well Needed NA 
prepared training 

Individual psychotherapy 
Group psychotherapy 
Research 
Assessment 
Teaching 
Consultation 
Budget preparation 
Budget administration 
Personnel selection 
Supervision, personnel training 
Interprofessional relationships 
Program development 
Program evaluation 
Others (please specify): 
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APA Checklist 

Following are a list of APA-recommended activities and 
experiences for trainees. Some items just require you to check them 
if they are present, others may require a yes or no answer, and 
others may require you to answer in a range, as the question may 
pertain to practicum students and to interns. 

1. Opportunities exist for trainees to have both direct and 
indirect contact of sufficiently intensive nature with whole 
variety of clients and clinical problems dealt with by the 
agency. 

2. Training covers the purposes and the administrative and 
functional organization of the agency. 

3. Opportunities exist for trainees to be well acquainted with the 
special interests and services of all the professional personnel 
of the agency. 

4. Provisions exist for the trainees to increase indirect contacts 
with clients and knowledge of the different kinds of problems 
handled by the agency. 

5. Trainees are encouraged to work up case histories quickly and 
adequately. 

6. Opportunities exist, such as case conferences, for trainees to 
learn of the theory and practice of the other professions with 
which the agency works. 

7. Supervised training is offered in observation and interviewing. 

8. Supervised training is offered in the use of a variety of 
diagnostic testing procedures. 

9. Supervised training is offered in counseling or 
psychotherapeutic procedures. 

10. Supervised training is offered in other special treatment 
procedures as may be followed by psychologists in the agency. 

11. Trainees' work is planned with them in terms of their individual 
needs. 

12. Trainees are kept constructively occupied with practicum or 
internship work. 

13. Trainees' work is methodically observed and supervised. 
Feedback is given in proportion to their needs and to the end 
that they make rapid improvement in efficiency and competence. 
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14. Opportunities exist for supervision by different specialists. 

15. How many different specialists observe, criticize, or supervise 
the studient's work? 

How much time do they give to such work with the trainee? 

This supervision is competent and of good quality. 

16. All major aspects of trainees' work are supervised. 

17. Supervision by different specialists is coordinated or 
integrated by one supervising psychologist. 

18. What proportion of trainees' time is spent in work with clients? 

How many clients does a trainee see in a week? 

19. What proportion of trainees' time is spent in reading records, 
scoring tests and writing reports? 

20. What proportion of the trainees' time is spent in consultation 
and participation in conferences and seminars? 

Their work in these activities is critiqued. 

21. Do trainees devote enough time to the particular agency to learn 
a reasonable amount from it? 

The time spent there best develops their competence. 

The time spent there is broken up into unrelated segments. 

22. Interns spend enough time in the agency to develop a junior 
staff level of professional competence. 

23. The agency integrates the evaluations by different supervisors. 

The agency communicates such evaluations in written form to the 
trainee and/or to his or her graduate school. 

24. The evaluations are in such form as to be useful in 
distinguishing between superior, satisfactory and unsatisfactory 
work. 

25. Trainees' work which needs improvement is given intensive 
attention by the agency. 

26. The objectives of the training are identified and understood by 
the staff and trainees. 
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The objectives are appropriate to the agency. 

There is a conscious attempt to realize the objectives. 

27. Controlled and recorded methods of observation and study are 
systematically used in training. 

28. Trainees are taught to write meaningful reports which are 
understood and used by other members of the professional staff. 

29. Trainees are encouraged to participate in case study conferences 
with other professional personnel. 

30. Trainees participate in staff meetings. 

31. Observation of trainees' work is used as a teaching device. 

32. Psychotherapy is taught to trainees. 

How many hours does the supervising therapist give to each 
trainee per week? 

33. The agency provides formal or systematic follow-up procedures in 
training. 

34. Trainees are given opportunities for research, which are 
supervised by the agency. 

35. There is a formal agreement between the agency and the trainee's 
school which covers their separate agreements. 

36. Trainees are given information on their responsibilities in the 
agency. 

37. Interns are appropriately compensated for their work. 

38. The agency attempts to develop a knowledge of ethics and to 
inculcate a sense of professional and social responsibility in 
the trainee. 

39. The agency emphasizes teaching the trainee how to conceptualize 
client problems. 

40. Trainees are made more aware of cultural and individual 
differences. 

41. The trainee is made more aware of his or her personality, 
biases, and impact on others. 

42. The agency encourages the trainee to contribute to current 
psychological knowledge and practice. 
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43. The agency focuses its training efforts on teaching skills 
relevant to a professional psychologist. 

44. The agency provides group learning experiences for trainees. 

I ItW 
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